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-- Editorial --

37th Scientific Assembly

L

es années 2006-2007 ont été particulièrement fécondes dans le domaine
de la recherche scientifique spatiale en France. Je ne peux pas dans cette
brève introduction citer tous les projets en cours de développement ou en opérations, qui seront commentés dans les pages qui suivent, mais je souhaite
rappeler quelques dates importantes.

Editorial

Dans le domaine des sciences de la Terre et du climat, je citerai d’abord le
lancement le 28 Avril 2006 du satellite Calipso associé au satellite américain
Cloudsat dans le cadre d’une riche coopération entre le CNES, la NASA et
la NOAA. Tous deux ont rejoint les satellites américains Aqua et Aura et le
microsatellite français Parasol pour constituer une constellation, l’A-train, dont
les données combinées permettront de mieux comprendre l’effet des nuages
et des aérosols sur le climat.

One particularly noteworthy event for earth and climate science was the launch of the Calipso and Cloudsat satellites on
28 April 2006, the fruit of very close cooperation between CNES, NASA and NOAA. The two satellites joined the American
Aqua and Aura satellites and the French Parasol microsatellite to form the A-train, a constellation of Earth-observing satellites
which are used to gather data to learn more about the effect of clouds and aerosols on the climate.

Je citerai ensuite le lancement le 19 Octobre 2006 du satellite météorologique
polaire européen Metop, avec à son bord l’instrument français Iasi dédié au
sondage de l’atmosphère et à la mesure des profils verticaux de température
et d’humidité.
Toujours dans le domaine des sciences de la Terre, la décision a été prise en 2006 de reconstruire le satellite
Cryosat, perdu lors de son lancement fin 2005, et la mission Swarm, dédiée à l’étude du champ magnétique terrestre, a
été sélectionnée ; le CNES est impliqué dans l’instrumentation et le segment sol de ces deux missions du programme Earth
Explorer de l’ESA.
Dans le domaine des sciences de l’Univers, l’année 2006 s’est terminée brillamment avec le lancement réussi du satellite
Corot le 27 Décembre 2006 depuis Baïkonour ; un an après son lancement, les performances de l’instrument comblent les
attentes des scientifiques. Le succès de ce lancement a qualifié le nouveau lanceur Soyouz II.1b, qui sera utilisé pour les
futures missions scientifiques européennes.
De nombreuses décisions programmatiques importantes dans le cadre de l’ESA ont été prises. Après quelques
turbulences, le programme Cosmic Vision est reparti de l’avant. Le CNES sera impliqué dans le segment sol scientifique de
Gaia, confirmée en 2006, et dans la fourniture d’instruments pour BepiColombo et Solar Orbiter, confirmées en 2007. Un
appel à propositions pour de nouvelles missions a été lancé mi 2007 ; sur les 50 propositions reçues, la moitié avaient un
coordinateur français et parmi les 10 propositions encore en course, 4 ont un coordinateur français (Plato, Dune, Tandem,
Marco Polo), témoignant ainsi de la vitalité de la communauté scientifique française. Par ailleurs, le scénario de la mission
ExoMars a été finalisé, et une double participation française « en nature » est prévue : (i) fourniture d’équipements scientifiques ; (ii) assistance à la maîtrise d’ouvrage sur certains éléments clés.
Toujours en 2007, les trois premières missions « Sentinelles » du programme européen GMES, qui associe l’ESA
et l’Union Européenne ont été confirmées. Le CNES prévoit de contribuer à la maîtrise d’ouvrage des Sentinelles 2 et 3.
D’autres décisions majeures ont été prises dans le cadre bilatéral : le passage en phase B du projet de microsatellite
Taranis (étude des phénomènes lumineux en haute atmosphère), l’initiation de coopérations avec la Chine dans les domaines
de l’océanographie (Swim sur Cfosat) et de l’astrophysique (Eclairs sur Svom), et le démarrage du projet Simbol X (observatoire
astrophysique dans le domaine des rayons X durs à travers une démonstration de vol en formation) en coopération paritaire
avec l’Italie.
Dans son discours de février 2008 à Kourou, le Président de la République a tracé les grandes lignes de la
politique spatiale française. L’année 2008 sera importante pour l’ensemble du secteur spatial, avec en novembre le Conseil
ministériel de l’ESA à La Haye, pendant la présidence française de l’Union Européenne. Le CNES tiendra au printemps
2009 un nouveau séminaire de prospective scientifique à l’issue duquel une nouvelles vague de projets entrera dans
notre programmation. Je vous donne rendez-vous à la réunion 2010 de l’assemblée du Cospar pour vous présenter les
principales recommandations de ce séminaire.
Yannick d’Escatha
Président du CNES, Centre National d'Études Spatiales



T

he period 2006-2007 was particularly eventful for space science research in France. I cannot possibly mention in
this brief introduction all the projects currently being developed or already operational and which are described in the
following pages. I would nonetheless like to mention some of the key events here.

This was followed on 19 October 2006 by the launch of Metop, Europe’s meteorological polar-orbiting satellite,
carrying Iasi, the French Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer as part of its payload. Iasi is designed to sound the
Earth’s atmosphere and measure vertical temperature and humidity profiles.
Other important events in the Earth Sciences field included the decision in 2006 to rebuild the Cryosat satellite, destroyed on
launch at the end of 2005, and the selection of the Swarm mission, devoted to the study of the Earth’s magnetic field. CNES
is involved in the instrumentation and ground segment of both these missions, which are part of the ESA Earth Explorer
programme.
The year 2006 ended on a brilliant note for of the Universe Sciences with the successful launch of the Corot
satellite from Baikonur on 27 December. A year later, the instrument’s performance has more than lived up to scientists’
expectations. The successful launch qualified the new Soyuz II.1b launch vehicle, which will be used for future European
scientific missions.
Many important decisions were taken regarding ESA programmes. Following a period of some turbulence, the
Cosmic Vision programme made further headway. CNES will be involved in the scientific ground segment of the Gaia
mission, which was confirmed in 2006, and in supplying instruments for BepiColombo and Solar Orbiter, both confirmed in
2007.
A call for proposals for new missions was issued in mid-2007. Half of the fifty proposals received had a French
coordinator and four of the ten proposals still in the running (Plato, Dune, Tandem, Marco Polo) are French-coordinated, a
clear reflection of the vitality of the scientific community in France. In addition, the finishing touches were put to the ExoMars
mission. France plans to make two contributions «in kind» to this mission by: (i) supplying scientific equipment and (ii)
assisting the first-level customer for certain key items.
The year 2007 also saw confirmation of the first three Sentinels missions in the European GMES programme, a joint
initiative by ESA and the European Union. CNES plans to provide first-level customer support for Sentinels 2 and 3.
Other major bilateral decisions included progress in the Taranis microsatellite project (study of high-altitude transient
luminous events), which entered its phase B, the initiation of collaborative work with China in the fields of oceanography
(Swim on Cfosat) and astrophysics (Eclairs on Svom) and the start of Simbol X (astrophysics observation mission in the hard
X-ray range, based on a demonstration of a formation flying configuration), a joint project with Italy.
In February 2008, the French President outlined the nation’s space policy in a speech in Kourou. The year 2008 will
be an important one for all those working in the space sector, with the ESA Council of Ministers being held in The Hague in
November during the French EU Presidency. In the spring 2009, CNES will hold a new Scientific Prospects seminar, at the
end of which a new wave of projects will be programmed. So I look forward to the Cospar Assembly in 2010 when I shall
be able to put before you the main recommendations made during the seminar.

Yannick d’Escatha
President of CNES, the French National Space Agency
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FABIENNE CASOLI

L

es années 2006-2008 ont été tout aussi
riches que les précédentes pour le domaine
de l’étude et l’exploration de l’Univers. Dans le cadre
du programme scientifique obligatoire de l’ESA, épine
dorsale de notre programmation, nous pouvons citer la
moisson de résultats scientifiques de Mars Express et
Vénus Express (sonde mise en orbite autour de Vénus en
avril 2006), l’exploration de Saturne et de son satellite
Titan par la mission Cassini/Huygens, la poursuite de
l’exploitation des observatoires Soho, Cluster, XMMNewton, Integral. Le développement des projets Planck
et Herschel est entré dans sa phase finale avec un
lancement conjoint prévu fin 2008. Celui des projets Gaia
et BepiColombo se poursuit activement, tout comme
celui de la mission Lisa Pathfinder. Rosetta poursuit
son voyage au long cours vers la comète ChuryumovGerasimenko et a survolé la Terre en novembre 2007.
Enfin, la France a décidé de s’engager dans la réalisation
du segment sol de la mission Gaia ; le CNES, aux côtés
d’un consortium de laboratoires français, entend ainsi
jouer un rôle majeur dans le traitement des données de
cette mission. La mission Solar Orbiter a été redéfinie
dans une coopération avec la NASA, et entame une
phase de définition pour un lancement en 2015 ; un
appel d’offres pour les instruments a été lancé en
octobre 2007 et leur sélection finale devrait intervenir
mi 2008.

Vision cosmique et exploration de Mars
L’année 2007 a vu le paysage de la prochaine
décennie se préciser du côté de l’ESA, qu’il s’agisse
de Cosmic Vision pour le programme scientifique
obligatoire, ou d’ExoMars dans le cadre du programme
d’exploration. Les décisions prises pendant l’année
2007 vont déterminer une grande partie de l’activité
en 2008 et 2009, avec un soutien fort du CNES aux
équipes qui participent aux projets à l’étude.
Cosmic Vision prévoit dans une première étape
une mission M en 2017 et une mission L en 2018, avec
3 phases de sélection successives dont la première
a eu lieu en octobre 2007. Les scientifiques français
sont très présents dans la présélection. Pour l’étude du


système solaire, trois missions d’initiative française sont
à l’étude : Marco Polo, un retour d’échantillons d’un
astéroïde primitif ou d’un géocroiseur, en collaboration
avec la JAXA, Laplace et Tandem vers les planètes
géantes (respectivement Jupiter et Saturne) et leurs
satellites. Un choix sera fait entre Laplace et Tandem à
l’automne 2008.
Plato, mission M d’initiative française, concerne
les exoplanètes et constitue le chaînon logique entre
Corot et des missions plus ambitieuses. La présélection
comprend aussi dans la gamme des mission M, Crossscale pour la physique des plasmas spatiaux ; une
mission L, Xeus, un grand observatoire en rayons X,
et Safari, une participation européenne à l’observatoire
infrarouge japonais Spica. Des équipes françaises
participent à ces 3 projets. Enfin, une mission M dédiée
au mystère de l’énergie noire a été sélectionnée, et
le concept final sera défini au printemps 2008. Les
laboratoires français sont à l’origine d’un des deux
concepts proposés, Dune, s’appuyant sur des études
de phase 0 menées suite au séminaire de prospective
du CNES en 2004.
Picard

Le scénario définitif de la mission ExoMars, avec
notamment le choix d’un lanceur Ariane, a été précisé
au printemps 2007. ExoMars démontrera la capacité des
Européens à se poser sur le sol martien avec leurs propres
technologies, d’y déployer une station scientifique fixe
(Humboldt) et un véhicule planétaire mobile (Pasteur). Le
CNES sera responsable de deux instruments sur Pasteur
et trois instruments sur Humboldt. La configuration finale
de cette mission ambitieuse sera déterminée lors de la
conférence ministérielle de l’ESA en 2008.

Programme multilatéral
Dans le cadre du programme multilatéral
du CNES, la mission Corot (COnvection, ROtation et
Transits planétaires) se révèle un grand succès. Lancé
le 27 décembre 2006, le satellite Corot utilise la plateforme multi-missions Protéus développée par le CNES.
Ce programme a été développé dans le cadre d’une
coopération internationale sous prééminence française à
laquelle ont participé l’Allemagne, l’Autriche, la Belgique,
le Brésil, l’ESA et l’Espagne. Le premier objectif de Corot
est la découverte de planètes extrasolaires en détectant
leur transit devant leur étoile. Fin 2007, deux nouvelles
exoplanètes avaient été découvertes, confirmées par des
observations au sol ultérieures. Corot avait également
observé plusieurs dizaines d’évènements qui pourraient
être des transits. Les observations complémentaires
nécessaires pour confirmer que ces observations sont
liées à la présence d’autres exoplanètes sont en cours.
Le second objectif scientifique de Corot est l'étude de la
structure interne des étoiles par astérosismologie. Corot
a révélé que les étoiles ont des comportements d’une
diversité tellement inattendue qu’il faudra très certainement
mettre au point une nouvelle classification des étoiles.

microsatellites, a démarré en septembre 2008 la phase
B de Taranis, qui étudie les phénomènes énergétiques à
l’interface entre l’atmosphère terrestre, la thermosphère
et l’ionosphère. Ce microsatellite de la filière Myriade
comporte des contributions américaines et danoises.
Les équipes françaises sont fortement
impliquées dans deux instruments sur l’ambitieuse
mission Mars Science Laboratory de la NASA, Chemcam
et Sam (Sample Analysis at Mars). Le lancement aura
lieu en 2009 et l’année 2007 a vu une intense activité
pour la réalisation finale des instruments. La contribution
française à Sam a été livrée en octobre au Goddard
Space Flight Center. Quant à Chemcam, son intégration
est prévue au printemps 2008.
Les opportunités de coopération avec la Chine ont
mené à l’étude de deux missions. Svom est une mission
chinoise consacrée à l’étude des sursauts gamma. La
France fournirait en particulier la charge utile Eclairs qui avait
fait l’objet d’une étude de phase A pour un microsatellite
en 2005. La phase A du projet s’est terminée fin 2006 et
la phase de conception préliminaire se déroule en 2007 et
2008. Smese est un microsatellite destiné à l’étude des
éruptions solaires. Une étude de phase A franco-chinoise a
démarré en mars 2006 pour s’achever en mai 2008.

Le vol en formation

Côté physique fondamentale, le modèle
d’ingénierie de l’horloge à atomes refroidis Pharao a été
assemblé et testé. La décision de construire le modèle
de vol sera prise à l’automne 2008, en parallèle avec la
décision d’engagement du modèle de vol d’Aces, qui sera
présentée au conseil ministériel de l’ESA. L’expérience
de métrologie T2L2 a été développée en un temps record
pour un emport en tant que passager par la mission
Jason-2 en juin 2008.

Le CNES poursuit son programme de vol en
formation avec le projet d’astrophysique des hautes
énergies Simbol-X, maintenant un projet bilatéral avec
l’Italie. Une étude de faisabilité de la mission a été conduite
en 2006-2007, en partenariat avec l’Agence spatiale
italienne (ASI). L’ASI prendrait en charge le développement
des deux plateformes des satellites de la mission ainsi
que la fourniture du Satellite Miroir. Le CNES aurait la
responsabilité de l’ensemble de la mission, du système et
plus particulièrement des aspects liés au vol en formation.
Il est aussi en charge du Satellite Détecteur et de la charge
utile de détection conçue et construite par une équipe
intégrée CNES/Laboratoires. L’Allemagne participe
également à cette phase d’étude et d’autres participations
internationales sont attendues. Le lancement est prévu vers
2014.

Picard est en phase finale de développement
pour un lancement mi-2009. Ce microsatellite de la filière
Myriade embarque trois instruments destinés à effectuer
des mesures simultanées de variations géométriques et
énergétiques du Soleil. Il contribuera ainsi à l’amélioration
des modèles du climat terrestre et de la physique de
l’intérieur du Soleil. Toujours dans le domaine des

L’année 2008 verra une intense activité de
préparation du prochain séminaire de prospective
scientifique, prévu pour mars 2009. Plusieurs décisions
programmatiques importantes devraient être prises à
l’automne 2008, avec l’aide du Comité des Programmes
Scientifiques, en particulier concernant ExoMars, Svom
et Pharao.
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Multilateral programme

FABIENNE CASOLI

Cosmic Vision and exploration of Mars

M

uch progress has been made in the study
and exploration of the Universe over
recent years and the period 2006 to 2008 has been
no exception. Examples falling within the scope of the
ESA mandatory scientific programme, which forms the
backbone of our programmes, include the plethora of
scientific results from Mars Express and Venus Express
(the space probe that has been orbiting Venus since April
2006), the Cassini/Huygens mission, which is exploring
Saturn and one of its moons, Titan, and the ongoing
activities of the Soho, Cluster, XMM-Newton and Integral
observatories. The Planck and Herschel projects have
entered their final development phase, with launching
scheduled for the end of 2008. Development work for
the Gaia and BepiColombo projects and for the Lisa
Pathfinder mission is being actively pursued. Rosetta
is still on its long journey to the comet ChuryumovGerasimenko and flew by the Earth in November 2007.
Lastly, France has decided to take part in making the
ground segment for the Gaia mission. CNES intends to
work alongside a consortium of French laboratories to
make a major contribution to data processing for the
mission. The Solar Orbiter mission has been redefined
under a cooperation agreement with NASA and has
entered its definition phase. The launch is scheduled for
2015. A call for bids for instrumentation was issued in
October 2007. Final selection is expected by mid-2008.
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The ESA programme for the coming decade
took shape in 2007, with Cosmic Vision for the mandatory
scientific programme and ExoMars as part of the exploration
programme. The decisions taken in 2007 will determine much
of the activity for 2008 and 2009, with CNES providing active
support for the teams involved in the planned projects.
An initial stage of Cosmic Vision includes plans for an M-class
mission in 2017 and an L-class mission in 2018. There are
three selection phases in all, the first of which took place in
October 2007. French scientists are in a prominent position
on the shortlist. Three French-initiated missions are under
consideration for the study of the solar system. The first
two are Laplace and Tandem, two missions to the giant
planets (Jupiter and Saturn respectively) and their moons.
A choice between Laplace and Tandem will be made in the
autumn 2008. The third mission is Marco Polo, carried out in
partnership with the Japanese Space Agency, JAXA, and set
up to return samples from a primitive asteroid or Near Earth
Object.
Plato, another French-initiated M-class mission,
concerns exoplanets and can be seen as the logical stepping
stone from Corot to more ambitious programmes. Also
shortlisted are Cross-scale, an M-class mission devoted to
space plasma physics, Xeus, an X-ray observatory L-class
mission and Safari for European participation in the Japanese
infrared observatory Spica. French teams are involved in all
three of these projects. Lastly, an M-class mission focusing on
the mystery of dark energy has been selected and the concept
will be finalised for the spring 2008. French laboratories are
behind Dune, one of the two concepts put forward. This
concept is based on Phase 0 studies carried out further to the
CNES Scientific Prospects Seminar in 2004.
The final scenario of the ExoMars mission which, in
particular, opts for an Ariane launch vehicle, was completed in
the spring 2007. ExoMars will show that Europeans can land
on Mars using their own technology and deploy there a fixed
scientific station (Humboldt) and a rover (Pasteur). CNES will
be responsible for two instruments on the Pasteur rover and
three for the Humboldt station. The final configuration of this
ambitious mission will be decided during the ESA Ministerial
Conference in 2008.

Formation flying

Carried out as part of the CNES multilateral
programme, the Corot mission (COnvection, ROtation
and planetary Transits) is proving a great success. The
Corot satellite, launched on 27 December 2006, uses
the Proteus multi-mission platform developed by CNES.
The programme was developed under an international
cooperation agreement headed by France and involving
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, the European Space Agency,
Germany and Spain. Corot’s chief goal is to discover
extrasolar planets as they transit in front of their star.
Two previously unknown exoplanets were discovered at
the end of 2007 and confirmed by subsequent ground
observations. Corot also observed several dozen events
that might be transits. Additional work is underway to
determine whether or not these observations are related
to the existence of other exoplanets. Corot’s second
scientific goal is to study the internal structure of stars by
asteroseismology. It has shown that stars possess such a
wide variety of behaviour patterns that they will certainly
need to be reclassified.
In the field of fundamental physics, the engineering
model of the Pharao cold-atom clock has been assembled
and tested. The decision to go ahead with the construction
of the flight model will be taken in autumn 2008, at the same
time as the decision to commit to the Aces flight model
before the ESA Ministerial Council. The T2L2 metrological
experiment has been developed in record time and will be
carried as a passenger on the Jason-2 satellite in June
2008.

CNES is continuing its formation flying programme
with the Simbol-X high-energy astrophysics project, which
is now a joint project with Italy. A mission feasibility study
was carried out in 2006-2007 in partnership with ASI, the
Italian Space Agency. ASI will handle the
development of both the mission’s satellite platforms
and supply the Mirror Satellite. CNES will take overall
responsibility for the mission, system and, more particularly,
aspects relating to formation flying. It is also in charge of the
Detector Satellite and the detection payload designed and
built by an integrated CNES/laboratories team. Germany is
also involved in this design phase and other international
contributions are expected. The launch is scheduled for
around 2014.
2008 will be a year of intense preparations for the
next Scientific Prospects Seminar, planned for March 2009.
Several major programming decisions should be taken in
the autumn 2008 with the help of the Scientific Programme
Committee. ExoMars, Svom and Pharao are among the
projects particularly concerned.

Picard is in its final development phase in
preparation for a mid-2009 launch. Part of the Myriade
series, this microsatellite will carry three instruments
designed to take simultaneous measurements of variations
in the Sun’s geometry and emitted power. The data obtained
will improve models of the Earth’s climate and of the physical
characteristics of the Sun’s interior. Phase B of Taranis,
another microsatellite, is set to start in September 2008.
Taranis is designed to study high energy phenomena at the
interface between the Earth’s atmosphere, thermosphere
and ionosphere. It belongs to the Myriade series and
includes American and Danish contributions.
The French teams are closely involved in work on
two instruments, Chemcam and Sam (for Sample Analysis
at Mars) to be used on NASA’s ambitious Mars Science
Laboratory mission. The year 2007 saw intense activity
to ensure that the instruments are ready for launching in
2009. The French contribution to Sam was delivered to
the Goddard Space Flight Center in October. Chemcam
should be integrated in the spring 2008.
Cooperation opportunities with China have led
to studies for two missions. Svom is a Chinese mission
devoted to the study of gamma-ray bursts. France would
supply the Eclairs payload, for which a phase A study
was carried out in 2005 for a microsatellite. Phase A of
the project was completed at the end of 2006 and the
preliminary design phase will be carried out during 2007
and 2008. Smese is a microsatellite intended for the study
of solar flares. A French-Chinese phase A study began in
March 2006 and should be completed in May 2008.
Eagle Nebula
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It is part of ESA’s Aces (Atomic Clock Ensemble
in Space) project, which also includes a hydrogen maser
and a microwave link, and is scheduled to be mounted on
the External Payload Facility of the ISS Columbus module
in 2013.
Commitment to the Aces flight model will be among the
decisions to be considered at the ESA Ministerial Council
at the end of 2008.

UNIVERSE SCIENCES

Fundamental physics
SYLVIE LÉON

Once in flight, Aces will be the best tool available
for networking new ground clocks (optical ones in particular)
that will offer a wide spectrum for «beyond standard model»
physics tests. It could be used in particular for studying
any drift in fundamental constants.

T2L2: time transfer by laser link

Fig. 1a

Fig. 1b

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

T2L2 is an optical link designed to compare
clock signals at different points on the Earth with a time
stability in the region of 1 ps over 1000 s. It functions
by propagating very short laser pulses between laser
ranging stations associated with the clocks. The
experiment consists in measuring three instants: pulse
transmission, pulse arrival on board the satellite and
pulse return to the ground after being reflected from the
satellite. The space instrument, designed by the Côte
d’Azur Observatory and CNES, has been accepted
as a passenger on the Jason-2 satellite, scheduled
for launch in June 2008. In addition to validating
time transfer performance and comparing it with that
obtained on other microwave links, it will characterise
the operation of the Doris ultra-stable oscillator (which
serves as an on-board clock) and validate the one-way
optical ranging concept proposed for future distance
measurements on the scale of the solar system.

Microscope : putting the equivalence principle
to the test
Microscope is a CNES microsatellite project,
managed with ONERA and the Côte d’Azur Observatory
in cooperation with ESA and ZARM, the Centre of
Applied Space Technology and Microgravity at the
University of Bremen in Germany. Its aim is to test
the principle of equivalence between an inertial mass
and gravitational mass with a resolution of 10 -15 . It will
also provide an opportunity to qualify the technology
required to build a drag-free satellite, which is a vital
component of the scientific experiment. The core of
each of two ultra-sensitive differential accelerometers
will consist of a pair of concentric proof masses.
Their orbital motion will be observed at an altitude
of some 800 km around the Earth with subatomic
precision. The accelerometer qualification model is
under construction at ONERA, the French aerospace
laboratory. The European Space Agency will supply
the micropropulsion system.
Furthermore, matter-wave interferometry using
cold atoms has aroused growing interest because
of its inertial sensor applications. The ICE project
(interferometry with coherent sources for applications
in space), proposed jointly by the Institut d’Optique,
SYRTE, ONERA and CNES, is aimed at developing an
accelerometer using a Bose-Einstein condensate as
its atomic source. So far, a laboratory model has been
developed and tested on a parabolic flight on board
the 0 g Airbus. Other R&T activities are in progress to
pave the way for future experiments proposed as part
of ESA’s Cosmic Vision programme, in particular for the
LISA project for the detection of gravitational waves.

Microscope

T

he General Theory of Relativity changed
our conception of time and space and
has now become part of everyday life. Its effects have
been verified by comparing clock signals for example.
If relativistic corrections were not applied to GPS
signals, the positioning quality would drift by 30 cm per
second and the system would be unusable! Despite
this, questions are still being asked because the basic
tenets of the theory do not seem compatible with
those of quantum physics. Situations where gravity
(described by general relativity) and quantum physics
both play a major role are quite puzzling for physicists.
In their search for a unified theory, they predict that
it should be possible to observe minute effects that
violate the General Theory of Relativity. Observing
that the dynamics of galaxies and the Universe is not
consistent with the laws of gravity, they have to add
unknown components of «dark» matter and energy.
Based on the General Theory of Relativity, such
components would make up 96% of our Universe! New
experiments have been put forward to shed light on
their properties. Some clues, however, would seem to
argue in favour of a large-scale change in the laws of
gravity.
12

These new ideas must be compared with
experimental measurements. It would seem that this can
only be done in space, which offers the free-fall conditions
and vast distances required. Space experiments are
being prepared in an attempt to reveal the predicted
effects, such as violation of the principle of equivalence
between gravitational mass and inertial mass and a drift in
fundamental constants over time, and to put the laws of
gravity to the test. The instruments for these forthcoming
experiments are being developed by CNES and French
scientific laboratories and industries and are taking shape
with the Pharao cold-atom clock, the T2L2 laser link time
transfer project and Microscope accelerometers.

Pharao : a new generation space clock
The engineering model of Pharao, a lasercooled caesium-atom clock made by the ENS
Kassler-Brossel Laboratory and SYRTE, the SpaceTime Reference Systems Department of the Paris
Observatory, is packed with cutting-edge technology.
Assembled and tested at CNES, its performance now
meets expected stability requirements. The Pharao
space clock should be capable of providing a 100MHz
signal with an accuracy and stability of 10 -16.

Fig. 1a and 1b: Performance test of the engineering model of the Pharao
cold atom clock, at CNES premises. In the Aces project of ESA, the SHM
H-maser should be placed close to Pharao to provide the short term
frequency stability.
Fig. 2: T2L2 instrument on board Jason-2 satellite. Two optical subsystems
using photo-diodes are located in the vicinity of the retro reflector to
detect the incoming laser pulses from the ground stations. The electronic
subsystem, housed inside the satellite, includes an event timer, a signal
conditioning system, a controller and power supplies.
Fig. 3: A specific Payload Assembly Subsystem has been defined around
the payload to achieve the temperature stability for the two differential
electrostatic accelerometers and the electronics.
Fig. 4: A thermally fully representative mock-up of the Payload Assembly
Subsystem has been developed and tested in CNES. Results show that
the required thermal stability for the instrument can be achieved.
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Corot
The Corot satellite (COnvection, ROtation and
planetary Transits) was successfully launched from
Baikonur at the end of 2006 on a Soyuz II.1b launch
vehicle. Corot is the first stellar photometry space
mission to combine a very high degree of accuracy
with a very long, uninterrupted period of observation
(up to six months) of the same celestial objects.
Corot has two main goals :
1- Seeking out small extrasolar planets by detecting
their transit in front of their stars
2- Studying the interior of stars by observing tiny
oscillations on their surface that are characteristic of
their internal structure (asteroseismology).
By the end of 2007, 30 stars had been
observed within the «seismological» field for periods
ranging from 20 to 150 days. A wide variety of objects
are concerned, from stars very similar to the Sun
to much older or much more massive stars. Solar
oscillations have been detected in several Sun-like
stars. These oscillations are of very low amplitude
and only remain coherent for short periods of time,
which makes detection and measurement harder than
expected. The oscillation spectra of more massive stars
are extremely rich. Such spectra cannot be obtained
using large telescopes on the ground. They result from
a combination of Corot’s high degree of accuracy and
very long period of continuous observation. Meticulous
analysis will teach us more about the age of these
stars, as well as their chemical composition, rotation,
internal chemical processes and evolution.
Corot discovered a first exoplanet, known as
Corot-exo-1b, in the spring 2007. It has since discovered
several others and during its nominal lifetime of three
years, could discover more than fifty exoplanets.

Dark matter and dark energy
Dark matter and dark energy are one of the
biggest enigmas in physics and cosmology. «Ordinary»
matter (protons, neutrons and electrons), consistent
with nucleosynthesis observations, makes up less
than 5% of the Universe. Unknown massive particles
called «dark matter», the effects of which can be seen
in galaxy dynamics, account for about a quarter, while
nearly 2/3 consists of an unknown form of energy,
known as «dark energy». The existence of this dark
energy could explain the new phase of accelerated
expansion that the Universe has been experiencing for
the past few billion years.	
CNES and the French scientific community
are actively involved in preparing two projects related
to this field: the American project Snap (SuperNova
Acceleration Probe), which will be proposed in
response to the JDEM (Joint Dark Energy Mission) call
for proposals and the E-DEM project, selected by the
European Space Agency as part of its Cosmic Vision
programme (M-class mission) for assesment studies
up to the end of 2009.

Simbol-X

Simbol-X
Simbol-X is a high-energy astrophysics mission
which makes use of the formation flying technique.
Its payload is a new-generation space telescope.
One satellite will be used to carry the mirrors of the
telescope and another, located twenty metres away,
will carry the detectors.
Simbol-X was first proposed by the scientific
community in 2004 and CNES carried out the related
phase 0 studies. A joint phase A study is being carried
out by CNES and the Italian Space Agency (ASI), with
a contribution from Germany’s MPE institute. Other
countries are expected to participate in subsequent
phases of the project. The go-ahead for phase B is
expected during the second half of 2008 in preparation
for a launch in 2015.
Simbol-X operates within the 0.5-80 keV
range. The mission will be the first to use focusing
optics beyond 10 keV, improving sensitivity and angular
resolution by two orders of magnitude compared with
instruments currently used in the hard X-ray range.
The revolutionary observing power made available
by this mission will make it possible to investigate a
number of fundamental questions in the field of highenergy astrophysics for which relevant data has not
yet been found, such as interactions of black holes
with surrounding matter (accretion flow dynamics, jets,
relativistic effects near the horizon), the origin of very
high-energy particle acceleration and, more generally,
the exact location of high-energy cosmic ray sources
(supernova remnants, jets of matter, gamma-ray bursts
or clusters of galaxies).
SAp, CESR and APC are the main French laboratories involved in Simbol-X.

The leading French laboratories behind Corot and
currently involved in the related data processing activities
are the Paris Observatory’s LESIA, IAS in Orsay, LAM in
Marseilles and OMP in Toulouse.
Corot
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Gaia
The Gaia astrometry mission is the 6th
cornerstone mission in the European Space Agency’s
Horizon 2000 programme. The satellite should be
launched at the end of 2011 and placed at Lagrange
point L2. The European scientific community will
be responsible for the formidable scientific and
technical task of processing Gaia data on the ground.
The French scientific community is strongly
committed to the project and has asked CNES to
make a substantial contribution to the development
and operation of the data processing and analysis
system. CNES has already carried out a phase A study
to make an estimate of this contribution. It has also
developed Gaia data simulators and will accommodate
the spectroscopic data and astrophysical parameter
processing centre.

Svom
Svom is a mission devoted to the study of gamma-ray
bursts – the highest-energy phenomena observed in
the Universe. The mission takes up and extends the
objectives of the Eclairs microsatellite project for which
CNES performed a phase A in 2005. It is a FrenchChinese cooperative project.
Svom’s payload consists of a set of experiences
designed to detect gamma-ray bursts and study them
in the X-ray and low-energy gamma-ray bands. Two types
of instruments are included: the CXG X- and gammaray camera, which is capable of detecting gammaray bursts in the 4-50 keV range and observing their
prompt emission in the 4 300 keV range, and Eclairs
Soft X-ray Cameras (or ESXCs), which are designed to
pinpoint the bursts detected by the CXG more precisely
and measure prompt emission in the 1-10 keV range.

37th Scientific Assembly

The French laboratories involved are the CEA’s
SA (Service d’Astrophysique), CESR (Centre d’Etude
Spatiale des Rayonnements) in Toulouse and LAM
(Laboratoire d’Astrophysique de Marseille).

Herschel and Planck
These are two ESA space observatories
designed to study the Universe at wavelengths that are
not well explored – the far infrared and the submillimetric
range. The Planck mission is devoted to studying the
inhomogeneities of the first radiation emitted in the
Universe, 370,000 years after the Big Bang. Herschel
observes the cold universe, which contains objects
that emit little visible light, with unrivalled angular
resolution. Its main job will be to study the interstellar
medium and the formation of stars and galaxies.
As with all projects in the ESA mandatory
scientific programme, national agencies will fund the
development and scientific operation of the instrument
payloads. France is taking part in the technical side
of the HFI (High Frequency Instrument), the main
instrument on Planck and the three instruments of the
Herschel focal plane. All the flight models for the French
contributions were delivered in 2006. The Planck and
Herschel missions will be launched from Kourou on an
Ariane V rocket at the end of 2008.
Herschel and Plank data will be used by more
than a hundred French scientists from twenty or so
laboratories.
Planck

Svom will also be equipped with gamma-ray
burst monitors, or GRMs, which will measure the light
curve and spectral parameters of the prompt emission
of bursts detected by the CXG in the hard X-ray and
low-energy (50keV to 5MeV) gamma-ray range. Lastly,
a Visible Telescope, or VT, designed to home in on the
burst alert zone by rotating the satellite, will be able to
observe the region of the GRB emission in the visible
range.

Svom
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n t he MMO (Mercury Magnetospheric Orbiter), a

spin-stabilised probe on an inclined, elliptical orbit,
designed for the study of the magnetic field and
magnetosphere (under JAXA supervision). Several
teams of French scientists will contribute to the
design and construction of the instruments with
CNES support. See details below.

UNIVERSE SCIENCES

Sun, heliosphere and magnetospheres
JEAN-YVES PRADO

The mission was given the final approval by the
ESA Science Programme Committee in February 2006.
The probes will be launched from Kourou together on a
Soyuz II1b launch vehicle. After cruising together with
an electrical propulsion system, the probes will be placed in orbit by a chemical thruster system. They will
then separate near Mercury and perform their missions
in a coordinated manner. Launch is scheduled for the
end of 2013, with an expected arrival near Mercury in
2019. Since spring this year, Bepicolombo spacecraft
has suffered an important mass increase. The consequences on the issue of the mission are still unknown.
French contributions selected for the MMO
payload include:
The plasma wave instrument suite (PWI, Kyoto University Japan). This concerns the supply of:
n t he axial fluxmeter of the Search Coil instrument
( CETP ),
n a
 n active plasma measurement instrument:
AM2P (LPCE) ,
n a n instrument to measure radio emissions, plasma
density and temperature: Sorbet (LESIA) .

The charged particle measurement instrument
suite ( MPPE of ISAS-JAXA, Japan). This concerns
the supply of:

n a
 n electron spectrum analyser instrument: MEA
(CESR) ,
n a n ion mass spectrum analyser instrument MSA
developed by CETP .

Solar Orbiter: taking close-ups of the Sun
Solar Orbiter is an ESA mission which entered phase A at the beginning of 2008 for a scheduled launch in May 2015. Many French scientific teams
are carrying out preparatory work, with technical and
financial backing from CNES, with a view to making
contributions to several instruments intended for this
mission. ESA will select proposals in the middle of
2008.

Picard: in line with the solar cycle
The Picard mission is placed under the scientific supervision of the CNRS Service d’Aéronomie. Its
goal is to take accurate, simultaneous measurements of
the diameter of the Sun, its differential rotation and the
solar constant and study how these different parameters
vary over time. These measurements are of interest to
astronomers seeking to discover more about the internal
structure of the Sun and to Earth scientists concerned
with the impact of solar flux on global warming.
The project entered its construction phase (C/
D phase) in March 2006. Launch is scheduled for May
2009, in line with the beginning of the ascending phase
of the next solar cycle.
It is carried out in cooperation with Belgium
(which is supplying a radiometric instrument and the
Scientific Mission Centre) and Switzerland (which is
supplying a radiometer).

Picard

This scientific theme has three main facets :

Six-year voyage for BepiColombo

n f undamental physics: conceptualising «multiscale»

interactions and links between «micro» and
«macrophysics», formation and annihilation of 3D
structures, turbulence and dynamics of complex
systems,
n a nalysing and understanding interactions between

different layers of solar system environments,
primarily the Earth and Sun, but taking in other
planets, too. A «Space Weather» application with
active participation from French teams is being
developed in Europe,
n investigating the impact of long solar cycles on

BepiColombo is the fifth cornerstone mission
in the ESA’s Horizon 2000 programme. It comprises
two parts: the study of the surface of Mercury and the
study of its magnetosphere.
The mission consists of two scientific probes that will
be transported to Mercury on a transfer module:
n t he MPO (Mercury Planetary Orbiter), a three-axis,

stabilised probe on a low, circular, polar orbit,
designed for the study of the surface and interior
of the planet (under ESA supervision): see details
under «Solar System»,

long-term changes in planetary environments,
with a possible effect on climate change in planets.
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Cluster 2

Lyot/Smese is a French-Chinese cooperative
project for the study of solar flares.
The planned scientific payload comprises:
n a hydrogen Lyman alpha solar disc imager and

coronograph (supplied by IAS),
n a n infrared solar telescope (supplied by LESIA),
n a n X- and gamma-ray spectrometer (supplied by the

Purple Mountain Observatory and the University of
Nanjing).
The Centre for Space Science and Applied
Research in Beijing will be in charge of data management.

Taranis

Taranis: watching out for storms

A French-Chinese phase A study for the mission began in March 2006 and should be completed
by May 2008. The implementation of this mission could
be on the agenda of the CNES Scientific Prospects
seminar in the spring 2009.

Currently operating missions

The Taranis mission sets out to study the
coupling of the atmosphere, ionosphere and magnetosphere that occurs during atmospheric storms. The
study must be both local and global if it is to explain
the physical mechanisms behind the impulsive energy
transfers between the neutral atmosphere and plasmas, with and without collision of the ionosphere and
magnetosphere. The ultimate aim is to determine the
impact of these processes on the Earth’s environment.

Many scientific missions, including Soho and
Cluster, continue to provide invaluable measurements
for modelling the ionised environment of the Earth and
other planets in our solar system, such as Mars and
Jupiter.

With this in mind, it is planned to study the
coupling of the atmosphere with the ionosphere and
determine the frequency and characteristics of various
types of electromagnetic and particle emission.

n T he NASA Stereo mission, launched in October 2006,

Phase B studies began in September 2007, in
association with laboratories from France (LPCE, CEA/
DAM, LESIA, CESR, CETP) and other countries (the
American Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory and the Danish Meteorological Institute)
and will be completed in October 2008. Taranis should
be launched in 2012.

Several recently launched missions carry instruments and equipment designed and made by French
scientists benefiting from CNES support. Examples
include:

Cluster 2

which has on board an instrument designed and
developed
under
LESIA
supervision
(Waves), while other laboratories (CESR, CETP,
IAS, LAM) helped develop a number of other
instruments. In response to a request from
NOAA, CNES upgraded an X-band telemetry
receiving antenna, thus helping to receive useful
data for space weather forecasts.
n C ETP and CESR made contributions to NASA’s.

Themis mission and China's double star mission.
The Sun-Earth connection
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Mars Express

it has found olivine and no traces of hydration in
more recent surfaces. These results support the
theory of a warm, wet period at the beginning of the
planet’s history, followed by a long cold dry period.
Future missions like MSL and ExoMars will focus
particularly on these clay sites.
n T he ultraviolet and infrared spectrometer, Spicam
Fig. 1

Fig. 3

(SA/CNRS), has produced atmospheric profiles
between 10 and 100km and determined density
and temperature for the first time ever.
n It has also detected auroras on the night side of

the atmosphere which are due to an NO 2 breakdown
mechanism related to the magnetic regions of Mars.

Rosetta: deciphering the Rosetta stone of our
origins
Launched on 2 March 2004, ESA’s Rosetta
probe flew by Mars at the beginning of 2007 and the
Earth in November. During its voyage, the probe should
pass by two asteroids of interest to scientists – Steins
in 2008 and Lutetia in 2010. In 2014, after a flight of
more than ten years and four gravity assists (Earth,
Mars, Earth, Earth), it will start orbiting the comet Churyumov Gerasimenko and send its lander, Philae, to the
comet’s surface. These are both unprecedented feats.
CNES has coordinated all French contributions regarding the scientific payload and the lander
with eleven participations for instrumentation and two
for technological aspects (with two subsystems for the
lander and part of its ground segment). On the French
side of operations, everything has gone well and lead
times and performance are consistent with the initial
resources allocated to the project.

22

Mars Express : four years’ worth of data
Europe’s Mars Express probe continues to observe the Red Planet more than four years after it was
launched. It is the first European mission to the red
planet and a remarkable success.
Mars Express has already provided much highquality data. The achievements of French instruments
include the following:
n T he French infrared spectral imager, Omega (IAS and

LESIA/CNRS) has identified the type of ice on both
of the planet’s polar caps. The ice consists of a fine
seasonal layer of carbonic ice covering a thick glacier of
water ice and is the first directly observed evidence
of water on Mars.
n O mega has also detected clays (resulting from the

weathering of basaltic rock by water) and hydrous
silicates on the most ancient surfaces of Mars, which
are more than 3.5 billion years old. Conversely,

n T he plasma analyser, Aspera (to which CESR/CNRS/

Paul Sabatier University in Toulouse contributed)
has demonstrated that the solar wind penetrates
the atmosphere of Mars to a depth of 250km. These
measurements have been used to determine the
extent of «offgassing» from the planet induced by
the solar wind. According to these findings, 0.2-4
millibars of carbon dioxide could have been offgassed
during a period of 3.5 billion years as a result of this
mechanism. This is a relatively low value.

Cassini
The Cassini mission has continued to observe the Saturnian system since it arrived in July 2004.
French scientists are involved in almost all the probe’s
12 instruments and are second only to the Americans
in number. Christophe Sotin of the LPG/CNRS Nantes
is currently working at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
where he is in charge of coordinating Titan fly-bys. The
Bordeaux Observatory estimated the depth of Titan’s
lakes using data from the Cassini Radar.
The LESIA/Paris Observatory/CNRS has used
data from RPWS, the radio and plasma wave science
instrument, to measure Saturn’s speed of rotation. This
method was previously tried and tested on Jupiter,
where it demonstrated a high degree of stability in the
period measured. On Saturn, the same method showed
that the measured rotation period displayed variations
of up to 6 minutes. These variations do not reflect
actual variations in the planet’s rotation period but are
correlated to fluctuations in solar wind intensity.

The mission will continue until May 2009 following
its second extension.
Fig. 2
Fig. 1: View of Mars taken by the CIVA cameras (IAS/CNRS) on board the
Rosetta lander, Philae, during the fly-by in February 2007. The probe’s
solar panel can be seen in the foreground.
Fig. 2: Omega observations have made us reconsider theories about the
history and evolution of Mars.
Fig. 3: At the beginning of 2007, the Cassini Radar revealed a large number
of lakes on the surface of Titan. The lakes contain varying quantities of a
liquid that is probably a mixture of methane and ethane.
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 rance takes its place on board
F
the Mars Science Laboratory
MSL is a third-generation rover that will explore the surface of the planet Mars between 2010 and
2012. Weighing in at 750kg – three times as heavy as
its predecessors, Spirit and Opportunity – it is fuelled
by a radio-isotope generator and will outperform the
two Mars Exploration Rovers currently on the planet in
terms of its analytical capability.

Fig. 4

In the face of extremely tough competition,
the following French contributions were selected by
NASA:

Venus Express – two years of observations!

n C hemCam

On 11 April 2006, Venus Express successfully
entered its orbit around the planet Venus. The same year
on 7 May, it entered its working orbit and the following
month scientific observations began. The objective of this
mission is to study the planet’s atmosphere for 500 days.

Spicav/Soir, an ultraviolet and infrared
spectrometer (SA/CNRS and Belgium) has determined
the vertical temperature profile of the atmosphere,
revealing a relatively hot layer at an altitude of around
80-100 km that models had not predicted.

The Virtis visible and infrared spectral imager
(LESIA/CNRS and Italy) has studied the double vortex
structure observed for the first time at the South
Pole. The observations offer an unrivalled degree of
detail as far as clouds dynamics and temperature are
concerned. The instrument, developed jointly by France
and Italy, has also been used to observe the surface
of Venus through «windows» when the atmosphere is
clear. This method should make it possible to detect
any hot spots indicating volcanic activity, although no
such signs have been detected so far.

Aspera-4 (principal investigator Sweden,
with contributions from CESR/CNRS/Paul Sabatier
University) has determined the type and quantity of
species escaping from the atmosphere of Venus, which
interacts directly with the solar wind. An oxygen-tohydrogen ratio of 1/2 was measured. In other words,
Venus is gradually losing water from its atmosphere.

(Laser-Induced Remote Sensing for
Chemistry and Micro-Imaging) is an instrument
designed to analyse the elemental composition of
rocks at a distance of up to 10 metres from the
rover. It combines ultraviolet spectroscopic analysis
with laser ablation. Used on Mars for the first time,
this new technique is capable of making an initial
selective analysis of surrounding rocks while the
rover is stationary, which adds greatly to its appeal.
The partners are the Los Alamos Laboratory and the
CESR/CNRS/Paul Sabatier University in Toulouse.
CNES is working with Los Alamos Laboratory to
prepare its participation in instrument operations.

n S am (Sample Analysis at Mars) is an experiment to

analyse the atmosphere and molecular and isotopic
composition of organic elements contained in minerals.
Sam will form the core of the analytical laboratory on
board the rover. Partners are NASA’s Goddard
Space Flight Center and the Service d’Aéronomie
of CNRS.
The instrument flight models are currently
being delivered to the United States.

Fig. 6

The main scientific objectives of the mission
are to study:
n t he origin and evolution of a planet close to its

star,
n M ercury as a planet: its shape, internal structure,

geology, composition and craters,
n M ercury’s atmosphere (exosphere): composition

and dynamics,

 epiColombo aims to reach Mercury
B
in 2019
As mentioned earlier (see under Sun, Heliosphere and Magnetosphere), the BepiColombo mission to Mercury consists of two probes:
n t he MPO (Mercury Planetary Orbiter), a three-

axis, stabilised probe in a low, circular, polar orbit,
designed for the study of the surface and interior of
the planet (under ESA supervision),

n M ercury’s magnetosphere: structure and dynamics,
n t he origin of Mercury’s magnetic field,
n a nd also to put Einstein’s General theory of

relativity to the test.
Since
spring
this
year,
Bepicolombo
spacecraft has suffered an important mass increase.
The consequences on the issue of the mission are still
unknown.

n t he MMO (Mercury Magnetospheric Orbiter), a

spin-stabilised probe on an inclined, elliptical orbit,
designed for the study of the magnetic field and
magnetosphere (under JAXA supervision).

Fig. 5
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CNES and a number of CNRS laboratories
have been working since 2005 to develop the scientific
payloads of the BepiColombo mission’s MPO and MMO.

Fig. 4: Double vortex shaped like an inverted S at the south pole of Venus,
as seen by Virtis, the French-Italian spectral imager.
Fig. 5: The MSL rover as it looked in 2007
Fig. 6: BepiColombo’s Mercury Planetary Orbiter (MPO) in its observation
phase around Mercury.
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From outer space to the laboratory,
and vice versa!
Here on Earth, extensive studies are required
to prepare, calibrate and interpret the measurements
and observations made during space missions.

UNIVERSE SCIENCES

Exobiology
MICHEL VISO

Photon capsula

Exomars

E

xobiologists have been studying data from
the many space missions launched in
recent years to find out more about objects of immense
interest to them. Such missions have been set up to
explore Mars, at the top of the list, but also comets,
Titan and Saturn’s system.

Planet observation missions
and Exobiology
MarsExpress and Cassini are two planetary
missions that provide measurements and observations
which can be used by exobiologists to understand the
evolution of planets and the reactions that occur on
their surfaces.
In particular, the discovery of clay and sulfates
on Mars thanks to the Omega camera (IAS) on
MarsExpress proves not only that there has been liquid
water on the planet’s surface at certain times during
its evolution, but also that water has been permanently
present on Mars for several thousands or even millions
of years. The clayey zones identified will be priority
landing sites for future missions looking for traces of
chemical substances and traces of life on this planet.
Other discoveries relative to atmospheric discharge
are also being examined with a view to analyzing
the possible development of life forms or chemical
reactions that could give rise to life.
26

Huygens on Titan

Cassini

Stardust at the heart of a comet’s coma
Several teams of French scientists, led by
François Robert from France’s National Natural History
Museum and Hugues Leroux from LSPES (Laboratoire
de Structures et Propriétés de l'Etat Solide), with
support from CNES, have been involved in analyzing
samples from the comet coma collected by NASA’s
Stardust mission. The Stardust space probe, launched
by NASA on February 7, 1999 and returning to Earth
on January 15, 2006, brought back particles of dust
captured from the coma of the Wild 2 comet. Initial
analysis performed by the international consortium
shows that the particles from Wild 2 were formed
close to the young Sun and that materials in the solar
system underwent a great deal of mixing. The Wild
2 comet is not, therefore, made up of materials that
come directly from the primitive solar nebula. Detailed
analysis of noble gas isotope ratios (Helium and Neon)
at the CRPG petrographic and geological research
center in Nancy, has confirmed this initial discovery,
but some of the values relative to the proportions in
which the isotopes are present remain a riddle, one
that cannot be explained by current models of how
the solar system was formed.

The search for life on planet Mars will probably
entail searching for traces of fossils of microorganisms
or of their remains. This kind of investigation always
raises countless questions regarding the biological
origins of such structures. A team at the Centre de
Biologie Moléculaire (CBM) in Orléans, together with
a team at the Ecole Normale Supérieure in Lyon, used
the Synchrotron facility in Grenoble to show that the
concentration of sulfur atoms located around the
edges of fossil-like morphological traces points to
the biological origin of these traces. This first study
was carried out, for demonstration purposes, on
microfossils that are 700 to 800 million years old. The
results, which must now be confirmed using older
fossils, demonstrate how difficult it will be to prove the
biological origin of traces that may be identified during
analysis either in situ, on Mars, or of samples brought
back to Earth.

 xoMars : exobiological and planetological
E
objectives
Since the Ministerial Conference held in 2005,
the ESA’s ExoMars mission has been one of CNES’ key
priorities. French scientists are working on the Pasteur
payload (Planetology and Biochemistry) and also on
the Humboldt payload (Geophysics).
The development, research and technological
studies relative to the instruments proposed to the ESA
are all geared to achieving a development level compatible with the allocation of resources attributed for
each instrument, and this in time for the launch of the
mission in 2013. The next decisive step in this project
will be confirmation of the mission and its configuration at the next meeting between the ministers of ESA
Member States in November 2008.

Stardust

To interpret the content of spectral data gathered during space missions, it is essential to have
the spectra of the compounds studied available here
on the ground. To this end, the teams at the Laboratoire Inter-universitaire des Systèmes Atmosphériques
(LISA) in Créteil and the Ecole de Chimie in Rennes
have established the spectra of cyanoacetylene, one
of the most complex compounds detected in the atmosphere of Titan. The laboratory has synthesized derivatives in which hydrogen atoms have been replaced
by deuterium and nitrogen 14 by its isotope, nitrogen
15 (isotopomers). The spectra obtained will be used
to measure the ratio of the various isotopes found in
Titan’s atmosphere and deduce some of the features
of the evolution of the satellite’s atmosphere.
A team at the LISA, in Créteil, together with a
team from the Paris-Meudon Observatory, have been
examining the data from observation of Halley’s Comet
and Comet Hale-Bopp. The two teams have conceived
a model that provides an explanation for the carboxylic
acid detected in the coma of the comets, based on the
presence of polyoxymethylene found in the cores of
both these comets. The models proposed are consistent with the observations studied.
These few examples, among a host of others,
highlight the importance of simulation and modeling
both before and after observation and space missions.
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Le laboratoire Columbus
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epuis ses origines, le progrès technique
expose l’homme à des situations extrêmes et à des milieux hostiles. L’homme a toujours
exploré, exploité et colonisé le monde autour de lui
en élargissant son domaine d’activité. La seule caractéristique environnementale qui n’a pas varié durant
toute l’évolution est la pesanteur. L‘absence de gravité
constitue une situation inédite pour tout objet vivant
voire technologique (cellule, animal, être humain, fluides, mécanismes, échanges thermodynamiques…).
C’est en même temps un terrain d’étude privilégié pour
les sciences de la vie ou de la matière.

La
communauté
scientifique
française,
composée d’équipes du CNRS, des Universités, de
l’INSERM, de l’INRA et du CEA, a fait progresser la
connaissance dans des domaines clefs comme la
physiologie cardiovasculaire, les neurosciences, la
biologie du développement, la physique des fluides
au voisinage du point critique ou la solidification de
matériaux métalliques. Elle s’est développée avec
l’essor des vols habités et s’est maintenant stabilisée
pour atteindre une centaine d’équipes dans ces
domaines. Elle a acquis, dans certaines thématiques,
une avance au plan international.

Depuis longtemps le CNES est un acteur
majeur dans le développement de cette thématique.
Il contribue au développement de moyens, propres
à l’Europe ou spécifiques à la France, créant les
conditions de l’environnement en micropesanteur.
Il est le promoteur de coopérations bilatérales ou
multilatérales permettant de fournir des occasions
de vols sur des systèmes étrangers, sans oublier
le développement d’instruments. Le soutien aux
laboratoires demeure une mission essentielle du CNES
qui assure la maîtrise d’oeuvre des instruments définis
par la communauté scientifique.

La participation importante de la France au
programme européen ne doit pas masquer l’importance
du programme national ni les coopérations bilatérales
avec la Russie, les Etats-Unis, le Japon et la Chine.
Ces coopérations comprennent les expériences au sol
comme les alitements volontaires (Bedrest) de longue
durée sous la conduite du Medes, les vols paraboliques
ainsi que les instruments Kubik, Cardiomed et Declic.

L’utilisation de la micropesanteur pour la recherche en sciences de la vie et de la matière est une
composante à part entière de la recherche spatiale. Ces
disciplines ont atteint, après plus de vingt ans d’expérimentation en orbite, un degré de maturité évident. Les
meilleures équipes ont été sélectionnées par des groupes d’experts internationaux indépendants. Les sujets
abordés sont dans la continuité des grands thèmes
d’actualité de la recherche au sol, à laquelle ils apportent une contribution incontournable et significative et
même, pour certaines d’entre elles, de premier plan.

La micropesanteur constitue un moyen d’essai
original non reproductible sur Terre pour la recherche
fondamentale et appliquée. Les phénomènes physiques,
chimiques, biologiques et physiologiques, qui sont
affectés au sol par des effets liés à la gravité, peuvent
profiter du champ unique qu’offre l’expérimentation
en micropesanteur. De plus, la micropesanteur est un
paramètre incontournable de l’environnement spatial,
auquel doivent s’adapter les hommes et les technologies,
notamment dans les domaines de la physiologie humaine
et de la gestion des fluides en orbite.

La France participe aussi aux programmes
de l’Agence spatiale européenne sur la constitution et
l’exploitation de la Station Spatiale Internationale (ISS)
avec le module Columbus et le cargo ATV ravitailleur
de la station. Elle contribue au programme Elips et
apporte son support à l’ISS au travers du Cadmos
(Centre d’Aide au Développement des activités en
Micropesanteur et des Opérations Spatiales) véritable
composante du segment sol de celle-ci.

Enfin, la réflexion mondiale qui s’est engagée,
sur les enjeux scientifiques et technologiques des
missions habitées planétaires, renforce le CNES dans
son action, avec l’horizon potentiel de participation à
la préparation de ces programmes.
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The ISS (International Space Station)

F
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rom time immemorial, technical progress
has exposed human beings to extreme
situations and hostile environments. Humans have
always broadened their field of activity as they explored,
exploited and colonised the world around them. Gravity
is the only environmental feature that has not varied
throughout evolution. The lack of gravity represents a
novelty for any living being or technical object, for that
matter (cells, animals, human beings, fluids, mechanisms,
thermodynamic exchange, etc.). It is also a fertile area
of study for Life Science and Material Science.

The French scientific community, made up of teams
from the CNRS, Universities, INSERM, INRA and CEA,
has expanded knowledge in a number of key areas,
such as cardiovascular physiology, neuroscience,
developmental biology, the physics of fluids near
critical point and the solidification of metals. It enjoyed
further growth with the boom in manned flights and
has now reached a stable figure of about a hundred
teams working in these fields. It is at the forefront in
some fields of research.

CNES has long been a leading player in the
development of this field of study. It helps to develop
specific resources – both in Europe and France – for
moving about in a near-weightless environment. It
fosters bilateral and multilateral cooperation to provide
flight opportunities on foreign systems and is also
involved in instrument development. Providing support
for laboratories is another key mission for CNES,
which acts as prime contractor in the production of
instruments defined by the scientific community.

France’s strong involvement in the European
programme should not overshadow the importance of
its national programme or bilateral cooperation with
Russia, the United States of America, Japan and China.
This cooperation includes ground experiments such
as the long-term «Bedrest» studies conducted at the
Medes, Institute for Space Medicine and Physiology in
Toulouse, parabolic flights and a number of instruments
such as Kubik, Cardiomed and Declic.

For researchers working in life and material
science, the use of microgravity represents a field of
space research in its own right. After more than twenty
years of experimentation in orbit, these disciplines
have now reached a significant degree of maturity.
Independent international groups of experts have
selected the best teams. The topics addressed relate
to the major themes currently at the centre of ground
research, to which they make a vital – and in some
cases ground-breaking – contribution.

Microgravity offers original and irreplaceable
test resources for the needs of both fundamental and
applied research. Microgravity experiments provide
a unique opportunity to study physical, chemical,
biological and physiological phenomena that would
be affected by gravity-related effects on the ground.
Microgravity is also a key aspect of the space
environment and humans and technology must adapt
to it, especially in terms of human physiology and fluid
management in orbit.

France is also involved in European Space
Agency programmes for the construction and
operation of the International Space Station (ISS),
with the Columbus module and the ATV cargo carrier,
the station’s supply ship. Other activities include
participation in the Elips programme and support for
the ISS through Cadmos (Centre for the development
of microgravity applications and space operations), a
vital part of the station’s ground segment.

Lastly, research carried out around the world
into the scientific and technological issues raised by
human planetary missions consolidates CNES in its
activities, with the prospect of participating in the
preparation of these programmes.
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n P lant biology helps to explain basic phenomena

such as perception, transduction and gravitropism.
The main studies are currently in progress on
the International Space Station, during parabolic flights
and under long-term bed rest, immersion, centrifugation and confinement conditions.

MICROGRAVITY SCIENCES
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GUILLEMETTE GAUQUELIN-KOCH

Work in the field of space physiology has shown
that the breakdown into separate major functions is
completely artificial and that these functions are all
totally interdependent. For example, while bone tissue
is directly affected by the hypokinesia/hypodynamia
encountered on space flights, disturbances in other
systems can also have an impact on its metabolism. It
has recently been demonstrated that the sympathetic
nervous system plays a part in regulating bone
remodelling and is a mechanical stress mediator in
bone tissue. It has also been clearly demonstrated
that the vestibular system, which is highly disturbed
in microgravity, affects the sympathetic nervous
system. Much more work is needed to identify all the
causes of changes in body composition and the many
interactions at work. That is why various teams are
currently conducting integrated physiology studies.

Developmental biology

G

ravity has shaped living organisms – animals, human beings and plants – for millions of years. It can be said that humans have stood
up to the force of gravity. The lack of gravity is an
unprecedented situation for any living being (cells, animals, human beings). Considering microgravity from
the life science point of view provides one of the keys
to overcoming this new challenge.
It is precisely because humans are conditioned
to gravity that the lack of it raises significant life support
and space medicine problems for astronauts during
long-term flights. The direct consequence of this
«deconditioning» from gravity is a need for fundamental
research upstream to learn more about (dis)adaptive
mechanisms and applied research downstream to
develop tools for assessing the medical impact of
microgravity. This means, for example, assessing
brittle bone conditions, the degree of cardiac atrophy
and metabolic problems.
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 ife science covers a number
L
of different fields :
n C ell biology studies the part played by gravity in

cell growth, morphology and function, as well as
gene control.
n D evelopmental biology considers the effects of

gravity on early development in animal and plant
life over several life cycles.
n S pace physiology sheds light on the mechanisms

that allow humans to live and work in microgravity.
n S pace medicine identifies the problems and risks

facing astronauts during long flights and proposes
effective counter-measures.
n R adiation biology predicts and measures the effects

of radiation on living tissue and genetic mutation.

In the field of cell and developmental biology,
it has been established that the development of the
nervous system is based on constant interaction
between genetically programmed mechanisms and
early and progressive experience of the environment.
The importance of epigenetic factors in the creation
of sensorimotor and behavioural functions has been
particularly well demonstrated in mammals during
«critical» periods of development, during which the
central nervous system exhibits an outstanding
degree of structural and functional plasticity. Gravity
plays a crucial role here. It is the primary and specific
physiological stimulus of the vestibular proprioceptors
(sensory cells of the utricle and saccule) and indirectly
contributes to the stimulation of other mechanoreceptors
(whether articular, muscular or cutaneous) required for
proprioception. Gravitational change is thus one of the
physiological epigenetic factors likely to modulate both
the development and functioning of the proprioceptive
system and, more especially, its vestibular and
muscular components. Studying the effects of gravity
is particularly difficult, however, precisely because it
is so hard to get away from gravity. While it may be
possible to analyse partial effects on the ground by
increasing gravity, the lack of gravity (force + direction)
can only be studied during space flights.
Over the past few years, various research programmes have been initiated to study the effects of
gravity on physiology and developmental biology and,
in particular, its impact on embryogenesis and ontogenesis of the sensorimotor functions. Adopting a multidisciplinary approach ranging from the primary sensor
to behavioural expression, the programmes address all
the complementary aspects concerned in integrating
gravitational information. This field of study has led to
several flight programmes focusing on cell cultures or
the whole animal.

With the exploration programme now apparently on the
horizon, it is essential to resume programmes devoted
to the effect of radiation and to psychology.

The effects of radiation
Knowledge of the biological effects of ionising
radiation has grown considerably over the past ten
years. In particular, the radiation encountered in space
concerns three aspects of progress in this area: i) it
now seems clear that the repair of radiation-induced
damage to DNA, in particular double-strand breaks
(DSBs), plays a vital role in cell survival and cancer
prevention. The incidence of DNA lesions produced
as a result of space radiation, however, has yet to be
assessed, as has the reparability of these lesions. ii)
The effects observed on cells or tissues in the vicinity
of irradiated regions – known as bystander effects – are
a factor in the ultimate response to ionising radiation.
The exact extent of their contribution has not yet been
determined in the case of heavy particles such as those
observed in space. iii) Paradoxically, the effects of very
low doses of radiation (a few cGy) or very low dose
rates (mGy/h) are comparable to those observed at
doses or dose rates some hundred times higher. Little
is known, however, about the mechanisms responsible
for these phenomena, known as hypersensitivity to low
doses or reverse effects of dose rates. Qualitative and
quantitative data about the radiation found in space
would therefore be a great help in assessing more
accurately the existence and biological impact of such
phenomena in space.
What part can psychology play in space exploration? While it is largely accepted that medicine
plays a role in space, factors attributable to psychology have not always been given the same attention.
It is vital for research in this area to progress through
the use of analogous conditions such as those found
at the Concordia station.
There is good reason to believe that experimentation
in human physiology will increase with the installation
of Columbus. CNES is currently negotiating with other
partners with access to space to continue a cooperative
research programme.
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 he Declic facility and research into
T
transparent media (Fig. 1)

MICROGRAVITY SCIENCES

Material sciences

BERNARD ZAPPOLI

Fig. 3b

The Declic facility is a small optical laboratory
composed of a «housekeeping module» and housing
in which inserts specific to each experiment are fitted.
The inserts contain sample cell units and specific
optical devices. The thermal and optical performance
of Declic (regulation to within one mK and micrometric
optical resolution) makes it one of the world’s very
finest instruments. Under the terms of a cooperation
agreement with NASA, CNES is responsible for funding
development work, while NASA will pay launching costs
and a total of 8000 hours of on-board operations. The
flight model is undergoing development. It was delivered
to CNES in March 2007 and will be delivered to NASA
in October 2008. It will be launched and transported to
the ISS US module on Space Shuttle flight 17A in June
2009, where its period of operation will extend beyond
2011. Three inserts have been developed so far. The
Directional Solidification Insert (DSI) (Fig. 2) . The DSI cell
contains a transparent alloy which is moved along an
adjustable thermal gradient. The solidification interface
can be observed in the axial and transverse directions.
The Alice-like Insert (ALI) (Fig. 3) will be used to continue
the programme on fluid physics and dynamics close
to critical point. This type of experiment was carried
out on the Russian station MIR until it desorbited in
2002. The High Temperature Insert (HTI) (Fig. 4) will
be dedicated to the study of properties. Phase 0 of
the development of the insert to be used for studying
supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) has now been
completed. Phase A should begin in 2008.

 esearch projects in the European Columbus
R
module on the ISS

Fig. 1

Fig. 2a

O

n Earth, microgravity can be reproduced by releasing objects from “free fall”
towers or in redeveloped disused mine shafts, or by
placing them on board aircraft in parabolic flights. Microgravity experiments in space provide openings for
additional experiments with less time restrictions. Microgravity indirectly affects matter via the fluid phases
in which it eliminates convection, sedimentation and
hydrostatic pressure. This means that it significantly
affects fluid phases and interfaces between fluids or
between solids and fluids when density gradients are
important. Microgravity has been used for scientific or
technological purposes since the first manned flights
and is now a branch of represents one aspect of space
research in France and the world.

Research programme
The CNES microgravity research programme
focuses on three areas based on the recommendations
of the July 2004 scientific prospects seminar. Firstly,
developing and using the Declic instrument to study
chemical reactivity in supercritical water and the
solidification of transparent model materials. Then,
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Fig. 2b

Fig. 3a

within the framework of the utilization of the Columbus
multi users facilities of the Columbus module developed
by the European Space Agency (ESA), the Fluid Science
Laboratory (FSL) and the Material Science Laboratory
(MSL), the continuation of the research programme on
foam and emulsion dynamics and rheology, on chemical
reactions at interfaces, on the structure of colloidal
plasmas, on the determination of the thermophysical
properties of molten metals and the analysis of
microstructures during the solidification of metal alloys.
The last but not the least area being to brings together
research work on microgravity and space technology.
The programme has been marked by an unprecedented
lack of flight opportunities, which has led to a sharp rise
in experiments using parabolic flights on aircraft and
sounding rockets. Numbers in the scientific community
have grown slightly, with 33 CNRS teams forming
a Research Group (GdR). There has been a slight
increase in the budget allocated to ground research
for 2008 to meet the requirements induced by the
Columbus launch. Actually, it is to be noted that many
laboratories associated with the European groups using
ISS instruments will take advantage of the opportunity
to use ESA instrument data that their national agencies
would not have had the means to acquire alone.

Given the delay in the resumption of Space
Shuttle flights, preparatory work for the use of ESAdeveloped instruments takes the form of short
experiments during parabolic flights on aircraft or
sounding rockets or the development of ground
references of experiments in orbit. Although scientific
teams have managed to provide original physical data
and publish their findings in high quality journals, it is
nevertheless vital for experiments to be carried out
over sufficiently long periods of time, something that
can only be achieved on orbital flights. Some of the
work presented in the section of the report devoted
to laboratory contributions was carried out within this
context. Like the Declic facility, Columbus instruments
are made up of resource modules which provide the
diagnostics, measuring and regulation equipment,
such as the Material Science Laboratory (MSL) or
Fluid Sciences Laboratory (FSL). Inserts specific to
particular areas of research are then housed in these
modules. Through the European Space Agency, France
participates in 11 experimental projects which will go
on until 2013. Each project will use its own specific
inserts. The main themes involved and the names of
the projects with dedicated inserts are given below.
For the FSL: stability of emulsions (Fases
projects); film-wall interactions (Dolfin); heat transfer
phenomena under boiling conditions (Rubi); ripening
of wet foams (FOAM1); stability of wet foams (FOAM2);
colloidal plasmas (PKE4); the dynamics of biomimetic

Fig. 4a

Fig. 4b

objects (Biomics) and the simulation of fluid flow in a
differentially heated spherical shell to simulate internal
geophysical flow.
For the MSL: microstructure formation in
castings of technical alloys (Micast); transition between
columnar growth and equiaxed growth (Cetsol); wetting
of walls by the crystal during semiconductor (CdTe)
growth.

 hort duration and preparatory
S
experiments
Ten or so laboratories are continuing their research work during parabolic flights on board the A300
aircraft. These activities include preparatory work for
future experiments on the ISS and experiments exploiting the 25 seconds of microgravity conditions available
during the flights. Some of these activities are described more fully in the «laboratory contribution» section.
As far as research applications are concerned, the expertise of microgravity research laboratories is brought to bear in two areas: the construction of a liquid
oxygen or hydrogen levitation system using a magnetic
field gradient, developed at the CEA’s Low Temperature Department in Grenoble (France), and the study
of slightly turbulent 3D flows with heterogeneous mass
transfers (water vapour) to predict the areas where pathogens are most likely to develop during very long
flights.
The levitation system, called Olga for Oxygen
Low Gravity Apparatus, is now operational. It can lift
a 24 cm 3 volume of liquid oxygen. Another magnetic
levitation system called Lola (Large Oxygen Levitation
Apparatus) has been studied. It is designed to subject 1 litre of liquid oxygen to a variable acceleration
field to mimic a satellite launcher cryogen tank in a
dynamic environment prior the engine reignition for
example.
Fig. 1: The model of engineering of the instrument Declic in an Express rack
system stand to the Marshal Spaceflight Center of NASA
Fig.2: (a) The plug in module DSI (Directional Solidification Insert) of Declic. We
can see the cartridge in quartz which will be moved in the thermal gradient.
(b) Image of the interface of solidification seen trought the microscope
immersed lens on the interferometric longitudinal path. We can see the network
of dendrites there.
Fig.3: (a) Cells containing the fluid sample of the ALI insert (Alice Like Insert)
and dedicated to the interferometric observation and to the direct observation,
respectively;
(b) interferometric image on which the turbide zone and the shadow of a mini
thermistor is seen.
Fig.4: (a) The cell which will receive the supercritical water in the HTI insert
(High Temperature Insert): we note the size of nuts to contain the high pressure
(400 bars);
(b) Quench in some supercritical water on which we distinguish plumes in
hyper expandable media.
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AU SERVICE DU DEVELOPPEMENT DURABLE
PASCALE ULTRE-GUERARD

G

râce à leur capacité à couvrir la Terre en
quelques heures ou à observer certains
points du globe de façon permanente, les satellites sont
un outil extraordinaire pour ausculter la planète. Leurs
mesures très précises permettent de déterminer l’état
actuel de la Terre mais également de comprendre son
évolution dynamique, les interactions et rétroactions
entre les enveloppes qui la composent depuis le noyau
jusqu’aux plus hautes couches de l’atmosphère.
L’observation et la mesure spatiales offrent ainsi
les moyens d’une gestion durable de notre planète.
Imagerie de la surface, altimétrie, étude des aérosols
et des nuages, enregistrement du champ magnétique
terrestre… les possibilités offertes par les satellites sont
en effet immenses. La combinaison des observations
satellitaires avec les observations in situ (sols, ballons,
avions, bouées marines...) et les modèles physiques
permet notamment d’établir des prévisions de certains
phénomènes géophysiques comme en météorologie
avec la prévision du temps ou en océanographie avec la
prévision de l’état de la mer. Les questions de l’impact
de l’Homme sur son environnement, du changement
climatique, de la gestion des catastrophes majeures
sont autant de défis à relever pour les générations
présentes et futures. Les satellites sont des éléments
essentiels dans cette quête de connaissance et de
gestion durable de l’environnement.
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Avec ses partenaires européens et internationaux,
le CNES a mis en place des satellites dédiés à
l’observation de l’environnement continental, marin et
atmosphérique, ainsi qu’à la gestion des risques et des
crises. Il participe à l’effort de recherche au travers de
ses missions nationales réalisées à la demande des
communautés scientifiques et de la participation de la
France au programme Enveloppe pour l’observation de la
Terre de l’ESA. Ces programmes servent d’incubateurs
pour des missions innovantes qui débouchent parfois
sur des missions à vocation opérationnelle, tournées
vers un enjeu planétaire : le développement durable. Un
des objectifs du développement durable est d’adopter
un mode de développement qui permette aux activités
humaines de s’exercer aujourd’hui sans compromettre
la capacité des générations futures à en faire autant.
Enjeu planétaire, le développement durable appelle un
changement de comportement de chaque citoyen mais
également des États, des associations, des entreprises
et des chercheurs.

Il n’est pas de gestion durable sans une
observation du système terrestre dans la durée, afin
de comprendre son évolution et de permettre une
continuité des services rendus aux citoyens, aux Etats,
aux entreprises, aux chercheurs. C’est le défi relevé
par le programme international GEOSS (Global Earth
Observation System of Systems) dont le programme
GMES (Global Monitoring for Environment and Security)
constitue, pour partie, la composante européenne.
Ce programme vise à coordonner l’ensemble des
activités liées aux observations, spatiales et in situ, à
l’instar de ce qui se pratique dans le domaine de la
météorologie.
La filière Spot, embarquant l’instrument
Végétation, les satellites d’océanographie TopexPoséidon, Jason, et bientôt Jason-2 et AltiKa, les
balises Argos, la plateforme Envisat, le microsatellite
Déméter, pour l’étude des tremblements de Terre,
le microsatellite Parasol, appartenant à un véritable
« train spatial » pour l’études des nuages et des
aérosols, rejoint par le satellite Calipso, et la future
constellation Pléiades font partie des missions les
plus connues dans le domaine de l’environnement et
de la surveillance de notre planète, la Terre.

La charte internationale « Espace et catastrophes
majeures » a été créée au début de la décennie avec pour
objectif de fournir aux protections civiles, gratuitement
et dans des délais les plus courts possibles, des images
spatiales de zones touchées par des catastrophes
majeures pendant la phase de secours d’urgence.
Le CNES, l'agence fondatrice avec l’ESA, fournit les
images des satellites Spot et finance la production des
produits à valeur ajoutée (cartographie rapide des zones
affectées, cartographie des dégâts, etc.)
Entre sa mise en œuvre opérationnelle
(novembre 2000) et le 10 janvier 2008, la Charte a
été activée plus de 162 fois, dont 43 fois en 2007.
Ces déclenchements concernent le monde entier et
répondent principalement à des catastrophes liées
à des phénomènes d’origine météorologique (60 %
des déclenchements), sismiques (13 % des cas) et
volcaniques (6 % des activations).
La CNSA (Chine) est devenue en mai 2007
le 9 e partenaire de la Charte, après le CNES, l’ESA
et le CSA (Canada) en 2000, la NOAA/USGS (USA) et
l’ISRO (Inde) en 2001, la CONAE (Argentine) en 2003,
la JAXA (Japon) et le BNSC (Royaume Uni) en 2005.
Site à consulter : www.disasterscharter.org
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Parasol

W ith their capacity
to cover the Earth in a few
hours or to continuously
observe specific points
on the globe, satellites
are an extraordinary tool
for taking the pulse of
the planet. Their highly
accurate measurements
can be used to determine
the Earth’s current state, but also help us understand
its dynamic evolution, the interaction and feedback
between its constituent envelopes, from the core
to the outermost layers of the atmosphere. Space
observation and measurement therefore provide a
means to sustainably manage our planet. Offering
surface imagery, altimetry, aerosol and cloud studies,
recordings of the Earth’s magnetic field... satellites
open up immense possibilities. For example, combining
satellite observations with in situ data (from ground
instruments, balloons, aircraft, marine buoys, etc.) and
physical models makes it possible to predict certain
geophysical phenomena, such as the weather in
meteorology or sea conditions in oceanography. Our
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impact on the environment, climate change and major
disaster management are amongst the challenges
facing present and future generations. Satellites are
essential to this quest to understand the environment
and promote its sustainable development.
Together with its European and international
partners, CNES has launched satellites dedicated to
observing the continental, marine and atmospheric
environment, and to managing risks and crises. It
participates in research efforts through its national
missions, in response to requests by scientific
communities, and through French involvement in the
Earth Observation Envelope Programme of the European
Space Agency (ESA). These programmes serve as
incubators for innovative missions which sometimes
lead to operational missions, with a planetary focus:
sustainable development. One of the goals of sustainable
development is a mode of development which allows
us to pursue our activities today without compromising
the ability of future generations to do likewise. As a
planetary issue, sustainable development calls for a
behavioural change on the part of each citizen, along with
governments, associations, companies and researchers.

Sustainable management is impossible without
long-term observation of the terrestrial system, aimed
at understanding its evolution and ensuring continuity
of service for citizens, governments, companies
and researchers. This is the challenge tackled by
the international GEOSS programme (Global Earth
Observation System of Systems). GMES (Global
Monitoring for Environment and Security) is part of its
European component. The goal of this programme is to
coordinate all observation-related activities – in space
and in situ – following the example set in meteorology.
The Spot programme, which carries the
Vegetation instrument, the oceanography satellites
Topex-Poseidon and Jason, soon to be joined by Jason2 and AltiKa, the Argos beacons, the Envisat platform,
the Demeter microsatellite for studying earthquakes,
the Parasol microsatellite and the Calipso satellite,
both part of a «space train» for probing clouds and
aerosols, the future constellation Pleiades... these are
some of the most well-known missions focused on the
environment and monitoring our planet Earth.

The International Charter on Space and Major
Disasters was created at the start of the decade with a
view to providing public authorities with space images of
zones affected by major disasters during the emergency
response phase; this service is provided as rapidly as
possible and free of charge. CNES, the founding agency
along with ESA, provides images from the Spot satellites
and funds value-added products (rapid mapping of
affected zones, damage mapping, etc.).
Between its operational implementation (November
2000) and 10 January 2008, the Charter has been activated
more than 162 times, including 43 times in 2007. These
requests have come from around the world and mainly
involve weather-related disasters (60% of activations),
earthquakes (13%) and volcanoes (6%).
In May 2007, the China National Space
Administration (CNSA) became the Charter’s 9th
member, following CNES, ESA and CSA (Canada) in
2000, NOAA/USGS (USA) and ISRO (India) in 2001,
CONAE (Argentina) in 2003, and JAXA (Japan) and
BNSC (United Kingdom) in 2005.
Website: www.disasterscharter.org
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Parallel to the development activities, an
ambitious support programme was set up to prepare
and promote the use of images from the sensors. It
includes:
n a methodological component to define and deve-

lop the tools necessary for operational use of future
submetric, optical and radar images,
n a thematic component to build awareness amongst

future users. Demonstrations and validations are part
of this component.

EARTH SCIENCES

All communities potentially interested in using
this new infrastructure are participating in the programme.

Continental surfaces

HERVE JEANJEAN

Vegetation : 10 years of a unique continental
monitoring service
Ten years have already passed since the first
Vegetation instrument was launched on board Spot 4!
The crop of data is exceptional, aimed at improving our
understanding of Earth’s biosphere and the impact of
human activities and climate change. These data point
to a longer annual vegetative cycle, especially for foliation in boreal forests, diminishing tropical forest cover,
increasing desertification, progressive disappearance
of continental glaciers, lower water levels in certain
large lakes, heightened pressure from farming on natural ecosystems, the biosphere’s role in the water and
carbon cycle, etc.

Since its launch in 2002, Spot 5 has successfully met a dual objective: ensuring users continuity
of service and improving the quality of its data and
images by anticipating changing market needs.
In addition to the key characteristics the programme
is known for, Spot 5 offers better resolution thanks
to Supermode image acquisition, which allows distinguishing details on the order of 2.5 m. With its new HRS
instrument (high stereoscopic resolution) which points
forward and aft of the satellite, Spot 5 is also capable
of relief mapping and 3D visualisation of a landscape.
This instrument was used to create a reference digital
elevation model for large polar region glaciers as part
of the International Polar Year.
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Approved in 2005 as part of a partnership
between CNES and the Israeli Space Agency, Venµs
(Vegetation and Environment Monitoring on a new Microsatellite) will offer measurements every two days
from predefined sites in a dozen spectral bands, with
resolution of 5-10 metres, using a camera developed
under the contracting authority of CNES. This capacity
to reconcile high spatial resolution with high temporal
resolution is a small revolution in the scientific community. The mission also includes a technology component developed by Israel, involving electric propulsion.
Venµs represents a key step in preparing
GMES services in the area of land use, water management and monitoring agricultural practices. The data
set will be made available to researchers to develop algorithms and products, which will then be used for the
GMES Sentinel 2 programme. After its launch in 2010,
the Venµs mission should cover at least two complete
vegetative cycles.

The operational scope of the Vegetation programme makes a number of services possible, benefiting the scientific community but also meeting practical
needs, e.g. predicting harvests on a regional or global
scale, mapping and monitoring types of land use, implementing an alert system for locust invasions based
on a vegetation index calculation, taking an inventory
of the world’s forests or studying disease propagation
through models which combine environmental indicators, such as the presence of ponds, with vector behaviour.

Pleiades

Spot 5

« Filming» crop growth and agricultural
activities, estimating water needs for
irrigation: with Venµs, the dream will
become reality

From 2004 to 2008, the access of European
scientists to Spot research infrastructure was overseen
by the European Commission, specifically the Oasis programme (Optimising Access to Spot Infrastructure for Science). French researchers continue
to benefit from the national programme Isis. Local
communities and government services also have
the possibility to access Spot images at a reduced
cost.

Pleiades
Pleiades will be an Earth observation system
covering the full range of European civil and military
needs, including research and applications, for the private and public sectors. It will be an important element
of the GMES system. The high-resolution optical components (Pleiades HR) together with the X band radar
components (Cosmo-Skymed) are part of a Franco-Italian cooperative effort for the dual Orfeo system (Optical and Radar Federated Earth Observation).

A French initiative with cooperation from Belgium, Sweden, Italy and the European Commission,
the Vegetation programme added a second onboard
instrument to Spot 5 in 2002. This instrument ensures
continuity of service by continuing daily measurement
collection at 1-km resolution in a few spectral bands,
from the visible to the mid-infrared range, across all
land surfaces. The Vegetation Image Processing Centre in Belgium offers products which are available just a
few days after the data is received. This allows monitoring rapid vegetation changes with little lag time (from
one to a dozen days).
This programme will be relayed by the GMES
programme, whose space component will guarantee
the continuity of such observations for operational services and climate change studies.
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Atmosphere and climate:
realising expectations
DIDIER RENAUT

The A-Train

Taking the A-train: Parasol and Calipso

Calipso

I

n terms of applying space to the study of the
atmosphere, 2007 saw the fruition of hopes
placed in the Iasi (Infrared Atmospheric Sounding
Interferometer) instrument, for meteorology and trace
gas measurements, and in the Calipso satellite, for
climate research.

Iasi praised by meteorologists
The hyperspectral infrared sounder Iasi,
developed by CNES in cooperation with Eumetsat, is
one of the instruments on Europe’s meteorological polarorbiting satellite Metop, launched in October 2006. Iasi
represents a remarkable technological and scientific
breakthrough because it delivers atmospheric spectra
which can be used to calculate vertical temperature
and humidity profiles with a vertical resolution and an
accuracy never before achieved from space.
On 19 July 2007, the in-flight acceptance
testing of Iasi was completed at the Toulouse Space
Centre and its level 1 data were declared operational,
42

as the performance levels achieved were excellent and
in compliance with specifications, from a spectral,
radiometric and geometric standpoint.
At the same time, meteorologists began
assimilating Iasi data into their weather-forecasting
models. On 12 June 2007, the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) was the
first to launch operational assimilation, after noting
during tests that Iasi data had a significant impact on
4- and 5-day forecasting scores.
From 13 to 16 November 2007, an international
conference, organised by CNES and Eumetsat in Anglet
(Pyrénées-Atlantiques, France), brought together
almost 130 scientists to make an initial assessment
of the Iasi results. All participants praised the quality
of the instrument’s data and presented extremely
promising findings for meteorology, atmospheric
pollutant surveillance and climate monitoring.

How do aerosols impact the climate? What will
be the cloud cover feedback effects on global warming?
How do clouds and aerosols interact? These are some
of the questions the French space mission Parasol
(CNES) and the Franco-American Calipso (NASACNES) should help answer. They fly in formation in the
A-Train, a constellation of five satellites for studying
atmospheric phenomena.

specialists were particularly impressed with A-Train
observations, which they use as a reference to check
how well models simulate aerosols and clouds.

Parasol, launched at the end of 2004, has
already provided almost three years of measurements,
from which geophysical aerosol and cloud parameters
are calculated and distributed at the Icare centre. In
2007, Parasol continued to perform very well, so its
mission within the A-Train has been extended until
spring 2009.
Calipso, launched in April 2006, has been
providing vertical profiles of aerosol and cloud
characteristics for over a year now, thanks to its lidar.
Calipso’s first operating review, held in Toulouse in
June 2007, confirmed the satellite’s nominal operation
and the quality of its scientific data.
An international symposium was held 2225 October 2007 in Lille, France, on the A-Train’s
contribution to aerosol and cloud research. The 270
participants, primarily from the US and Europe,showed
that the A-train was keeping all its promises and
confirmed the wealth of vertical information provided by
Calipso’s lidar and Cloudsat’s radar. Climate modelling

Global maps of atmospheric temperature measured by Iasi
on 16 October 2007, at an altitude of 2 km (above) and 5 km (below).
The white areas represent cloudy zones. Measurement accuracy
is roughly 1°C. (Courtesy Eumetsat)
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research

Oceanography
ERIC THOUVENOT

Within about a year, the Smos mission (Soil
Moisture and Ocean Salinity) will chart new territory by
measuring superficial soil moisture and ocean salinity
from space and on a global scale.
This very ambitious mission required a pooling
of resources by ESA, CNES and the Spanish agency
with responsibility for space, CDTI (Centro para el
Desarrollo Tecnologico Industrial). The satellite will
be based on a Proteus platform provided by CNES,
which is also acting as prime contractor for the satellite
system and developing a downstream data processing
centre through a partnership with Ifremer.

Oceans have no borders
Waves are propagated at the ocean’s surface
according to winds and currents. Studying waves is
a key to a better understanding of ocean-atmosphere
exchanges, but also to predicting ocean circulation and
by extension, the security of goods and people at sea.
Like waves, these universal values have no borders.
For several years, the scientific community has been
advocating for a mission on wind/wave issues, using for

Jason-2

C

NES is affirming its major role in space
oceanography through its involvement in
a number of missions, all conducted in cooperation
with most of the field’s major players in Europe, the
United States, but also in India and China.

Jason : towards the programme’s long-term
success
Jason-1 was launched in December 2001
following Topex-Poseidon, which completed its
operations at the end of 2005. Jason-1 has carried
on its functions and will be relayed in mid-2008 by
Jason-2, whose development is now complete. Jason2 is a symbolic mission because it actually transposes
space altimetry from research to the operational
domain. This translates into cooperation between
research organisations (NASA and CNES) and their
operational counterparts (NOAA and Eumetsat).
Starting in 2007, this transition naturally led to
discussions on what would follow Jason-2.
44

Jason-2

Smos

These talks are ongoing, with backing from NOAA
and Eumetsat. The objective is to ensure the system’s
continuity in the coming 15 years through Jason-3 but
also Jason-4.

instance the Swim instrument concept (Surface Wave
Investigation and Monitoring), dedicated to measuring
the wavelength and direction distribution of wave fields
at the ocean’s surface. The Chinese National Space
Administration (CNSA) shared this goal with its own
research community, which naturally led to a bilateral
cooperation agreement on a Chinese initiative baptised
Cfosat (China-France Oceanography SATellite). France
will contribute the Swim instrument and China an ideal
complement, dubbed Scat and dedicated to measuring
wind fields at the surface of waves. This mission will be
launched around 2013-2014.

New needs, new missions...
Large-scale programmes such as GMES
show the extent to which space is moving closer to
citizens, to better address their needs and concerns.
This translates into evolving space missions and, in
oceanography, the growing importance of observing
coastal zones, where half the world’s population lives.
Preliminary studies have been underway at CNES since
2007 on ambitious and innovative new missions. Take
for instance Swot, a cooperative mission with NASA to
map currents and the topography of oceans, coastal
zones and continental waters. Another example is an
instrument concept which would allow observing the
«colour of the water» in European coastal zones, on an
hourly basis from geostationary orbit. These missions
will take the space component of oceanography yet
another step forward, undoubtedly before the end of
the next decade.

AltiKa for guaranteeing continuity
of service
With the same aim of guaranteeing continuity
of service for every end-user, CNES is developing the
altimetry payload AltiKa. This high-accuracy altimeter,
coupled like all other altimetry missions to the Doris precise
orbit determination system, will be carried by the Indian
satellite Saral (Satellite with Argos and Altika). Saral will be
launched in 2010 and move in the same orbit as Envisat
to carry on its altimetry functions. The agreement between
CNES and ISRO (Indian Space Research Organisation) on
the Saral mission, signed in February 2007, also serves to
strengthen ties between these two agencies, which are
already cooperating on the Megha-Tropiques mission,
and enable ISRO to expand its panoply of oceanography
missions through its Oceansat programme.
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STEVEN HOSFORD
Measuring the Earth’s gravitational field
The missions measuring the Earth’s gravitational
fields will get a boost starting in September 2008
with the launch of the ESA satellite, Goce. Flying at a
very low altitude (~270 km) and offering an innovative
instrument concept for measuring gravity gradients
in three dimensions, Goce will model the earth geoid
with unrivalled accuracy: around 1 cm of geoid height
for spatial wavelengths of 100 km. CNES is part of a
consortium which prepares the software for producing
the gravitational field and geoid models.

Goce

T

he solid Earth activities of CNES are focused
on key parameters for understanding the
Earth’s internal processes, which today are relatively
poorly understood. New global data from satellites on
the magnetic and gravitational fields, acquired since
the beginning of the new century, have contributed
to numerous advances. It is important to maintain
acquisition of these data and thus to take measures
today which ensure their continuity.

Measuring the Earth’s magnetic field
Since 2005 and the decision by CNES
to participate in the Swarm mission, which ESA
selected as the third Opportunity Mission of the Earth
Observation Envelope Programme, development has
been underway on the absolute magnetometers for
the three satellites of this constellation. This project is
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Grace

conducted with two privileged partners: the Electronics
and Information Technology Laboratory of the French
Atomic Energy Commission (Leti/CEA), for instrument
development, and the Paris Earth Physics Institute,
acting as Principal Investigator.
The Earth’s magnetic field is important in
maintaining the equilibrium of our environment; for
example it serves as a protective shield, blocking
the ionised particle flux or «solar wind» from the Sun.
Nonetheless, it remains poorly understood, especially
the geodynamo process responsible for most of the
magnetic field measured at the Earth’s surface. One
of Swarm’s objectives is measurement continuity, as it
will replace three current missions: the Danish satellite
Oersted, launched in 1999, for which CNES provided
a scalar magnetometer, and the German Champ and
Argentinean SAC-C satellites launched in 2000.

This mission will provide a static field model,
complementing the two current missions which measure
the gravitational field using accelerometers developed
by Onera (French Aerospace Lab), namely the German
satellite Champ, launched in July 2000 at an altitude of
450 km with CNES-supplied accelerometers, and the
American Grace launched in 2002 at an altitude of 480
km with two satellites connected by a microwave link.
With data from these two missions, teams at CNES and
the French Space Geodesy Research Group (GRGS)
calculate 10-day gravitational field models which show
the seasonal variations in continental water mass
distribution.

Demeter : in tune with earthquakes
Demeter (Detection of Electro-Magnetic
Emission Transmitted from Earthquake Regions), the
first satellite of the CNES microsatellite programme
Myriade, is designed to study upper atmosphere
disturbances associated with natural geophysical
phenomena such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions
and tsunamis (seismic sea waves).
This satellite is entering its fifth year in
remarkable condition for a mission whose projected
lifetime was only a year. It was launched 29 June
2004, and today the statistical studies on ionospheric
disturbances caused by geophysical phenomena,
which require large databases to make them more
representative, have access to a large quantity of
data. Interesting new results have been published on
seismic and volcanic activity, as well as ionospheric
phenomena observed for the first time.

Geodesy : an international effort
The International Association of Geodesy (IAG)
has put together an «observation system» called GGOS
(Global Geodetic Observing System). Its services
provide the fundamental geodesic parameters for
defining the International Terrestrial Reference Frame
(ITRF), i.e. centre of gravity, surface movements,
etc. CNES and its partners in the Spatial Geodesy
Research Group (GRGS) contribute extensively to
all these services, especially to the International
Doris Service (IDS) and to gravimetry through the
International Gravimetric Bureau. Beyond the five
Doris instruments currently in operation, continuity of
this service will be provided by instruments now in
development for the future altimetry missions Jason-2
and AltiKa.
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The XMM-Newton mission
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Testing universality
of free fall with atom sensors in microgravity
Test de l’universalité
de la chute libre avec des senseurs atomiques
P. Bouyer, Laboratoire Charles Fabry de l’Institut d’Optique, Campus Polytechnique, RD 128, 91127 Palaiseau, France
A. Bresson, Office National d’Etudes et de Recherches Aérospatiales, Chemin de la Hunière, 91761 Palaiseau, France
A. Landragin, LNE-SYRTE, UMR8630, Observatoire de Paris, 61 avenue de l’Observatoire, 75014 Paris, France

Fig. 1) (a) The atom interferometer assembled in the Airbus. (b) The vacuum chamber and the free-space optics. On the front left, the ﬁber beam-splitter is
clamped on the breadboard. (c) All optical vacuum chamber made by SILO, Italy, for next generation interferometer.

The atom interferometer [4] is made of: a vacuum chambers with optics; lasers sources for cooling and
coherent manipulation of atoms; and a stable oscillator (in our case a hyperfrequency source ) which serves as a
frequency reference for the Raman lasers. A lab experiment weighs at least one tonne and requires a highly-controlled
environment. We assembled a prototype atomic source suitable for inertial-sensing in a jet airplane from the ICE
collaboration components (see Fig.1) . The vacuum chamber can be made from glass entirely, providing a light, nonmagnetic apparatus, the laser system is derived from frequency doubled telecom technology allowing both rubidium
and potassium cooling frequency, and the hyperfrequency source is compatible with the acceleration changes in the
0-g Airbus, as developed previously for the tests of Pharao. We load 10 9 atoms in a Magneto Optical Trap in one
second. We release the atoms from the MOT and further cool them through a brief phase of optical molasses during
which we can prepare the atoms in the lower hyperﬁne state by turning off the repumping light. The light pulses for
the interferometer can then be applied.

ABSTRACT
We present the development of ICE, an experimental
set-up to test universality of free fall using atominterferometric measurement of local acceleration
with two atomic species as test masses. We have
tested the cold-atom source during parabolic ﬂights
and shown that this environment is compatible with
free-fall interferometric measurements. We show how
the differential acceleration can be extracted despite
acceleration noise of the platform and without requiring
well-controlled conditions.

Nous présentons le développement de ICE, un dispositif
expérimental pour tester l’universalité de la chute libre
à l’aide de la mesure par interférométrie atomique de
l’accélération ressentie par deux espèces atomiques.
Nous avons testé le dispositif en vol parabolique et
démontré que cet environnement est compatible avec
des mesures interférométriques en chute libre. Nous
montrons comment l’accélération différentielle peut
être extraite en dépit de l’accélération résiduelle de la
plate-forme.

Fig.2 (a) Trajectories of the airplane in an inertial reference frame. The region in which 75 % of the trajectories lie is represented by the shaded area. (b)
Log-Log plot of the convergence of the phase estimator. In 31 parabola, the differential phase can be estimated to within 10 -2.

T

he Einstein equivalence principle states that
laws of physics in a freely falling reference
frame, in a gravitational ﬁeld, is locally equivalent to laws
of physics without any gravito-inertial ﬁelds [1]. This
principle can be broken in three elementary principles : the
local Lorentz invariance, the local position invariance
and the Universality of Free Fall (UFF). While the two
first principles can be accurately tested with atomic
clocks in space, the latter needs to be able to track
trajectories of freely falling masses. Conventional
gravity and acceleration probes rely on artifact-based
macroscopic test masses to probe the gravito-inertial
ﬁeld [2]. Using atoms as proof masses directly relates
measurements to fundamental quantities, without the
need for geometrical factors. The test masses are not
subject to manufacturing errors and their displacement
is referenced to the well-controlled wavelength of
a pair of laser beams, providing long-term accuracy
50

and precision. In addition, atom-interferometer
based accelerometers directly measure, or compare,
acceleration on quantum objects, thus pushing the
tests of the UFF in the quantum domain.
The ICE experiment aims to test the UFF using
an atom interferometer on a freely-falling platform, i.e.
the 0-g airbus. Using simultaneously atoms of rubidium
87 and potassium in a light pulse interferometer [3], the
acceleration of the two bodies can be compared. These
two different atomic species perform a meaningful test
of the UFF, as they not only have large mass ratios
but also a very different nucleous composition. The
experiment, performed in a “freely falling” airplane,
is here no different from one performed on a satellite
orbiting around the Earth, except for excess of
acceleration noise.

The quantity measured experimentally is not directly the difference in acceleration, but the population ratios
in the two outputs of the interferometer, varying as cos(2πgT 2/λ, mod 2π), with T the time between light pulses and λ
the pulse wavelength. This does not relate univocally to the acceleration of the atoms unless we scan the fringe, which
can be hindered by the acceleration noise of the platform (see Fig. 2) . Instead, we studied the possibility to use recursive
Bayesian estimation [5] which allows to estimate the differential phase from statistically independent data acquired
during different parabolas. This estimation converges to a sufficient precision with relative noise amplitudes up to 4 µm,
corresponding to a 10 π phase shifts in the interferometer signal. Thus, for a free fall time of 4s (T=2 s), the resolution
on the differential acceleration can be ~2.5 x 10 -10m.s -2, corresponding to a test of the UFF at the level of 5 x 10 -11.

References :
[1] C. Lämmerzahl, Appl. Phys. B 84, 551 (2006)
[2] P. Touboul and M. Rodrigues, Clas. and Quant. Grav., vol. 18, p. 2487-2498 (2001).
[3] M. Kasevich and S. Chu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 181 (1991).
[4] R. A. Nyman, and al., Applied Physics B: Lasers and Optics 84, 673 (2006); G. Varoquaux, and al., in Proceedings of Rencontres de Moriond (2007).
[5] J. K. Stockton, X. Wu, and M. A. Kasevich, Phys. Rev. A 76, 033613 (2007).
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First tests
in microgravity for the T-Sage instrument
Premiers essais
en microgravité pour l’instrument T-Sage
P. Touboul, F. Liorzou,
Département Mesures Physiques, Onera, 29 avenue de la division Leclerc, BP 72, F-92322 Chatillon Cedex, France.

ABSTRACT
The instrument T-Sage, scientific payload of the
Microscope mission is composed of two differential
electrostatic accelerometers. Both include two
concentric masses for the test of the Equivalence
Principle. These accelerometers contribute to the
Attitude and Orbit Control of the satellite and provide
the scientific data. Because of their outstanding
performance, they do not operate under normal gravity,
so they are tested in microgravity in the free fall Bremen
tower, after the preparatory steps in laboratory.

T

he Microscope mission will be the first space
based test of the Equivalence Principle, and
will take advantage of the on board dedicated environment
to achieve the expected accuracy of 10-15. It will simply
consist of a “controlled” free-fall test in which the two
concentric test masses are finely maintained on the same
trajectory. A difference in the applied accelerations,
necessary to maintain relatively motionless the two
masses submitted to the same Earth gravity field may
be interpreted as an eventual signal of violation.
The launch of the drag-free satellite is
scheduled in 2011 and the dedicated T-Sage (Twin
Space Accelerometer for Gravitational Experimentation)
instrument is being developed with microgravity tests.
The instrument is in fact composed of two differential
electrostatic accelerometers, both containing two
concentric test-masses whose positions and attitudes
are servo-controlled via electrostatic forces. With
common centres of mass and highly accurate cylindrical
form, they are exposed to the same Earth gravitational
52

L’instrument T-Sage de la mission Microscope
est constitué de deux accéléromètres différentiels
électrostatiques comprenant deux masses inertes
concentriques pour le test du Principe d’Equivalence.
Ces accéléromètres participent au contrôle d’attitude
et d’orbite du satellite et fournissent les données
scientifiques. Leur performance ne leur permet pas de
fonctionner en présence de gravité terrestre, ils sont
donc testés en microgravité dans la tour de Brême
après les essais en laboratoire nécessaires.

force. The expected femto-g resolution of the sensors
depend on the weak level of disturbances of the mass
motions, the very precise controls of the test-masses
including ultra-sensitive capacitive sensing, the accurate
measurements of the electrostatic forces applied
through digital control loops.

The ultimate performance of the instrument
cannot be demonstrated during ground laboratory
tests because of the seismic noise and the normal
gravity constrains. Nevertheless, two types of tests are
conducted in order to validate, qualify or extrapolate the
future in orbit instrument capabilities: i) laboratory tests
on a specific platform, slaved to the horizontal plane
with milli-arc second stability for the rejection of the
seismic vibrations; long period tests can be performed
but require the test mass electrostatic 1g levitation and
so a specific configuration; ii) free fall tests of different
sensor models in the Microscope capsule of the Bremen
Zarm weightlessness tube: microgravity environment
can be obtained (and even better) during a maximum of
eight seconds, when capsule motion is up and down,
taking advantage of the new catapult.
Flight T-Sage model does not operate under
one g because the weight of the test masses cannot
be overcome by the electrostatic forces due to the limited electrical field generated by the flight electronics
unit. So, one Engineering Model (EM) has been produced with very similar design and geometrical accuracy,
except sizes and compositions of the masses made of
low density silica. In 2007, this model has been integrated and the electrostatic levitation of the test-mass
achieved with specific electronics racks designed to
deliver high voltages on the electrodes, up to 900 V,
necessary to lift the mass against gravity.
The 1g electronics racks are now coupled with
the flight representative electronics unit, used for the
non vertical axes channels, in order to test extensively
the acceleration chain along the axial configuration that
is in orbit dedicated to the Equivalence Principle test.

A special test bench has been developed to ensure
active control of the instrument inclination with respect
to the vertical and to provide a sufficient steady environment to not saturate the flight electronics. This
test facility is used for the validation of the analog or
digital servo channels over long durations, measuring
the servo loop transfer functions, the residual stiffness,
the quadratic effects, the axes coupling, etc…, and
preparing also the free fall tests.
The flight Sage instrument will be fully tested
in microgravity conditions before being integrated on
board the satellite. The 120-meter high Bremen freefall tower in Zarm offers 4.7 seconds of free fall under
vacuum. Residual pressure in the tower tube provokes
a weak drag, already measured by the space accelerometer and limiting the test accuracy. Thus, a double
capsule has been specially developed by Zarm for the
Microscope instrument: a very stiff carbon fibre structure embarks the Sage instrument and its electronics
as a free flyer capsule that is released inside the main
capsule during the drop. This special configuration
has been successfully tested and the drag reduction
has been significantly reduced down to 10 -8ms -2Hz -1/2.
Care is also paid to mount the accelerometer sensor
near the test capsule’s center of gravity to reduce the
effects of its angular motions. During the first two seconds of the fall, we mainly observe the acquisition
of the test mass control at the centre of the accelerometer mechanical core. During the second part of the
fall, the delivered measurements are analyzed along all
the axes and validate the servo-loop operation, strictly
configured as in orbit. Present results let us confident
with the selected configuration and technology.

(Fig.1) Sage EM laboratory test: acquisition of the electrostatic
levitation of the mass
(Fig. 2) Free flyer capsule and residual acceleration in free fall tests
(with Zarm courtesy).
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Corot : from stars to habitable planets
Corot : du cœur des étoiles
aux planètes habitables
Laboratoire d’Etudes Spatiales et d’Instrumentation en Astrophysique,
Observatoire de Paris - 5, Place Jules Janssen 95195 Meudon Principal Cedex

Laboratoire d’Astronomie de Marseille
Institut d’Astrophysique Spatiale , Orsay
Observatoire de Midi-Pyrénées
European Space Agency , Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Germany, Spain
A. Baglin

ABSTRACT
Corot is an experiment of astrophysics dedicated to
stellar seismology and search for extrasolar planets.
Pioneer space mission in both domains, it steadily
monitors with very high photometric accuracy and for
very long continuous durations (up to 150 days) 10
bright stars for seismology and up to 12,000 stars to
search for small transiting planets in each of its field
of view. Acquiring scientific data since February 2007,
results on detection of planets, stellar oscillations and
other unexpected topics are just about to appear.

Corot est une expérience d’astrophysique dédiée
à la sismologie stellaire et la recherche de petites
exoplanètes. Mission pionnière dans ces deux
domaines, il observe en continu et sans interruption,
10 étoiles brillantes pour le programme de sismologie
et près de 12000 étoiles pour la recherche de petites
exoplanètes en transit dans chacun de ses champs
de vue. Les données scientifiques arrivent depuis
février 2007 et les premiers résultats sont en cours de
publication.

1 - The mission

There is a unique instrument, a 27cm diameter off-axis
telescope, which feed four CCD detectors, 2 dedicated
to the seismology programme and 2 dedicated to the
exoplanet programme. (Fig.1)
It has been launched on December 27th 2006 from
the Baïkonour cosmodrome by a Soyuz II-1b rocket,
a successful maiden flight. The injection has been
perfect, no orbit corrections were necessary.
After a technical commissioning phase of one month,
the scientific programme has started in February
2007.
The different components of the ground segment had
to be adapted to the flight conditions, in particular
radiations and pointing perturbations due to eclipses
of the satellite. And the first data of «scientific» quality
have been distributed in December 2007.
The satellite mission and control centres are located at
the Toulouse Space Centre.
Communication with the satellite is provided by means
of the CNES 2GHz network, an antenna in Alcantara
(Brazil) and an antenna in Vienna (Austria). The data
is then distributed on the Internet to the mission’s
scientists.

Corot, which stands for COnvection, ROtation
and planetary Transits, is a mission led by CNES
in association with French laboratories and with a
significant international participation: ESA (Science
Programme and RSSD/ESTEC), Austria, Belgium,
Germany contribute to the payload, whereas Spain
and Brazil contribute to the ground segment.
It belongs to the Proteus programme (which stands for
Plate-forme Reconfigurable pour l’Observation de la
Terre Et les Utilisations Scientifiques), a project held
by the French Space Agency CNES which purpose
is to develop low earth orbit recurrent platform for
mini satellites. The first satellite using this platform is
Jason, a French-USA oceanography mission, launched
in 2000 and the second, Calipso, still a French-USA,
has been launched in 2006.
After a long period of definition and political decisions,
the development of the Corot instrument and spacecraft
started in October 2000.
It is a class 3 mission of intermediate size and low cost.
Its total mass is limited to 600Kg, and its total cost of
the order of 180MEuros.
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2 - A very long story

3 - The in-flight performances

The initial concept was proposed already in 1993 by
C. Catala, M. Auvergne and A. Baglin in answer to
a call for ideas of CNES for «small missions», using
the generic CNES platform called Proteus and was
preselected in 1994 for a phase A competitive study
and a launch four years later.

The line of sight of Corot is assigned to keep a constant
direction during each period of 5 months, with a 90%
duty cycle requirement (no occultation by the Earth).
As a result, Corot has an inertial polar circular orbit,
at an altitude 897km, a compromise between a low
Earth stray light level and a sufficiently small size of
the South Atlantic Anomaly and the maximum flux of
protons acceptable by the instrument.

At that time it was designed as a second generation
mission of asteroseismology only following Evris and
preceding large surveys like Stars and then Edington.
However, political and financial difficulties have
postponed the final decision, which was taken only in
October 2000.
In between, the studies have continued, a much richer
scientific mission has been proposed, in particular
including a planet finding objective in 1996, just after
the first discovery of an extrasolar planet in 1995.
The scientific community became much larger due to
the extension of the scientific objectives and of the
contribution of many European countries.
The pre-launch status of the mission is described in
the Corot book (2006).

During each run, which last 20 to 25 days for the short
ones, and up to 150 days for the long ones, 10 bright
stars are observed simultaneously with an accuracy
of less than 1ppm (part-per-million) and devoted to
details seismic studies, while 12 000 fainter stars are
scrutinized to detect small size planets. These data
reveal also a wealth of information dealing with many
aspects of stellar variability as activity, rotation spotted
surfaces, binarity and pulsations.
The limitations in the data transmission rate implies
some onboard compression. However, the on board
treatment is kept as simple as possible, based on
aperture photometry, and most of the corrections are
made on ground.
The performances of the instrument itself are excellent
and the photometric accuracy is comparable to the
specifications.
In the seismology field, the white noise level for a 6
magnitude star is 0.2ppm 2/µHz (see Fig. 2a) , and the
instrument is almost photon noise limited down to
the 9th magnitude, while in the exoplanet field the
specification of a noise level of 700ppm in one hour
for a 15.5 magnitude star is fulfilled.
The major sources of noise are due to the low earth
environment. The frequent crossing of the South
Atlantic Anomaly produces excitation of some « hot
» pixels, which can perturb the photometry. The other
source of noise is due to the pointing perturbations
occurring when the spacecraft crosses the day/night
limit.
Concerning the duration of observations and the duty
cycle, they are also very satisfactory, and may still be
improved. Already two long runs have been achieved,
one of 156 days, the other of 135, and the duty cycle
remains above 92% (Auvergne et al. 2008).

(Fig.1) The Corot satellite being attached to the launcher in the clean
rooms of Starsem at Baïkonour
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(Fig.4) The complete light curve of the star hosting Corot-Exo-2b over 156 days. In addition to 78 transits, it shows periodic variations probably due to the rotation of the star.

4- A few results in the seismology programme
Several types of stars are observed by Corot, and in
the choice of the targets emphasis has been put on
solar like stars and large amplitude pulsators of higher
temperature. But after the three first runs it appears
that other types of stars contain also a lot of seismic
information as for instance giants and very hot stars.
For this report we only concentrate on the two main
objectives.
4.1. T
 he discovery of solar
like oscillations in photometry
By the late seventies, the discovery of global
oscillations in the Sun opened the way to solar
seismology leading to impressive progresses in the
understanding of its internal structure. Though natural,
the generalisation to the large variety of stars raises
many challenging difficulties as they require very
high accuracy on individual measurements and long
uninterrupted sequences of observations. As long
duration ground based observations are hampered by
the day/night alternation, the weather instabilities and
the annual motion of the Earth, Ultra high precision
photometry from space has for long been considered
as the best track for this objective. The first attempts
on solar like stars brought only ambiguous and partial
detections. The two first long observing runs of Corot
(156 and 60 days) reach a duty cycle of 93% and a
white noise level very close to the photon noise.
With these very high quality data, we measure the
oscillation spectrum in the 3 solar-like targets already
observed, we access individual modes and we
characterise the stellar granulation signature (Michel
et al. 2008, Appourchaux et al. 2008).
As seen on Fig.2 the oscillations as well as the
background granulation level around 2mHz are well
measured.
The amplitudes are found compatible with the
anticipated range and the granulation level is measured
for the first time in this kind of object. As more targets
of this kind will be observed during the mission, Corot
will access the variation of these quantities with
the stellar parameters, a relation which will allow to
characterise the physical processes at work.
Corot demonstrates that the solar-like oscillations are
easily distinguishable from the granulation in a wide
domain of surface temperatures, contrary to what has
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been claimed before. These results confirm space
photometry as a good strategy for developing stellar
seismology as planed for future missions like Kepler
and Plato projects.
4.2. R
 evealing the very rich spectrum of
low amplitude oscillations
in classical pulsators.
In the domain of classical pulsators, the amplitude of the
oscillations detected from the ground was limited to a few 10-4.
The first data confirm that Corot obtains a noise about
a few hundred times lower, bringing the possibility
to explore this part of the oscillations which remained
hidden so far. These data, by their continuity also provide
an unprecedented opportunity to track the behaviour of
the oscillations on time scale of a few months.

Over the 156 days of the run 76 transits have been
observed (Fig.4) , and the accuracy of the shape is
presently the highest one ever obtained. This data
set is so rich that we will be able to obtain information
on the variation of the shape of the transit from one
transit to the other with a sufficient accuracy to
detect small spots on the surface of the star. We will
also be able to measure the variation of the phase
of the transit.
The whole interpretation of the light curve requires a
detailed modelling of the effects of the stellar activity
in both the global star luminosity and the regions
of the star occulted by the planet. It is providing an
unprecedented view of the star-planet interactions.
A many such light curves exist!
So aft, many candidates have been detected. They
are presently observed from the ground to obtain
confirmation (or invalidation). Indeed, transit detection
is not sufficient for claiming a planet discovery. Many
other phenomena can mimic a transit, and it is
estimated that more than 50% of the « transits » are
not due to planets but to background binary stars or
stellar activity….
Present estimates based on the first analysis of the
data show that only 5 to 10% of the candidates
are actually confirmed as planets The confirmation
is performed through a quite long procedure that
implies on/off photometry, on the target and its near
neighbours, and especially spectroscopy on large
telescope.
The confirmation is done through a long procedure
implying photometry and spectroscopy on large
telescope and takes times.

6 - The additional programmes
The idea of the Additional Programmes of Corot is to
obtain a maximum scientific return of the mission, by
using unique data base on stellar variability, for many
other purposes than the two initial programmes.
As in the exoplanet field, up to 12 000 stars are
observed, down to R=16, there is a wide variety of
objects observed continuously and with a very high
photometric accuracy.
At the end of the 2.5 year mission, from 50 000 to
60 000 light curves will be available with a photometric
accuracy of one part per ten thousands in 1 hour on a
15.5 magnitude star.
Studies concerning pre-main sequence pulsators
of Herbig Ae/Be types, central stars of planetary
systems, pulsators in eclipsing binaries, beta Ceph,
Be stars, Cepheids, gamma Dor stars, HgMn stars,
lambda Bootis stars, roAp, sdB and white dwarfs
stars. Eclipsing binaries and even non eclipsing algol
type systems will be well observed.
Stellar rotation through modulation of the stellar flux by
spots is easily seen at the accuracy of Corot (Fig. 4) . Also
the erratic variability due to convection, granulation,
supergranulation are observed.
It is too early to interpret this extremely rich data base.
But it is clear that the increase of the accuracy of the
variability measurements by a factor more than 100 is
now leading to new types of variables and to a new
definition and classification of the stellar variability.

5 - The search for extrasolar small planets
The search for transiting extrasolar planets is entering
a new era with this first dedicated space-based
project. Corot circumvents the main limitations of
ground-based transit searches, i.e., the effects of the
Earth atmosphere and the reduced observing duty
cycle. It is producing high quality light curves since
February 2007 and their first analyses are extremely
promising.
Barge et al (2008) reports on the discovery of the
low density transiting planet Corot -Exo-1b, the first
transiting planet detected from space, during the
initial observing run of the mission (Fig.3) .
Corot-Exo-1b is a giant short-period planet orbiting
at 5 stellar radii from a G0V star. It was detected
early in the processing of the Corot data thanks to
the “alarm mode”. The mean density of the planet
is estimated to 0.38g.cm −3 , a very low value that
challenges the models of gaseous giant planets. It
could be interpreted as planet inﬂation under tidally
induced dissipation, strong irradiation from the star
and/or a high mass loss rate.
Corot-Exo-2b (Alonso et al. 2008, Bouchy et al. 2008)
the second transiting planet discovered and confirmed
by Corot is also a hot Jupiter, but has a very large
radius, difficult to explain by the present models. Its
short period (1.7 days) implies strong interactions with
the parent star that rotates quite slowly (4.5 days).

(Fig. 2a,b,c) Observational power density spectrum obtained for three different solar like stars; a moving mean is applied with a 4 microHz boxcar (black);
yellow curve: same spectrum highly smoothed with a 0.4 mHz boxcar; green curve: mean level of the granulation + white noise components; red curve: mean
white noise component level alone; blue curve: yellow- green curves representative of oscillation mean power density contribution alone.

(Fig. 3) The transit curve of the planet Corotexo-1b : normalized and phase folded light curve
of the 34 best transits and below residuals form
the best fit. The bin size is 2.17 mn.
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The Integral gamma-ray space observatory
L’observatoire gamma spatial Integral
F. Lebrun, J-P. Roques,
APC, UMR 7164 CEA-DSM/SAp, 10 rue A. Domon et L. Duquet, 75025 Paris, France
CESR-CNRS, 9 Av du Colonel Roche Toulouse, France

Electron-positron annihilation line

Nucleosynthesis

The analysis with SPI of more than 50 Ms of exposure
dedicated to the Galactic Plane observation begins
to reveal, in addition to the 8° bulge, an extended
component for the e +e - annihilation emission: Bouchet
et al., 2008 modelize it with an extended disk similar to
the NIR emission, the bulge to disk ratio being 0.5, while
Weidenspointner et al, 2008 underline an asymmetry in
the longitudinal profile from which they suggest that
the antimatter is coming from X-ray binaries.

Exclusively produced in supernova explosions, 44Ti, with an
86-year lifetime, is the best indicator of recent supernova
explosions. The 44Ti decay products desexcite by emitting
gamma-ray lines at 68, 78 and 1175 keV lines. Ibis/IsgriI
detected and resolved the two low energy lines of 44Ti in
the spectrum of the Cas A supernova remnant (Renaud et al.,
2006; Fig.2). The absence of any other detection during the
Galactic plane survey strongly suggests that the 44Ti yield
is exceptionally high in the Cas A case although this yield
is comparable to that needed to sustain the SN1987a light
curve and similar to the average yield needed to account
for the 44Ca abundance.
The 60Fe detection with SPI is now clearly established with
a detection at a 5 σ level and a flux ratio of 60Fe/26Al of 0.15
consistent with the current theoretical predictions.
The Cosmic X-ray background
Using the occultation provided by the disk earth
crossing the Integral instruments field of view during
a dedicated and exceptional set of manoeuvres, the
CXB spectrum has been derived in the 5-100 keV. This
result, Churazov et al, 2007, is important for estimating
the energy release by supermassive black holes.

ABSTRACT
While Integral has now exceeded its design lifetime;
the platform and the payload continue to perform
perfectly well. The accumulation of the observing
time allowed to reveal more than 400 point sources
emitting above 20 keV and allowed to exploit more
deeply higher energy domains. Taking into account
the platform status and resources and the excellent
instrument performances, ESA has decided to extend
the mission till 2012.

Bien qu’Integral ait maintenant excédé la durée initialement
prévue pour la mission, la plateforme et la charge utile
fonctionnent toujours parfaitement. L’accumulation des
observations a révélé plus de 400 sources ponctuelles
émettant au-delà de 20 keV et permet maintenant d’exploiter
plus profondément des domaines à plus haute énergie.
Compte tenu de l’état de la plateforme, de ses ressources
et des excellentes performances des instruments, l’ESA a
décidé d’étendre la mission jusqu’en 2012.

(Fig.1) Spectra of the different emission components of the central radian of
the Galaxy. Sum of sources (stars), annihilation spectrum (long dashed line),
total emission (solid line) and interstellar diffuse continuum (dotted line).

(Fig.2) Spectrum of the Cas A supernova remnant as measured by Isgri.
The two low energy lines accompanying the 44Ti decay are clearly visible
at 68 and 78 keV.

P

oint sources and diffuse continuum
Galactic emission

After 3.5 years mainly dedicated to the observation
of the Galactic Plane, deep mosaics of the Galactic
continuum emission recorded by the Ibis/Isgri
instrument have been constructed. Together with
transient sources found in individual observations,
they revealed 421 point sources, of which 41% are
galactic accreting systems, 29% are extragalactic
objects, 4% are of other types, and 26% are still
not firmly classified (Bird et al., 2007). There are
167 sources that are either entirely new or with no
obvious counterpart or association in the hard X-ray
and/or gamma-ray wavebands. Taking advantage of
the ability of SPI to disentangle the diffuse and point
source emission, Bouchet et al, 2008, (Fig.1) found
that: i) the resolved point source emission amounts for
90% of the total Galactic emission below 100 keV ii)
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below 50 keV an additional component is present that
could originate from an unresolved population of white
dwarfs iii) the 300-511 keV range is dominated by the
positron-annihilation emission iv) above 600 keV the
diffuse emission from interstellar processes plays the
major role and is now well described with upgraded
theoretical models.
The high energy emission from compact objects
The observation of compact objects with SPI reveals
that their emission may extend well above the cutoff of
the thermal comptonisation law. The feature extending
up to 8 MeV is particularly clear in the Cygnus X-1
spectrum but can also be observed in other black hole
candidates. Moreover it has been observed for the
first time in a neutron star system: GS1826-24. This
suggests that non-thermal processes are at work in all
classes of compact objects.
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The largest catalog of X-ray sources ever :

The XMM-Newton mission
La mission XMM-Newton
D. Barret, Centre d’Etude Spatiale des Rayonnements, 9 avenue du Colonel Roche, BP 44346, 31028 Toulouse Cedex 4 (Didier.Barret@cesr.fr)

The 2XMM catalogue of X-ray sources, the largest of
its kind ever, has now been released (Watson et al.
2008). The catalogue has been created by the XMMNewton Survey Science Centre (SSC), a consortium of
institutions across Europe, on behalf of ESA. It contains
source detections drawn from 3491 observations made
with XMM-Newton’s European Photon Imaging Cameras
(Epic) between February 2000 and March 2007. Three
French institutes, supported by CNES, are part of the
SSC: CEA/Saclay, CESR-Toulouse and the Strasbourg
Observatory. The 2XMM catalogue contains 246 897 Xray source detections which relate to 191 870 unique
X-ray sources (Fig 2) . The large sky area covered by the
catalogue makes 2XMM a rich resource for exploring
the overall properties of the X-ray source populations
and its large size makes it an especially powerful tool for
the discovery of rare and unexpected objects.

(Fig.2) Covering 360 square degrees of the sky, 2XMM complements
deeper Chandra and XMM-Newton small area studies and covers astronomical objects that dominate the X-ray background spread across the
Universe. Credits: University of Leicester (M. Watson).

The Orion nebulae :

ABSTRACT
XMM-Newton, launched in December 1999, remains
in excellent health and continues to deliver spatially
resolved X-ray spectroscopy with simultaneous optical/
UV monitoring for a wide variety of astrophysical
sources. The XMM-Newton operations have been
recently extended up to December 31st, 2012. The
French community (in particular CEA/SAp, CESRToulouse, Université de Strasbourg) supported by
CNES, participates actively to the scientific analysis of
the data and to the Survey Science Center Consortium.

In the following, we present a few results obtained
recently with XMM-Newton.

X

neutrons. It was found only one exotic solution that
remained feasible, an interior made of quarks (Webb &
Barret, 2007).

MM-Newton gives new insight into
neutron stars:

XMM-Newton has given astronomers and physicists a
valuable new insight into the most exotic stars in the
Universe. Known as neutron stars, the composition
of these extremely dense stellar objects has always
been something of a puzzle. Using XMM-Newton
observations of three neutron stars in three globular
clusters, comparisons of the recorded X-ray spectra
with theoretical predictions enabled to constrain
the internal composition of those neutron stars.
Initially astronomers believed that neutron stars were
composed almost exclusively of neutrons, all squeezed
together and resembling a giant atomic nucleus,
but recently some have postulated exotic models
containing uncommon particles such as pions, kaons
or quarks (Fig 1) . The XMM-Newton result indicate that
still the most likely composition of a neutron star is
what astronomers first suspected forty years ago:
60

XMM-Newton, lancé en décembre 1999 fonctionne
toujours de manière nominale. Il fournit des images et des
spectres dans le domaine des rayons X, ainsi que des
données optiques/UV simultanées, et ce pour une vaste
gamme d’objets astrophysiques. Les opérations ont été
prolongées jusqu’en décembre 2012. La communauté
scientifique française (en particulier le CEA/SAp, le CESR,
l’Université de Strasbourg), avec le soutien du CNES,
participe activement à l’exploitation scientifique, ainsi
qu’au Survey Science Center Consortium.

XMM-Newton has enabled the discovery of a huge
cloud of high-temperature gas in the nearby star
forming region known as the Orion Nebulae. The gas
cloud is composed of winds blowing from these highmass stars that are heated to millions of degrees.
It was previously thought that hot gas could only
arise from a large number of massive stars shedding
winds, or supernovae explosions. The XMM-Newton
observations of the Orion Nebulae, which is a fairly
common star forming region in our Galaxy indicate
that a much smaller collection of high mass stars can
produce hot gas as well, further adding one channel to
enrich the interstellar medium (Güdel et al. 2008).
First 3D map of dark matter :
By analysing the Hubble Cosmos survey a threedimensional map that offers a first look at the web-like
large-scale distribution of dark matter in the Universe
has been assembled (Massey et al. 2007). This historic
achievement accurately confirms standard theories
of structure formation. The map provides the best
evidence yet that normal matter, largely in the form of
galaxies, accumulates along the densest concentrations
of dark matter. It reveals a loose network of filaments,
intersecting in massive structures where clusters of
galaxies are located. The map also reveals how dark
matter has recently grown increasingly clumpy as it
continues to collapse under gravity. It is consistent with
conventional theories of how structure formed in the
evolving Universe under the relentless pull of gravity,
making the transition from a smooth distribution of
matter into a sponge-like structure of long filaments.
The unique contribution of XMM-Newton to this

success was to image the hot gas in the densest galaxy
clusters, demonstrating an excellent correspondence
between clusters first discovered in X-rays and later in
the lensing mass maps (Hasinger et al. 2007).
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(Fig.1) In a neutron star (left), the quarks that comprise the neutrons are
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Measurement of prominences heights are obtained
using the Medicis software originally developed by
CNES for the Spot program. In addition, IAS develops
visualization software for Secchi data.

The Sun and the Heliosphere in 3-D:
The Stereo program
Le Soleil et l’Héliosphère en 3-D :
Le programme Stereo
J.-L. Bougeret, LESIA, Observatoire de Paris, CNRS, UPMC, Paris-Diderot
jean-louis.bougeret@obspm.fr - 5, Place Jules Janssen - 95195 Meudon Principal Cedex
F. Auchère, IAS, Université Paris-11, CNRS
frederic.auchere@ias.u-psud.fr - Bâtiment 121 - 91405 Orsay
J.-A. Sauvaud, CESR, Université Paul Sabatier, CNRS
jean-andre.sauvaud@cesr.fr - 9, av. du Colonnel Roche - BP44346 - 31028 Toulouse

ABSTRACT
The two spacecraft Stereo-A and Stereo-B, launched
in October 2006, will study the 3-D structure of solar
Coronal Mass Ejections (CME) which may affect
the terrestrial environment. Each spacecraft has
four instrument packages, one of which is led by a
French Laboratory (Waves : radio and plasma waves)
and two others have French contributions (Secchi :
coronographs and imagers, and Impact : energetic
particles and magnetic field).

S

tereo
(Solar
TErrestrial
RElations
Observatory) is the third mission in NASA’s
Solar Terrestrial Probes program (STP). This mission,
launched in October 2006, provides a unique and
revolutionary view of the Sun-Earth System. The two
nearly identical observatories - one ahead of Earth
in its orbit, the other trailing behind - trace the flow
of energy and matter from the Sun to Earth. They
reveal the 3-D structure of Coronal Mass Ejections
(CMEs); violent eruptions of matter from the sun that
can disrupt satellites and power grids, and help us
understand why they happen. Stereo is a key addition

Les deux sondes interplanétaires Stereo-A et Stereo-B,
lancées en octobre 2006, ont pour objectif d’étudier
la structure à 3 dimensions des éjections de masse
coronale solaires (CME) qui affecte l’environnement
terrestre. Les sondes embarquent chacune quatre
ensembles d’instruments dont un instrument à PI
français (Waves : radio et ondes plasma) et deux autres
comportant des contributions françaises (Secchi :
coronographes et imageurs, et Impact : particules
énergétiques et champ magnétique).

The Impact investigation
(In-situ Measurements of Particles and CME Transients)

(Fig.1) Stereo : Cartoon illustrating the general concept of a coronal mass
ejection (CME) flux rope traveling toward Earth and the Stereo spacecraft.
The ejection includes a magnetic «flux rope» with counterstreaming
suprathermal electrons.
© Impact team.

The Secchi investigation
(Sun Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric
Investigation)
The Institut d’Astrophysique Spatiale (IAS) and the
Laboratoire Charles Fabry de l’Institut d’Optique (LCFIO:
Institut d’optique graduate school) contributed to the
fabrication of the EUVI telescopes (Extreme Ultra- Violet
Imager) embarked on each of the twin Stereo probes.
The IAS and LCFIO were responsible for providing the
final precision polishing of the optics, the dielectric
multilayer coatings, and their radiometric calibration.
A total of four telescopes have been produced (two
flight models and two spare models). EUVI is one of
the five telescopes of the Secchi instrument suite.
With its combination of EUV telescope, white light
coronagraphs and wide angle imagers, Secchi is able
to image the coronal mass ejections from their initiation
to their propagation in the heliosphere. EUVI has been
providing high quality images since launch, confirming
the exceptional quality of the optics and calibration
provided by IAS and IO. Since the launch of Stereo, IAS
is involved in the development of inversion techniques
aimed at reconstructing the 3D geometry of solar
structures such as polar plumes and prominences.
Reconstructions of polar plumes are obtained using
a time-evolving tomography code developed by IAS
and the Laboratoire des Signaux et Systèmes (L2S).

The Centre d’Etude Spatiale des Rayonnements
(CESR) contributed to the fabrication of the
Stereo-Impact suite of instrument by designing
and building the sensor head of the Solar
Wind Electron Analyzers. The two sensors are
identical onboard each twin Stereo probes. They
are designed to provide detailed measurements
of the solar wind electrons distribution in the
energy range 1 eV-3000 eV and in a 360°x130°
solid angle sector by using a top hat analyzer
with deflection plates (Fig.1). The electrical
potential of each analyzer can be varied to take
into account the satellite potential. Calibrations
performed in Toulouse and in Berkeley show a
fine agreement with the instrument numerical
simulations. A wealth of data have been obtained
in the solar wind as well in the far tail of the
magnetosphere at distances higher than 1.5x10 6
km. Solar wind measurements have revealed
episodes corresponding to the breaking of the
ideal magneto-hydrodynamic, which probably
indicates the occurrence of reconnection events
in the solar wind.

(Fig.2) Secchi : One set of primary and
secondary flight mirrors of the EUVI
telescopes built and calibrated by IAS and
LCFIO.
© Secchi team.

to the fleet of space weather detection satellites by
providing more accurate alerts for the arrival time
of Earth-directed solar ejections with its unique
side-viewing perspective (Fig.1) . The Stereo primary
science objectives are to understand the causes
and mechanisms of CME initiation; to characterize
the propagation of CMEs through the heliosphere; to
discover the mechanisms and sites of energetic particle
acceleration in the low corona and the interplanetary
medium; to develop a 3D time-dependent model of
the magnetic topology, temperature, density, and
velocity structure of the ambient solar wind.
(Fig.3) Impact : The sensor head of the two identical Solar Wind Electron
Spectrometers, built in CESR, mounted on the main boom.
© Impact team.
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The Waves investigation
(Stereo/Waves or S/Waves)
The S/Waves instrument includes a suite of stateof-the-art experiments that provide comprehensive
measurements of the three components of the
fluctuating electric field from a fraction of a hertz
up to 16 MHz, plus a single frequency channel near
30 MHz. The instrument has a direction finding or
goniopolarimetry capability to perform 3D localization
and tracking of radio emissions associated with streams
of energetic electrons and shock waves associated
with Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs). The combination
of remote and in situ observations (provided by the
wave form analyzer) lead to a deeper and more
comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms
that generate the radio waves, thus permitting a more
accurate utilization of this diagnostic for space weather
predictions. The S/Waves observations are used in
conjunction with those from other investigation on
the Stereo spacecraft, particularly Secchi and Impact.
The similar Waves instrument on the Wind spacecraft
located at the Lagrangian point L1 provides reference
observations in the direction of the Earth. Groundbased radio observations are closely associated with
the interplanetary radio burst tracking. In particular,
the Nançay Radio Heliograph provides solar corona
radio images pointing to the origin of the energetic
radio events.

(Fig.4) S/Waves : The two Stereo/Waves stacks of receivers during integration. Inset: the analog portion of one of the receivers.
© S/Waves team.

Conclusion :
A total of five French Laboratories are directly involved in three of the four instrument suites on the Stereo
spacecraft (Secchi, Impact, S/Waves), and one of them (Waves) is under French PI-ship. This reflects the variety
of recognized competencies in solar and plasma space instrumentation in the French space laboratories. The
analyses are in progress and reflect the innovative concept of the mission profile. The French flight hardware
contribution has been funded and supported by CNES, who contributes to the exploitation of the data.
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propagation. The Ulysses view out of the ecliptic
combined with the Artemis radio spectrograph
provided their first directivity measurements. Type
II bursts are produced by electrons accelerated by
shock wave induced in the solar wind by coronal
mass ejection. Ulysses allowed tracking such bursts
over long distances, a day before the shock hits the
spacecraft, and unambiguously identifies the source
region of electrons, upstream of the shock.	
One unexpected discovery came from a source well
beyond Ulysses orbit.
The sensitive Urap receivers monitored the Saturn
kilometric radiations, discovered by the Voyagers in the
80s, which are used to derive the planet rotation speed.
Urap observations, 8 to 13 UA away, have shown a
striking difference in this rotation, up to 1% from Voyager
[5]. This problem is now extensively studied, and about
to be solved, from Cassini observations around Saturn.

Ulysses:
end of the first out of ecliptic mission
Ulysse:
fin de la première mission hors de l’écliptique
P. Canu, Centre d’études des environnements terrestre et Planétaires, Vélizy – France - 10-12, avenue de l’Europe - 78140 Vélizy
K. Issautier, Laboratoire d’Etudes Spatiales et d’Instrumentation Astrophysique, Observatoire de Paris, Meudon – France - 4, place Jussieu - Tour 33 RDC - 75252 Paris Cedex 05
M. Pick, Laboratoire d’Etudes Spatiales et d’Instrumentation Astrophysique, Observatoire de Paris, Meudon – France - 5, place Janssen
- 92195 Meudon
N. Meyer, Laboratoire d’Etudes Spatiales et d’Instrumentation Astrophysique, Observatoire de Paris, Meudon – France - 4, place Jussieu
- Tour 46-45 Niveau 2 - 75252 Paris Cedex 05
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ABSTRACT
Launch in 1990, the ESA/NASA Ulysses mission which
flown 3 times above the south and north poles of the
Sun, is ending, due to a shortage of electric power.
This first exploration of the heliosphere out of the
ecliptic plane is an outstanding success which has
deeply modified our views on the Sun and its effects
on the surrounding space. Some noteworthy results
obtained from the Urap and Hi-Scale instruments are
highlighted here.

A
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Lancée en 1990, la mission ESA/NASA Ulysse, qui a
survolé 3 fois les pôles nord et sud du Soleil se termine,
suite à l’insuffisance de son alimentation électrique.
Cette première exploration de l’héliosphère en dehors
du plan de l’écliptique est un immense succès qui a
profondément modifié notre vision du Soleil et de son
environnement. Quelques résultats marquants obtenus
par les instruments Urap et Hi-Scale sont présentés ici.

fter 17 years in space and 3 fly-bys of the
south and north poles of the Sun, Ulysses,
the first ever spacecraft to explore the heliosphere
out of the ecliptic plane terminated its operations.
This ESA/NASA mission, collecting data over more
than a solar cycle, is an outstanding success. The
French laboratories were fully associated with some
of the main discoveries obtained so far. Some
highlights are presented here.

During Ulysses pole to pole exploration, the QTN
spectroscopy was used on a routine basis to provide
accurate values of electron density and temperature versus
the heliospheric latitude, which allows understanding the
3D structure of the solar wind over a full solar cycle. For
the first time, the radial profiles of these parameters were
obtained in the steady state fast solar wind, which prevails
out of the ecliptic plane, both during solar minimum (Fig 1)
and maximum[2].

To reach the high latitude heliosphere, Ulysses
executed a gravity assist manoeuvre at Jupiter. When
crossing the Io plasma torus, the Urap receivers
derived for the first time the temperature and density of
the electrons from quasi-thermal noise spectroscopy
(QTN). An unexpected result was that the temperature
increased with magnetic latitude, doubling over 7°
of latitude, and was anticorrelated with the electron
density [1]. This invalidated the existing models and
provided the basis for new ones.

Studies prior to Ulysses had evidenced
spatial structures, the “propagation channels”, in
which electron beams could stream without diffusion.
Observations derived from the Hi-Scale instrument
and Nançay radio heliograph, discovered that these
magnetic channels, anchored in active regions of the
sun corona, can survive over very large distances,
beyond 4 AU. Triggered by these beams, Langmuir
waves were observed in the channels, being sources
of solar Type III radio bursts (Fig 2) . One of the main
characteristics of these channels is their low level of
magnetic fluctuations [3].

(Fig.1) Radio spectrogram obtained from Urap in 2007 at latitudes
between 60° S and 60° N. The electron density and temperature show
different features of the solar wind coming from polar coronal holes and
from the ecliptic plane.

A key discovery of the high latitude passes
during solar minimum was that energetic particles can
easily reach the polar regions of the heliosphere. These
particles where known to originate from low latitude
solar regions. Their fast transport to high latitude
has revealed large scale restructuring of the coronal
magnetic field, during solar events [4].
The Urap receivers monitored the solar activity
through the detection of solar radio emissions. Type
III bursts, the most common ones, are triggered
by electrons streaming from solar active regions.
They are used to derive clues on their sources and
on the interplanetary medium, which can affect their

A quarter of century after being built, the
Ulysses instruments are now silent. They have
provided outstanding results, the first view out of the
ecliptic plane, which will not be revisited in the coming
decades. The Solar Orbiter mission will provide a long
awaited complement at closer distance, although at
moderate heliospheric latitude, ~ 40°. But the end of
Ulysses is not the end of discoveries for this unique
mission. The now archived wealth of data collected so
far is waiting for new questions.
(Fig.2) Propagation channel of solar energetic particles observed at 4.3
AU. From top to bottom:
Magnetic field, perpendicular solar wind speed,
100 keV ions flux, 40-100 keV electron flux,
electromagnetic radiation at 4.25 kHz.
Geometry of the Sun-Ulysses connexion.
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Mars Express contribution
to the study of Mars geology
La contribution de Mars Express
à l’étude de la géologie de Mars

The Omega spectrometer is also able to
retrieve the atmospheric surface pressure using the 2.0
µm feature of the CO 2. These data will help to improve
mesoscale climate models. The frost deposition/
sublimation on the southern cap has been monitored
over an entire Martian year (special issue). More recent
results show the presence of equatorial CO 2 ice clouds
(Montmessin et al., 2007). Notice also the identification
of ozone by another Mex instrument, Spicam (Perrier
et al., JGR, 2006). Ozone and water vapour are under
cross-correlation study with the three atmospheric
instruments involving French groups, Spicam, PFS and
Omega (e.g. Fouchet et al., Icarus, 2007).

N. Mangold, IDES UMR 8148 CNRS et Univ. Paris Sud, Département «Sciences de la Terre» - Bâtiment 504 et 509 - 91405 Orsay Cedex,
nicolas.mangold@u-psud.fr

The Marsis radar is studied mainly in two coI groups in France (co-I: Lab: LPGrenoble, IPGParis).
Recent results focused on the polar caps with the
identification of the caps basement, the measurement
of their physical properties (Plaut et al., Science,
2007). Most recent studies focus on the calibration of
the surface echoes to extract properties of the surface
layer (Mouginot et al., LPSC, 2008), on the synergy with
the Sharad experiment onboard Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter (Seu et al., Science, 2007), and on the ability
of the radar method into bedrock (Le Gall et al., LPSC,
2007, Boisson et al., LPSC, 2008).

Instruments:
Omega (PI : J.-P. Bibring, IAS Orsay, France)
HRSC (PI: G. Neukum, Berlin, Germany)
Marsis (PI: Picardi, Italy)

ABSTRACT
The Omega spectrometer improves the understanding
of Martian geology from the identification of smectite
clays and hydrated sulfates. Recent studies have
focuses on key regions, using also the HRSC
instrument, colour and stereo ability to better
establish their age, setting and context of formation.
Radar data of Marsis and HRSC data are under
analysis for the detailed study of glacial, fluvial and
volcanic landforms.

O

mega, the ESA/Mars Express visible/
near-infrared spectral imager, has been
operating since January 2004, and by March 2008
had mapped Mars over more than 1000 orbits with
a strong synergy between French PI labs (IAS Orsay)
and Co-I labs (IDES Orsay, LDTP Toulouse, LESIA
Meudon, LMD Jussieu, LP Grenoble, LPG Nantes).
Bibring et al. (Science, 2006) develop a theory of
Mars geologic evolution based on the chronology
of the alteration minerals formation. Smectites,
a specific group of clay minerals formed at low
temperatures (<200°C), are found on old terrains
(>3.8 Gy) only. They represent an alteration of the
ancient crust under conditions warmer than today
(Phyllosian period). Hydrated sulfates are found in
sediments of Late Noachian and Hesperian age (3.8
to 3 Gy) that overlies the ancient crust. Sulfates
become predominant likely due to an increased
activity of the sulfur cycle related to volcanism,
and associated with a reduced liquid water activity
(Theiikian period). No hydrated minerals are found in
more recent regions such as Amazonian lava flows.
Bibring et al. (Science, 2007) show that sulfates are
often associated with strong iron oxides signatures,
that might correspond to the hematite found in the
Meridiani by the MER rover (Squyres et al., Science,
68

The HRSC data provides the possibility to study
the Martian volcanic, glacial and fluvial landforms. Key
areas for the volcanic evolution of Mars, such as Tharsis
region, are currently under study in HRSC French co-I
groups (IDES Orsay; LDTP Toulouse). Results show the
presence of many small volcanoes, not identified earlier,
mainly small shields volcanoes formed by lava accumulation
(Vaucher et al., LPSC, 2007, Baptista et al., Int. Conf. on
Mars, 2007). Photometric studies are also conduced to
understand surface properties and processes (Pinet et al.,
EGU, 2007, Cord et al., Icarus, 2007). After a long period
of methodological development, the 3D ability of Mars
Express now allows scientists to extract the topography
of Martian landforms, such as fluvial valley networks, at
a spatial scale > 10 times better than the laser altimeter
Mola (e.g. Ansan et al., JGR, in press).

Le spectromètre Omega de Mars Express contribue à
une meilleure compréhension de Mars par l’identification
de minéraux hydratés (smectites et sulfates). Les
études récentes se focalisent sur les régions clefs
où sont étudiés le contexte de formation et l’âge des
terrains, grâce aussi aux capacités couleur et stéréo de
la caméra HRSC. Les données du radar Marsis et de
la caméra HRSC sont analysées pour l’étude détaillée
des morphologies glaciaires, fluviales et volcaniques.

2004). This shows that the environment deduced
from the rover in Meridiani was not restricted to the
landing site.
The special issue of the Journal of Geophysical
Research-Planets of August 2007 proposes 16
articles focused on surface and atmospheric science
using Omega. Global maps of surface minerals
and surface hydration have been derived. Regional
studies have been focused on different key areas of
Mars: the Nili and Syrtis Major regions, the Marwth
Vallis region, the Spirit and Opportunity landing sites
(special issue), and Valles Marineris (Mangold et al.,
Icarus, 2008; Ledeit et al., JGR, in press). The study
of impact craters ejecta mineralogy in Syrtis shows
that it is possible to use the surface mineralogy to
retrieve the subsurface stratigraphy. The Mawrth
Vallis region is one of the most widespread clay-rich
unit with a unique morphology of thin layers, piled up
over hundreds of meters thick and spread over 300
by 400 km, as seen from the correlation with HRSC
data (Fig. 1) . The Mawrth Vallis and the Nili Fossae
clay-rich regions are currently listed in the top 6
regions for the NASA Mars Science Laboratory rover
landing sites selection (Fig. 1) .

(Fig.1) Omega detection of smectites in Mawrth Vallis region mapped over the HRSC 3D view (from blue to red are increasing 1.9 µm band depth). The
scene is about 100km in length.
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The ion escape from non-magnetized planets
Echappement des ions planétaires
depuis Mars et Vénus
Aspera 4, (Analyser of Space Plasmas and Energetic Atoms)
Swedish Institute of Space, Kiruna (PI institute)
Centre d’Etude Spatiale des Rayonnements, Toulouse (co-PI institute)
J.-A. Sauvaud, CESR, 9, av. du Colonnel Roche - BP44346 - 31028 Toulouse

ABSTRACT
The Aspera instruments, nearly similar on VenusExpress and Mars Express, allow identifying the
species of planetary ions leaving the non-magnetized
planets, to establish the morphology of the escapes
and to compute the escape rates of the ion species.

V

enus Express was put in orbit around
Venus in April 2006 and delivers data
since that time. Venus, unlike Earth, is an extremely
dry planet although both began with similar masses,
distances from the Sun, and presumably water
inventories. Present-day thermal escape is low for
all atmospheric species. However, hydrogen can
escape by means of collisions with hot atoms from
ionospheric photochemistry, and although the bulk
of O and O 2 are gravitationally trapped, heavy ions
have been observed to escape through interaction
with the solar wind. Nevertheless, their relative rates
of escape, spatial distribution, and composition could
not be determined from previous measurements.
70

Les instruments Aspera, quasi similaires sur les sondes
Vénus et Mars Express, ont permis d’identifier la nature des
ions planétaires quittant Mars et Vénus, de caractériser
la morphologie des échappements et de calculer les taux
d’échappement des diverses espèces d’ions.

Venus Express measurements show that the dominant
escaping ions are O, He and H. These escaping ions
leave Venus through the plasma sheet (a central portion
of the plasma wake) and in a boundary layer of the
induced magnetosphere (Fig. 1b) . The escape rate ratios
are Q(H +)/Q(O +)=1.9 ; Q(He +)/Q(O +)=0.07. The first of
these implies that the escape of H and O, together
with the estimated escape of neutral hydrogen and
oxygen, currently takes place near the stoichometric
ratio corresponding to water. This indicates that there
is probably no global oxidation at work on the planet
surface and inside the atmosphere.

(Fig.1a) Spatial distribution of the proton fluxes (color coded) with energies higher than 300 eV (solar wind). The X axis points towards the Sun. The vertical
axis gives the distance of the measurement from the X axis. Left: Mars. Right: Venus.

Furthermore, the Mars Express and Venusexpress missions offer the unique opportunity to
compare the magnetospheres of the two nonmagnetic planets Mars and Venus with identical
instrument sets, Aspera-3 and Aspera-4, onboard the
Mars Express and Venus Express missions. Statistical
and case studies have revealed the properties of the
solar ion flows around the planets and of the flows
of planetary ions behind both planets. The data
from the Aspera mass spectrometers have shown
that the general morphology of both magnetotails
is grossly identical (Fig. 1) and a comparison of the
properties of the magnetotails of both planets shows:

l A solar wind void is created behind both planets.

The cross-section size of the voids is identical in
absolute scale. The Venusian void is close to the
optical shadow of the planet. The transition from
the magnetosheath plasma regime to the tail plasma
regime is much sharper at Venus than at Mars.
l B oth voids are filled by accelerated planetary origin
ions including H +, He +, O +, and O 2+
In the near future, these statistical investigations
will be completed in the frame of reference of the
Interplanetary Magnetic Field which organizes the
plasma distribution.

(Fig. 1b) Same presentation as figure 1a, for heavy ions leaving the planets.
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First observations
of Venus by Virtis on Venus Express

of CO 2 and CO and transported by the thermospheric
circulation recombine on the night side (Fig. 1) . From
an average of the O 2 emission over several months,
it has been possible to retrieve the distribution of O 2
nightglow and to reconstruct the average circulation of
the thermosphere, to compare directly to the predicted
models for the first time (Gérard et al, 2008).

Premières observations
de Vénus par Virtis sur Venus Express
P. Drossart, Laboratoire d’Etudes Spatiales et d’Instrumentation en Astrophysique (LESIA), Observatoire de Paris, France - 5, place

(Fig. 1) Observations of O 2 emission (22 July 2006,
orbit 93). This image shows the repartition of O 2
emission over the night hemisphere of Venus. The
South pole is at the center (top) of the image. Large
latitudinal and temporal variations are observed,
tracing the solar-antisolar circulation.

Polar Vortex

Janssen - 92195 Meudon

Virtis pour Venus Express : instrument en co-responsabilité
LESIA (P. Drossart) , et Istituto di Astrofisica Spaziale e Fisica Cosmica (IASF-INAF)/Rome, Italie (G. Piccioni)

ABSTRACT
Venus observations with the Venus Express imaging
spectrometer Virtis have brought since April
2006 many new results. On the day side, upper
atmospheric emissions of the fluorescent emissions
of CO 2 at 4,3 µm have been observed from altitudes
between 90 and 120 km. O 2 emissions are observed
on the night side, at altitudes around 96km. Infrared
observations of the South pole of Venus show the
complex structure and dynamics of the polar vortex.
Its measured rotation is 2.48 day± 0.05 days.

Les observations de Vénus par le spectro-imageur
Virtis de Venus Express apportent depuis avril 2006
de nombreux résultats. Côté jour, les émissions de la
fluorescence de CO 2 à 4,3µm dans la haute atmosphère
sont mesurées à des altitudes de 90 à 120 km. Les
émissions de O 2 sont observées côté nuit, à des altitudes
autour de 96 km. Les observations en infrarouge du pôle
sud de Vénus montrent la structure et la dynamique du
vortex polaire. Sa période de rotation a été mesurée à
2,48± 0,05 jours.

From the polar orbit of Venus Express, Virtis maps
globally and regularly the Southern hemisphere of Venus
and regular observations of the South Polar Vortex are
obtained for the first time. A long term survey proves to
be essential to capture the highly variable nature of the
vortex, which has analogy with similar vortices observed
in planetary atmospheres, in particular the slowly
rotating Titan. A period of rotation of the vortex was
measured at 2.48 ± 0.05 days (retrograde). Temporal
variability of this period has been observed later. The
thermal field around the vortex is also measured by
Virtis through thermal inversion of the CO 2 4.3 µm
band. It indicates that a cold atmosphere (210 K) is
associated with the so-called cold collar (at 100mbar
or 65 km altitude), when the atmospheric temperature
becomes uniform at 75 km or above. Observations in
the near infrared windows at 2.3 and 1.7 µm show that
the vortex extends to deeper altitudes, well below the
clouds, at least 50km above the surface, and that the
vortex must be associated with large vertical motions.

(Fig. 2) Polar vortex at 5 µm (24 February 2007, orbit 310). This image
shows the dipole in thermal emission, the reference sounded altitude
being around 60km above the surface. The shape of the dipole evolves
rapidly, within hours. The location of the South pole is given by the dot.

F

irst systematic near-infrared observations
in orbit around Venus are provided by
Virtis/Venus Express since April 2006 (Drossart et al;
2007a). Near-IR is known from 1983 ground-based
telescopic observations to give a deep sounding of
the night side Venus atmosphere in infrared windows.
Space observations were only sparsely obtained in this
domain from the flyby of Galileo in 1990 and Cassini in
1999. Virtis combines infrared spectra at high resolution
(Virtis-H) in the 2-5 µm domain, with spectral images in
the visible (Virtis-M-vis : 0.3-1 µm) and in the infrared
(Virtis-M-IR : 1-5 µm). This combination of spectroscopy
and imaging is well fitted to observe the dynamic
atmosphere of Venus, and to provide, with time, a full
4-dimensional view of this planet. The first observations
of Virtis have been published in two articles in Nature
in November 2007 (Drossart et al, 2007b ; Piccioni et
al, 2007), followed by a more complete interpretation
of the first quick look observations (Gérard et al, 2008).
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Upper atmospheric emissions of CO 2 and O 2

Perspectives

Two kinds of observations have been used to study the
upper atmospheric layers : CO 2 fluorescent emission on
the day side, and O 2 radiative recombination emission
on the night side. Both emissions are observed in nadir
mode and in limb observation mode. The latter directly
measures the altitude peak of emission, a long waited
measurement needed to constrain theoretical models.
The CO 2 non-LTE emission are interpreted through a
model first developed for the Martian atmosphere, and
adapted to Venus. The altitude of the peak emission
is found to lie around 100 km. Future systematic
observations with Virtis will help constraining the thermal
structure of this layer, which has a very important
dynamical role in the energy balance of Venus as a
transition layer between the lower atmosphere and the
deep space. The O 2 radiative recombination emission
is observed in the ( 1∆ g) transition, formed when oxygen
atoms formed on the day side by photodissociation

The Virtis observations continue on a regular basis
and have already provided a huge set of data, with
retrieval in progress of the dynamical circulation of
Venus, the atmospheric composition, the surface
temperature variations, the cloud structure and the
upper atmospheric dynamics.
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The enigma of Saturn’s variable radio period
L’énigme de la période radio variable de Saturne
P. Zarka, LESIA (Laboratoire d’Etudes Spatiales et d’Instrumentation en Astrophysique) Observatoire de Paris-Meudon - 5, place Jules
Janssen - 92 195 MEUDON PRINCIPAL CEDEX FRANCE (philippe.zarka@obspm.fr)

(Fig.1) Artist view of the solar wind interacting with Saturn’s magnetosphere and causing variations of its « rotational clock » measured by the periodicity
of its radio emissions.

ABSTRACT
Using data obtained by Cassini, we studied the
rotation period of Saturn radio emissions on a
scale of around 8 days as we did before on longer
cycles. We showed that these short term variations
are correlated with variations in the velocity of the
solar winds near Saturn and that these variations are
unaffected by its pressure or its density. We should
eventually be able to subtract solar-wind induced
variations in order to obtain the true internal rotation
period of Saturn.

M

easurements of the rotation rate of
giant planets using visible wavelengths
are relatively inaccurate because they only give the
combination of the internal rotation and the wind
speeds, all unknown a priori. As planetary auroral radio
emissions are produced by electrons moving along
planetary magnetic field lines, they should be tied – via
the magnetic field - to the planetary interior, and this is
why they are used to measure the internal rotation of giant
planets. For Jupiter, one obtains thus a stable period with
an accuracy better than one part in one million. In the
case of Saturn, Voyager radio measurements provided
a period of 10h 39min 24s ±7s, adopted as Saturn’s
rotation period. But subsequent observations by Ulysses
and Cassini showed that this period actually fluctuates
by ±6 min (thus ±1%) at a timescale of a few months to
years. Similar variations seem to exist for the magnetic
field measured in-situ in Saturn’s magnetosphere.
The origin of this huge variation (which would
represent ±15min if compared to the duration of the
Terrestrial day) obviously cannot be due to a change
of the internal planetary rotation : contrary to an iceskater, Saturn has no arms to fold in order to change
74

Grâce à des mesures fournies par Cassini, nous avons
étudié les variations de la période radio de Saturne
à l’échelle d’environ 8 jours en complément d’études
portant sur des durées plus longues. Nous avons
démontré que ces variations sur de courtes périodes
sont corrélées à la vitesse du vent solaire près de
Saturne mais ni à sa pression, ni à sa densité. Il devrait
être possible, en retranchant les variations dues au
vent solaire, de déduire la véritable période de rotation
interne.

its rotation rate while keeping its angular momentum
constant, nor has it any efficient and rapid source or
sink of angular momentum. These period variations
are one of the main enigmas studied by the Cassini
scientific community. Its solution is the key of the
determination of atmospheric wind speeds, would
constrain Saturn’s internal structure and shape
(polar flattening), and is required to be able to define
a longitude system on Saturn allowing to organize
the observations over long time intervals.

We have concentrated our search on shortterm period variations (a few days), in order to look
for correlations with other phenomena more easily
than for slow variations over several months. For that
purpose, we have developed a method allowing us to
measure these short-term variations with an accuracy
better than 1% on a timescale of about 8 days. We
have obtained the following two results [1]: (i) Saturn’s
radio period varies at a timescale of 20-30 days, with
an amplitude larger than that of long-term variations
(which could therefore simply be the residual of the
time averaging of short-term ones) ; (ii) these variations
at 20-30 days are correlated with those of the solar
wind speed around Saturn (especially the speed, and
not the solar wind pressure or density). This proves that
the origin of the variations of Saturn’s «radio clock» is
– at least in part – external to the Saturn system, and
that the solar wind speed is the key parameter of this
external control.
One of the theories previously proposed for
explaining the long-term variations of the radio period
already suggested such an external control and a
specific role for the solar wind speed [2]. This theory,
which also applies to short-term variations, is strongly
supported by the above recent results. It offers a frame
in which we should eventually be able to subtract
solar-wind induced variations in order to obtain the
true internal rotation period of Saturn (if such one
period does exist), thanks to the goniometric (i.e.
«radio astrometry») capabilities of the radioastronomy
experiment (RPWS) onboard Cassini spacecraft…

(Fig.2)Comparison of short-term variations of Saturn’s radio emissions
(boldface lines on the 2 panels), with solar wind speed (thin line in (a))
and solar wind pressure (thin line in (b)). The data shown concern the year
before Cassini’s insertion in orbit around Saturn. Solar wind variations
around Saturn are obtained by ballistic projection of measurements made
in the vicinity of the Earth. The correlation with the speed is excellent,
while that with the pressure is very poor.
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Stardust mission: first analysis of cometary
gases in the laboratory
Mission Stardust, première analyse en
laboratoire des gaz d’une comète
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ABSTRACT
On January 15, 2006, after 8 years in space, the
Stardust spacecraft (NASA discovery program)
returned to Earth cometary dust sampled in the tail
of comet 81P/Wild 2. The Centre de Recherches
Pétrographiques et Géochimiques de Nancy (CNRS)
led by Bernard Marty together with colleagues from
the University of Minnesota, from Berkeley and from
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory have
published in Science Magazine the first noble gas data
of cometary matter (1).

C

omets are frozen, largely unaltered
reservoirs of dust and gases present in
the early solar nebula. They are likely to contain wellpreserved records of the chemical, mineralogic, and
isotopic character of primordial solar-system matter.
On January 15, 2006, the Stardust Mission returned
to Earth with a cargo of particles collected from the
coma of comet Wild 2 (2). These not only open the
door to detailed laboratory investigation of the nature
of cometary matter, but will also provide chemical,
mineralogic, and isotopic markers for identifying
samples of comets suspected to be already present in
extraterrestrial material collections (3).
Noble gases are excellent tracers of contributions
from various solar-system volatile reservoirs and of
physical processing of gases acquired from these
reservoirs. A detailed knowledge of cometary noble gas
abundances and isotopic compositions, unknown prior
to Stardust, will allow investigation of compositional
links between comets, the solar nebula, primitive
meteorites for which a cometary origin has been
advocated, micrometeorites and interplanetary dust
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Le 15 Janvier 2006, après huit ans de voyage, la
mission Stardust de la NASA (programme Discovery)
rapportait sur Terre des poussières de quelques
microns émanant de la comète 81P/Wild 2. Bernard
Marty du Centre de Recherches Pétrographiques
et Géochimiques de Nancy (CNRS) et ses collègues
américains des universités du Minnesota, de Berkeley
et du Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory ont
publié dans la revue américaine Science les premières
analyses de gaz rares cométaires (1).

The abundances of He and Ne exceed by at
least 4 orders of magnitude those observed in primitive
meteorites and are only matched by samples having
been irradiated for long by the Sun, like lunar soils and
interplanetary dust particles. A central question for the
noble gases is where they were acquired by the comet
particles. The easiest explanation is that refractory
grains processed close to the young Sun were irradiated
heavily by the nascent star before being transported in
the outskirts of the solar system where they were mixed
with icy particles and incorporated in cometary bodies.
Particles transported from hot inner zones of the solar
nebula are thought to comprise ~10% of the mass of
Wild 2. The large gas concentrations reported here may
therefore have important implications for the supply of
comet-carried volatiles to planets if these particles are
collectively characterized by similar concentrations
and their mass fraction in Wild 2 is typical of comets in
general.

(Fig.1) Track #41, aerogel cell
C2044. Following entry into the
aerogel at ~6 km/s (top) the
particle was subject to intense
frictional heating and fragmented, creating a prominent bulbous cavity walled with melted
aerogel silica and small grain
fragments. Samples analyzed
in this study were taken from
the cavity wall.

This study was funded at Nancy by the
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS)
and the Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES),
at Minnesota by Grant NAG5-11732 from the NASA
Cosmochemistry Program, and at Berkeley by a grant
from the NASA SRLIDAP Program. Encouragement
from the Stardust Preliminary Examination Team, in
particular from K. McKeegan and D.E. Brownlee, is
gratefully acknowledged.

particles (IDPs), and the atmospheres of Earth, Mars,
and Venus, where contributions of noble gases carried
by comets have been proposed and debated (4).
The Wild 2 particles were collected by
Stardust in aerogel, a porous low-density silica
glass designed to decelerate an impacting grain
with minimal alteration. The material analyzed in this
study was extracted from the bulbous cavity wall of
the capture track shown in Fig. 1 . Noble gases were
analysed at CRPG Nancy, France and at University
of Minnesota, USA using two different methods and
yielded essentially the same results. Gases were held
very retentively in their host grains; temperatures
above ~1250°C were required to degas He and
Ne. Neon isotopic compositions, measured in both
noble gas laboratories, show 20 Ne/ 22 Ne = 10.5 ± 0.3
together with 21 Ne/ 22 Ne = 0.0275 ± 0.0025. These
compositions fall within the range observed for
meteoritic Ne —specifically, for Ne in «phase Q»,
minor macromolecular organic phase, ubiquitous in
chondritic and achondritic meteorites.

View of the collector of Stardust during inventory of the catch
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Experiments:

Astrochemistry and Astrobiology studies
in Space laboratories
Etudes en astrochimie et exobiologie
dans des laboratoires spatiaux
H. Cottin and the Expose team,
Laboratoire Interuniversitaire des Systèmes Atmosphériques, LISA - 61, av. du Général De Gaulle - 94010 Créteil Cedex
Universités Paris 12 et Paris 7, UMR 7583 CNRS, France

One of our sample holders (UVolution) is
shown in Fig. 1 . It consists in two layers of samples:
the first being exposed, the second being in-flight
dark controls. Similar experiments are also conducted
in ground laboratories with UV photolysis under a
microwave powered H 2 plasma lamp. Process and
Amino sample holders are based on the same concept.
Some of the samples (solid phase) are accommodated
in vented cells, which are made of a cylindrical
aluminum body onto which a 9 mm (diameter) by 1 mm
(thickness) MgF 2 or quartz window is set. The organic
sample is deposited on the inner side of the window
as a thin film. The refractory sample can be analyzed
before and after exposition via infrared measurements.

After exposition, it can be recovered with a solvent for
further analyses with HPLC or gas chromatography
coupled to a mass spectrometer. Sealed cells are
made of two cylindrical aluminium bodies which can be
screwed one into the other. The volume inside the cell
is approximately 275mm 3. Sealed cells can be used
to study the photolysis of a 100% gaseous starting
mixture, or for the same kind of solid materials as those
deposited in the vented cells. In this case, gaseous
fragments resulting from photolytic processes on the
solid exposed samples are kept inside the cell and can
be analyzed after the recovery of the experiment. Two
MgF 2 or quartz windows are at both ends of the cell,
allowing
1) photolysis of the sample from the top window and
2) in-situ UV or infrared analysis of the sample.

(Fig.1) UV-olution aluminum sample holders (134 x 64 x 25 mm and 88 x
64 x 25 mm). The two carriers are designed to receive 33 and 27 exposed
samples. In each case, both exposed cells and in-flight controls are
screwed onto the sample holder. Picture courtesy of COMAT aerospace.

ABSTRACT
Solar UV radiation is a major source of energy to initiate
chemical evolution in the Solar System. It can erase
the organic traces of past life on the surface of Mars,
influence the production of extended sources in comets,
or initiate chemistry in Titan’s atmosphere. UV-olution,
Process and Amino are three experiments selected by
ESA to be flown in Earth orbit (Foton or ISS) to improve
our knowledge of the chemical evolution of organic
molecules involved in extraterrestrial environments.

Le rayonnement UV solaire est la principale source
d’énergie à l’origine de l’évolution chimique dans le
système solaire. Il efface les traces de vie passée sur
Mars, produit des sources étendues dans les comètes, ou
bien initie les réactions chimiques dans l’atmosphère de
Titan. UV-olution, Process et Amino sont trois expériences
retenues par l’ESA pour être mises en orbite terrestre
(Foton ou ISS) afin d’étudier l’évolution des molécules
organiques dans les environnements extraterrestres.

Scientific goals:

using the Expose facility (experiments Process on the
Columbus module: Feb 2007-May 2008 and Amino on
the Russian module: Nov 2008-early 2010). Vented and
sealed exposition cells are used: this allow studying
the chemical evolution in the gaseous phase as well
as heterogeneous processes, such as the degradation
of solid compounds and the release of gaseous
fragments.

T

o understand the evolution of organic
molecules involved in extraterrestrial
environments and with exobiological implications, many
experimental programs in the laboratory are devoted
to photochemical studies in the gaseous phase as
well as in the solid state. The validity of such studies
and their applications to extraterrestrial environments
can be questioned as long as experiments conducted
in space conditions, with the full solar spectrum,
especially in the short wavelength domain, have not
been implemented. Three experiments leaded by the
LISA laboratory have been selected by ESA to be
flown on Earth orbit that on a Foton capsule, using
the Biopan facility (experiment UVolution: Sept. 14th26th 2007), and on the International Space Station,
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Four kinds of experiments are carried out.
The first is dealing with comets and is related to the
Rosetta mission, the second is related with Titan to
the Cassini-Huygens mission, the third is connected to
the search for life-related organic compounds on Mars
and, finally, the fourth is a continuation of previous
studies on the behavior of amino acids in space.

Results:

(Fig.2) Infrared spectra of sample of glycine before and after exposition in
space.

Many different organic molecules are being
studied in the three space experiments: amino acids,
nucleobases, aromatic polyacids, polyoxymethylene,
HCN or C 3O 2 polymers, and RNA fragments (in Amino).
Sometimes these compounds are mixed with minerals
simulating Martian soil, or meteoritic powder. Amino
samples are currently in preparation, Process samples
are currently exposed outside Columbus module of the
ISS, and UVolution samples are already back in the
laboratory. Results regarding glycine are shown in Fig.
2 . It shows that 11% of the initial glycine has been
photodegraded while flight and ground controls have
remained unchanged. Laboratory photolysis would
have concluded to a photolysis rate 20 times slower
than the actual measurements in space. Similar results
have been obtained for the other compounds showing
that lab simulations of astrophysical environment are far
from being accurate. Concerning the gaseous samples,
the exposition time in space was not long enough to
detect any change in the gaseous composition over
the duration of UVolution. Longer exposition time
(Process and Amino, and future extra long exposition
experiments) are needed.
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Stone 6:
Artificial sedimentary meteorites
Stone 6:
Météorites sédimentaires artificielles

Half the 3.5 Ga volcanic sediment had ablated
away during re-entry and the outer surface presented
a fused, white vitreous appearance (Fig. 1b) . Evidence of
heat metamorphism, shock devolatilisation and sample fragility increased from the back of the sample towards the fusion crust but the sedimentary textures
were still identifiable up to the fusion crust. Filamentous and coccoidal microfossils could still be identified
away from the crust (Figs. 1c, d) . About a quarter of the
lacustrine carbonaceous siliciclastic sediment survived
and exhibited some greenish glass on the surface of

unmelted rock with devolatilisation textures below the
glass (Figs. 1e, f) . Some of the biomolecules survived but
in substantially depleted quantities and the carbon is
thermally mature. Thermal dissociation of the calcite
component occurred, followed by rehydration, resulting in calcium oxide and calcium hydroxide (portlandite). The dried biofilms of Chroococcidiopsis on the
underside of the rocks did not retain viability but cells
survived as carbonised (graphitised) forms with only a
little loss in cell volume (~10%) (Fig. 1g) .

These experiments show that sedimentary
meteorites can survive atmospheric entry and that
biomolecules and/or fossilised microorganisms can
also survive [5]. Traces of life in martian sediments
could therefore be found on Earth, if they can
be recognized. Equally, traces of life in terrestrial
meteorites, especially from the pre 3.5 Ga period for
which we have no terrestrial record, could eventually
be found on Mars. However, unlike basaltic meteorites,
it would be difficult to distinguish potential sedimentary
martian meteorites in the field at a casual glance.

F. Westall (PI), A. Brack, Centre de Biophysique Moléculaire-CNRS and Université d’Orléans, 45071 Orléans cedex 2, France
R. Demets, European Space & Technology Centre (ESTEC), Keplerlaan 1, Postbus 299, 2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands
F. Brandstetter, G. Kurat, Naturhistorisches Museum, Burgring 7, 1010 Wien
H. G.M. Edwards, Chemical and Forensic Sciences, University of Bradford, Richmond Road, Bradford, BD7 1DP, West Yorkshire, UK
C. S. Cockell, Planetary and Space Sciences Research Institute, The Open University, Walton Hall, Milton Keynes, MK7 6AA, UK
J. Parnell, Department of Geology & Petroleum Geology, Meston Building, King’s College, Aberdeen AB24 3UE, UK

ABSTRACT
All known Martian meteorites are igneous despite
the fact that sediments exist on Mars. We show that
siliclastic and volcanic sediments can survive entry
into the Earth’s atmosphere but they do not produce
the typical black fusion crust of basaltic meteorites.
Instead they either just fuse or they have a white fusion
crust. Organic molecules and ancient carbonaceous
microfossils in these rocks also survived away from
the fusion zone.

D

espite the fact that aqueous, eolian and
chemical sediments occur on Mars, no
known sedimentary meteorites have been yet identified.
The series of Stone experiments, started in 1999 and
continuing to 2007, aimed at testing the survivability
of different types of sediments during entry into the
Earth’s atmosphere. The rocks were fixed into the heat
shield of a Foton re-entry vehicle around the ablation
point (Fig.1a) and undergo entry speeds of 7.6km/s
(meteoritic entry speeds are slightly higher, at 12-15
km/s). Previous Stone experiments (Stone 1 and Stone
5) [1-3] have proven the survivability of dolomite and a
sandstone (carbonate matrix). Interestingly, whereas a
black fusion crust formed on the basalt control sample,
the carbonate-rich sediments did not exhibit such
fusion crusts but simply ablated.
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Toutes les météorites martiennes sont des basaltes malgré
le fait qu’il y ait des sédiments sur Mars. Nous démontrons
que des sédiments volcaniques et siliclastiques peuvent
survivre à l’entrée dans l’atmosphère terrestre mais que
ces roches ne produisent pas de croûte de fusion noire
typique des météorites basaltiques. Elles fusionnent ou
forment une croûte blanche. Des molécules organiques
et des microfossiles carbonés sont préservés loin de la
croûte de fusion.

The Stone 6 experiment was designed to test
the effects of atmospheric entry on different types
of Mars analogue sedimentary rocks: a 350 My-old
siliciclastic lacustrine sediment containing the molecular
remains of organisms and a ~3.5 Ga volcanic sediment
that contained carbonaceous microorganisms, the
latter having formed (more or less) at a time when
environmental conditions on early Mars were similar to
those of the early Earth and when life could have existed
on Mars [4, 5]. A basalt represented the control. The
stones had also been coated with modern endolithic
micro-organisms, Chroococcidiopsis. Launched from
Baikonur on September 12th 2007 with re-entry in
Kazakstan on the 26th September, all samples except
the basalt, which was lost, were recovered intact and
transported in protective sample holders to a clean
room at ESTEC, Noordwijk.

(Fig.1) (a) Stones on the Foton capsule after re-entry; (b-d) 3.5 Ga sediment with fusion crust and microfossils after flight; (e,f) 350 Ga sediment after flight
with glass crust and vesicles (devolatilisation); (g) carbonised remains of Chroococcidiopsis flight.
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A new vision
of Titan’s chemistry and exobiology
Titan: nouvelle vision
des aspects chimiques et exobiologiques
F. Raulin and the LISA-GPCOS Team,
Laboratoire Interuniversitaire des Systèmes Atmosphériques - 61, av. du Général De Gaulle - 94010 Créteil Cedex
UMR CNRS 7583 & Universités Paris 12 et Paris 7, France

First we have quantitatively determined the
impact of uncertainties in data feeding photochemical
atmospheric models, on the resulting outcome products of
these models. Kinetic prediction may strongly depend on
the nature of the assumed mechanism and the omission
of an important reaction may render the result invalid.
Furthermore, many of these data are not available. This
is the case, for instance with kinetic constants, especially
at low temperatures and for complex species, but also
UV and IR spectra, quantum yields and branching ratios
of photodissociation reactions. This may induce strong
uncertainties in the photochemical model, which then
propagate. Our studies show that the propagation of
chemical uncertainties in the model induces strong
uncertainties in the vertical concentration profiles, as
illustrated on Fig. 1 for HCN. These uncertainties have
strong consequences on the conclusions, which can be
inferred from the models. With the resulting error bars the
modeled vertical profile fits with most of the observations:
this suggests that it is difficult to really constraint the chemical
scheme of the model without having a better precision on
the input parameters (Hébrard et al, 2007a & b).

The two other studies are related to Titan’s tholins, the
solid complex organics produced during laboratory
experiments simulating the chemical evolution of
Titan’s atmosphere. These tholins are supposed to be
laboratory analogues of Titan’s aerosols. Their study
thus provides a way to get information of the properties
of Titan’s atmospheric particles.
We have developed an experimental study on
the possible isotopic fractionation of carbon in tholins,
compared to the starting methane. The results show
no important enrichment of light or heavy carbon. This
suggests that the chemical scheme to the building of
tholins does not involve a large number of reactions
(Nguyen et al, 2007). This laboratory data has also been
used to retrieve the results from in situ analysis of Titan’s
aerosols and to confirm the presence of ammonia in the
pyrolysis products of the particles collected by ACP of
the Huygens probe.

ABSTRACT
A quantitative study on the uncertainties in photochemical
models of Titan’s atmosphere shows that these
uncertainties make difficult to constraint the models
with the observations. Experimental studies on Titan’s
tholins show that there is no important carbon isotopic
fractionation during the formation of these laboratory
analogs of Titan’s aerosols. They also suggests that the
aerosol, once on the surface of Titan, may be hydrolyzed
into a large variety of organics, including amino acids.

Une étude quantitative des incertitudes dans les modèles
photochimiques de l’atmosphère de Titan, montre qu’il
est difficile actuellement de contraindre les modèles avec
les observations. Des études expérimentales sur les
tholins de Titan montrent qu’il n’y a pas de fractionnement
isotopique important du carbone pendant leur formation
et suggèrent que les aérosols, une fois à la surface de
Titan, peuvent être hydrolysés en une large variété de
composés organiques, incluant des acides aminés.

(Fig.2) GC-MS analysis of the products formed after hydrolysis at neutral
pH of Titan’s tholins. GC conditions: column Rxt-1 (Restek); programmed
temperature. Carrier gas: He. Sample: tholins synthesis: 60 mA; 1 mBar,
400 K - 48 H hydrolysis at 70°C, derivatization: MTBSTFA + DMF.
Credit: Mai-Julie Nguyen.

(Fig.1) 1-D photochemical model of Titan: HCN vertical profile and
associated uncertainties derived from the uncertainties in rate constants
and photolysis rates. Observed abundances are also indicated with error
bars in abundance and altitude.
Crédit : Eric Hébrard.

T

itan, the largest satellite of Saturn, and only
satellite in the Solar System having a dense
atmosphere, made of N 2 with a few percents of CH 4, is
one of the key planetary bodies for exo/astrobiological
studies, with three main aspects (Raulin, 2007;
Raulin et al, 2007). The first aspect relies in the many
similarities between Titan and the Earth. The presence
of a dense atmosphere, with a large mole fraction
of N 2, the presence of surface liquid bodies and the
involvement of many geological processes, similar to
those occurring on the Earth, are important element of
these analogies. The second aspect is the presence of
an active organic chemistry, involving several of the key
compounds of prebiotic chemistry. The data obtained
by the Huygens ACP-GCMS instruments show that
the complex organic matter in Titan low atmosphere is
mainly concentrated in the aerosol particles. Cassini-INMS
data also show a very complex organic chemistry in
82

the highest atmospheric zones of the satellite, with
the formation in the ionosphere of high molecular
weight organics feeding the lower zones, down to the
surface. The third aspect concerns the habitability of
Titan, in spite of its low surface temperature. Indeed,
all ingredients which seem necessary for Life to appear
and even develop – liquid water, organic matter and
energy - are present on Titan, or more precisely in
Titan’s interior. Consequently, it cannot be excluded
that life may have emerged on or in Titan
In the frame of the Cassini-Huygens IDS
program on Titan’s chemistry and Exobiology supported
by CNES and ESA, during the past 2 years, three main
studies have been carried out at LISA, in cooperation
with several other laboratories (mainly: SA, LPG and
Bordeaux Observatory).

After sedimentation down to the surface, the
atmospheric aerosols should form a deposit of
complex refractory organics and frozen volatiles. But
this is probably not the end of their chemical evolution.
They may interact with the water ice of the surface,
or even with melting or liquid water which may be
present episodically. Laboratory study of the behaviour
of Titan’s tholins in the presence of water is a way to
predict the possible chemical evolution of the aerosols
on Titan’s surface. We have developed systematic
studies on the hydrolysis of tholins, using different
kind of tholins, and different conditions of pH for the
hydrolysis, from very acidic (HCl 6N) to neutral (pure
water). The results demonstrate that the formation of
amino acids is still observed at neutral pH (Fig. 2) , as
well as that of several other organics, specially urea,
carboxylic acids and hydroxyl-carboxylic acids. Those
compounds may be also present on Titan’s surface
(Raulin et al, 2007).
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Vascular tone adaptation
to gravity changes by calcium signalling
Adaptation du tonus vasculaire
à la gravité via le signal calcique
J.-L. Morel and F. Dabertrand, Laboratory: Centre de Neurosciences Intégratives et Cognitives, FRANCE
Affiliation: Université de Bordeaux, CNRS, Centre de Neurosciences Intégratives et Cognitives (CNIC), unité mixte de recherche 5228,
avenue des facultés, 33405 Talence, France

ABSTRACT
Microgravity induces a rapid adaptation of vascular
tone. The RYR calcium channels required to release
the calcium stored in sarcoplasmic reticulum, regulate
vascular muscle cells tone via calcium signalling.
The three RYR isotypes are expressed in vessels.
We have shown that RYR1 and RYR2 are required
to induce contraction whereas RYR3 decreases the
calcium release. Finally, we have demonstrated that
the RYR expression is decreased in an animal model
of simulated microgravity.

O

ne of the first clinical symptoms observed
in astronauts just after landing is orthostatic
pressure failure, due to the modification of vascular
tone. It depends on the balance between contraction
and dilatation. Both are regulated by intracellular Ca 2+
signals encoded by ryanodine receptors (RYR). The RYR
are responsible for the Ca 2+ release from intracellular
stores. RYR encode localized Ca 2+ events (Ca 2+ sparks)
to activate hyperpolarizing conductance inducing
vasodilatation;
propagated Ca 2+ waves responsible
for the vascular contraction [1] (Fig. 1A) . Then, the two
questions were what is the molecular basis of vascular
tone adaptation induced by microgravity? What are the
functions of each isotype of RYR in Ca 2+ signals implicated
in this regulation?
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La microgravité induit une adaptation du tonus
vasculaire. Les canaux calciques RYR libérant le
calcium stocké dans le réticulum sarcoplasmique
participent à la régulation du tonus vasculaire via la
signalisation calcique. Les trois isotypes de RYR
s’expriment dans les vaisseaux. Nous avons montré
que (i) RYR1 et RYR2 participent à la contraction, (ii)
RYR3 inhibe la libération du calcium et (iii) l’expression
des RYR est diminuée dans le modèle de microgravité
simulée.

We demonstrated, in 14-day hindlimbsuspended rats, the decrease of Ca 2+ waves induced
by angiotensin II, the most powerful vasoconstrictor in
parallel with a RYR expression decrease; whereas the
Ca 2+ spark frequency was unchanged [2]. (Fig. 2) . Taken
together, these results suggest that the simulated
microgravity was related to the reduction of the RYR
implicated in contraction but not in relaxation. To
explain this result, it has been necessary to study the
specific function of each RYR isotype to understand
this paradoxical effect of RYR expression decrease.
We also recently confirmed this result on vascular
myocytes from mouse exposed to microgravity during
STS-118 mission [unpublished data].

The specificity of vascular muscle is the
expression of a combination of the 3 RYR isotypes. By
using an antisense oligonucleotide (ASON) strategy, we
targeted each RYR isotype to inhibit their expression
in native cells. Ca 2+ waves were totally blocked by
inhibition of both RYR1 and RYR2 whereas the knockout of RYR3 increased the amplitude of Ca 2+ waves.
RYR1 and RYR2 were required to induce Ca 2+ sparks
[3]. The full-length sequencing of RYR3 suggested
that alternative splicing could condition the function of
the RYR3 isotype. Both full length (RYR3L) and short
isoform (RYR3S) were expressed in smooth muscles.
RYR3L was able to encode Ca 2+ waves whereas
RYR3S interacted functionally with RYR2 to inhibit the
RYR2-dependent Ca 2+ release. The RYR2 and RYR3S
localization, near the plasma membrane, implicated
them in Ca 2+-induced Ca 2+ release mechanism whereas
RYR3L was expressed deeper into the cell to amplify
the Ca 2+ wave initiated firstly near the plasma membrane
[4] (Fig. 1B) .

(Fig.1) Representation of RYR functions in smooth muscle. A- RYR1 and
RYR2 encoded Ca 2+ sparks and relaxation or propagated Ca 2+ wave and
contraction. B- The RYR3L activates Ca 2+ oscillations whereas RYR3S
inhibited the RYR2 and the Ca 2+ signal.

(Fig.2) Statistical analysis of simulated microgravity effect on the RYRdependent Ca 2+ signals in vascular smooth muscle cells. The star indicates
a p<0.05 in the t-test analysis.

Our results were the first evidence of the
adaptation of smooth muscle contractibility by
the regulation of RYR expression in physiological
conditions, as at the end of pregnancy [5] but also in
specific environmental situations as during microgravity
exposure. In a modified environment, the decrease of
expression of RYR adapts the vascular contraction
to the new conditions of pressure. The microgravity
experiments supported by the CNES have been crucial
to demonstrate the role and expression of RYR in
physiological as well as pathological situations. We
propose that the expression of RYR is modulated in
the smooth muscle to allow its adaptation to new
situations. We can speculate that it is the last link
in smooth muscle molecular adaptation to a new
environmental situation (pregnancy, gravity/pressure
or pathological situations). Now we want to verify our
theory by the study of the effect of hypergravity on
the vascular system and in other pathologies affecting
arterial pressure.
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Eucalyptus development and lignification:
experiences on a clinostat
Le développement et la lignification
d’Eucalyptus : études sur clinostat
UMR INRA/UHP 1136, «Interactions Arbres/Micro-organismes» - Nancy-Université - France
J. Gérard 1, B. Pollet 2, M. Cabané 3, J.P. Leclerc 1, J. Banvoy 3, N. Ladouce 4, J. Grima-Pettenati 4,
C. Lapierre 2 and V. Legué1 .
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alcool dehydrogenase) activity in Eucalyptus stems
and roots. The comparison of CAD activity revealed
that simulated microgravity induced a decrease of CAD
activity in roots (from 0.57 ± 0.19 nkat/mg protein in
control to 0.48 ± 0.12 nkat/mg protein in clinorotated
roots), but not in stems. Thus, growth on simulated
microgravity seems to induce a change in the specific
steps of the lignin metabolic pathway in roots. The lignin
content was determined using the spectrophotometric
acetyl bromide method. This determination revealed
a small but significant decrease microgravity-induced
decrease in lignin content, from 20.9 % in control roots
to 17.9 % in clinorotated roots, whereas the stem
lignin content was not affected. This results are well
correlated with CAD activities suggesting that lignin
biosynthesis seem to be regulated by gravity in roots.
Further analysis of lignin structure and gravityregulated genes are underway to confirm the regulation
of lignin biosynthesis by gravity.
This work is supported by CNES.

UMR CNRS-UPS, France.
4, UMR CNRS-UPS5546 Signalisation et surfaces cellulaires chez les végétaux, Auzeville, France

ABSTRACT
Several studies emphasize the role of gravity in plant
development and wood formation. To assess the effect
of gravity on these processes, Eucalyptus plantlets
were grown 65 days on a slowly rotating clinostat.
Relative to the control, their roots display significant
changes (more biomass and more secondary roots),
as well as a reduced CAD activity and a lower lignin
level. This suggests that root architecture and
lignification are regulated by gravity.

Introduction:
During evolution of land plants, plants have
progressively developed a root system essential for
water and mineral nutrients absorption and have
acquired a vascular system which has been essential
for conferring efficient conduction and mechanical
support. This vascular system is reinforced and highly
developed in trees leading to wood formation. Wood
formation involves a series of cellular steps with an
important one, the lignification characterised by the
synthesis and deposition of lignin in the cell walls
(Boerjan et al., 2003). Few studies suggested the
importance of environmental factors such as gravity
in plant development (Aarrouf et al., 2003) and in
wood structure (Cowles et al., 1984; Yoshida et al,
2005). Space experiments offer unique opportunities
to determine the role of gravity on all aspects of plant
development. As space opportunities are becoming
extremely rare, we performed some ground based
experiments by using a slowly-rotating clinostat to
assess the effect of gravity on plant. Although clinostat
does not represent real microgravity conditions, it
allows removing the unilateral effect of gravity on
earth by rotating plants around a horizontal axis.
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Plusieurs études soulignent l’importance de la gravité
dans la croissance des plantes et dans la formation du
bois. Pour mieux comprendre les effets de la gravité sur
ces processus, de jeunes plantules d’Eucalyptus ont été
cultivées 65 jours sur clinostat lent. Le système racinaire
des plantules clinostatées est plus développé, présente une
CAD (cinnamyl alcool dehydrogenase) et une lignification
racinaires réduites. Cette étude suggère que l’architecture
et la lignification racinaires sont régulées par la gravité.

Results and discussion:
Our experiments were performed with young
Eucalyptus globulus grown in vitro during 65 days,
either on a slowly rotating clinostat (1 rpm) with a
vertical rotation axis (control) or on a clinostat with
a horizontal rotation axis (simulated microgravity).
The development of Eucalyptus was analysed by
using biomass production and organ (root and leaves)
formation. We clearly showed that roots exhibited a
higher value of fresh matter on horizontal clinostat
after 65 days of growth (Fig. 1) , whereas the biomass
production of stems was not affected by a growth on
clinostat. Moreover, we observed that this change is
associated with an increase in lateral roots and leaves
number, which suggests that the organ formation
process is gravity-dependent.
We investigated the effects of simulated
microgravity on wood formation by measuring activities
of enzymes involved in lignin biosynthesis as well as
by measuring the lignin content. As a step to study of
lignification processes, we measured CAD (cinnamyl

Control

Clinostat

Fresh
weight
(mg)

3.1 ± 0.2

s

3.1 ± 0.2

Lateral
roots
number

6.67 ± 1.26

s

9.75 ± 2.03

Stem

Fresh
weight
(mg)

0.8 ± 0.2

ns

0.8 ± 0.05

Leaves

Leaves
number

11.78 ±
0.21

s

13.37 ± 0.06

Root

Control

Clinostat

Stem

12.31 ± 0.64

ns

12.0 ± 0.07

Root

20.88 ± 0.85

s

17.88 ± 1.88

(Fig.2) Lignin content of extract-free wood from Eucalyptus grown during 65 days on a vertical clinostat (control) or on a horizontal clinostat
(clinostat). Mean values (±SE) are compared with X2 test (at p=0.05). s,
significant; ns, not significant.

(Fig.1) Development of Eucalyptus globulus after 65 days of growth on
a vertical clinostat (control) or on a horizontal clinostat (clinostat). Mean
values (±SE) are calculated from 30 plants per condition and compared
with t-student test (at p=0.05). s, significant; ns, not significant.
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Effects of spaceflight
on the humoral immune response
Effets des vols spatiaux
sur la réponse immunitaire humorale
M. Bascove1, N. Gueguinou1, C. Huin-Schohn1, 2, N. Touche1, J.-L. Bueb2, E. Tschirhart2, C. Dournon1 and J.-P. Frippiat1*.
1, Nancy-Université, EA 3442, groupe Développement et Immunogénétique, Vandœuvre-lès-Nancy, France.
2, Université du Luxembourg, Unité de Recherche en Sciences de la Vie, Luxembourg.
* Contact : Dr J.-P. Frippiat, Nancy-Université, EA 3442, Boulevard des Aiguillettes, BP 239. F-54506 Vandœuvre-lès-Nancy cedex, France.
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ABSTRACT
Understanding why the immune system is depressed
during spaceflight is of obvious importance for
future deep space missions. Using the amphibian
P. waltl as a model, we showed that a long-term
spaceflight affects the distribution of B lymphocytes
and the humoral response. Our current objective
is to determine the effects of spaceflights on the
machinery which creates a highly diverse antibody
repertoire required for the recognition of the
numerous antigens present in the environment.

R

eturning astronauts have experienced
altered immune function and increased
vulnerability to infection during spaceflights dating back
to Apollo and Skylab missions. As plans for long-term
missions continue to develop, it is imperative that we
understand the effects of spaceflights on the immune
system because alterations of immunity could seriously
impair the ability of the host to deal with infections.
We have analyzed the effects of spaceflight
on the humoral response induced by an antigenic
stimulation [1]. We used the amphibian Pleurodeles waltl
(Fig. 1A) to perform this experiment since this animal was
successfully used during previous space experiments
[2]. Moreover, our ground based studies indicated that
it is a good model to delineate the effects of spaceflight
on the humoral response. Indeed, we showed that this
animal uses the same V(D)J recombination machinery
than humans to produce its functional antibody genes
[3]. We also showed that it possesses three isotypes of
88

Il est important de comprendre pourquoi le système
immunitaire est déprimé durant un vol spatial pour
préparer les missions de longues durées. En utilisant
l’amphibien P. waltl, nous avons montré qu’un séjour
dans l’espace affecte la distribution des lymphocytes
B et la réponse humorale. Notre objectif actuel est de
déterminer les effets d’un vol sur la machinerie qui
permet de créer un répertoire diversifié d’anticorps
requis pour reconnaître les antigènes présents dans
l’environnement.

antibodies, IgM, IgY and IgP, which have their human
physiological counterparts [4]. IgM are multimeric
molecules as in other vertebrates and represent the
most abundant isotype throughout the life of P. waltl.
IgY are the physiological counterpart of mammalian
IgA. IgP-expressing B cells present some similarities
with mammalian B1-cells and could constitute a first
line of defence for P. waltl larvae. Finally, we showed
that P. waltl possesses at least 10 families of VH
genes, 8 JH and 8 D segments, and that this animal
uses these genes and segments in the same way as
humans to create its functional antibody heavy chains
genes. We also characterized antibodies produced
by another amphibian, A. mexicanum, because its
development is slower than the one of P. waltl. It could
therefore constitute an interesting model to study key
steps of the immune system ontogenesis [5]. These
ground studies were also required for the analysis of
the spaceflight-induced modifications of the humoral
response.

(Fig.1) The Amphibody experiment. P. waltl embryos (A) were placed in miniaquaria (B) that were inserted in Type 1 containers (C). These containers were
loaded in the Kubik incubator (D) and flown for 10 days (E). At landing, larvae that produce antibodies were recovered (F).

In a first attempt to determine if the humoral
response of P. waltl is affected by spaceflight
conditions, we performed the Genesis experiment
during the Perseus mission. During this mission, adult
P. waltl stayed during 5 months on board the Mir space
station and were immunized [1]. We noted that 10 days
after landing, the level of IgY heavy chain transcription
was at least three times higher in the spleens of the
animals immunized on board Mir. A modification of
the distribution of IgY-producing B lymphocytes in P.
waltl exposed to microgravity is likely the explanation
of this observation. We also noted that the variable
domains of specific IgM heavy chains are encoded
by genes of the VHII and VHVI families. However, the
VHII and VHVI families are found, respectively, in 28%
and 58% of IgM heavy chains of animals immunized
on Earth and in 61% and 24% of IgM heavy chains of
animals immunized on board Mir [1]. These changes
were unlikely due to an infection of the animals in the
space station because they were kept in separate
boxes. They rather reflected the impact of the flight
on the immune response against the antigen. In
conclusion, this experiment suggests that a long-term
spaceflight affects the humoral response and modifies
the distribution of B lymphocytes in the organism.

Our current objective is to determine if the
V(D)J recombination machinery, which creates a highly
diverse antibody repertoire, is altered under spaceflight
conditions. To answer this question, we performed the
Amphibody experiment on board the ISS from the 30th
of March up to the 9th of April 2006 (Fig.1) . We previously
showed that the first IgM heavy chain transcripts of
P. waltl appear on day 5-6 after laying [3]. Therefore,
if P. waltl embryos are flown before these dates, the
V(D)J recombination process will occur under altered
gravity conditions. From a practical point of view, 3day-old P. waltl embryos that do not yet recombine
their antibody genes and segments were flown. These
embryos developed during 10 days on board the ISS.
At landing, we recovered larvae which have antibodies.
These larvae were sacrificed either as soon as possible
after landing or 25 or 39 days later to determine if the
potential modifications are reversible.
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for gravity waves. It has been also found that gravity
waves are intermittent, i. e. the statistics of velocity
increments of the interface are strongly non Gaussian
at small scales.

Gravity-capillary wave turbulence
Turbulence d’ondes de gravité-capillarité
S. Fauve, Laboratoire de Physique Statistique de l’Ecole Normale Supérieure - Paris, France - 24, rue Lhomond - 75231 Paris Cedex 05
E. Falcon, Matière et systèmes complexes, Université Paris Diderot - Paris, France - 10, rue A. Domon et L. Duquet - 75205 Paris Cedex 13

The key governing parameter of wave
turbulence is the energy flux that drives the waves,
cascades to small scales through nonlinear interactions
and is dissipated by viscosity. It has been measured for
the first time in laboratory experiments. Fluctuations
much larger than the mean value have been observed
(see fig. 2) . In addition, instantaneous negative energy
flux events (for which the waves give back energy to
the driving device) occur with a fairly large probability.
Taking into account these fluctuations in theoretical
models of cascades remains an open problem.

(Fig.1) Surface waves generated inside a spherical container made
of glass during a parabolic flight. The fluid inside the sphere wets the
surface and forms a layer along the inner boundary of the sphere. Waves
are generated by vibrating the container.

ABSTRACT
We study wave turbulence of capillary-gravity waves
nonlinearly interacting at the surface of a fluid layer. The
statistical properties of the deformation of the interface
are analyzed and compared to theoretical predictions.
We report the phenomenon of intermittency and study
the fluctuations of the energy flux driving the waves.
Experiments in parabolic flights are performed in
order to study the pure capillary regime without being
perturbed by the effect of gravity.

W

ave turbulence concerns the dynamical
and statistical properties of an ensemble
of weakly interacting nonlinear waves. Examples
involve, waves on the ocean, Alfven waves in the
solar wind, radar waves in the ionosphere, spin waves
in solids, etc. The first analytical studies of wave
turbulence have been performed in order to predict the
spectrum, i. e., the distribution of the energy of the
fluctuations as a function of wavenumber or frequency.
It has been understood since the early seventies, that
besides equilibrium spectra (similar to the blackbody
spectrum in statistical physics for instance) nonlinearly
interacting waves also involve spectra that correspond
to the transfer of a finite energy flux from large scales
to small ones. These stationary out-of-equilibrium
solutions are similar to the Kolmogorov description
of hydrodynamic turbulence. However, in the case of
interacting waves, they can be computed analytically
using perturbation methods. A lot of data obtained by
remote sensing of the atmosphere or the ocean as well
90

Nous étudions la turbulence d’ondes résultant de
l’interaction non linéaire entre ondes de gravité-capillarité
à la surface d’un fluide. Les propriétés statistiques de la
déformation de la surface sont analysées et comparées
aux prédictions théoriques. Le phénomène d’intermittence
est mis en évidence ainsi que les fluctuations du flux
d’énergie alimentant les ondes. Des expériences en
vol parabolique permettent d’étudier le régime d’ondes
capillaires sans l’effet parasite de la gravité.

as satellite measurements in astrophysics, have thus
been analyzed using the framework of wave turbulence.
However, very few laboratory experiments have been
performed on the subject so far.
We have studied capillary-gravity wave
turbulence. A disturbance of the interface between a
liquid and air propagates as a wave because of the
restoring forces due to gravity and capillarity. The
former is dominant at large scales and the later at
small ones. Microgravity experiments allow the study
of pure capillary waves on the whole range of scales
of the experiment. They have been performed using
parabolic flights. A reduced gravity environment also
allow to study a spherical geometry with a layer of fluid
on which waves can propagate without being reflected
by lateral boundaries (see fig. 1) . The spectra of the wavy
fluctuations have been measured both in microgravity
and in laboratory experiments. A good agreement with
theory has been observed for capillary waves but not

(Fig.2) The time recording of the energy flux, I, driving the waves is shown
in the inset. Its probability density function displays two exponential tails.
Their asymmetry is related to the mean flux <I> (full vertical line). Note
that the fluctuations are much larger than the mean.

There are several issues for carrying further research
on wave turbulence: first at the fundamental level,
where a statistical description of out-of-equilibrium
systems is still missing, wave turbulence is a domain
where a lot can be understood by using the tools of
both statistical and nonlinear physics. Second, many
technological devices are concerned with transport
properties of waves. It is known for instance that one of
the problems to solve in order to operate nuclear fusion
devices is related to the high transport associated with
turbulent waves. At much smaller scales, transport of
carriers in semiconductor lasers has been also handled
using theoretical tools of wave turbulence transposed
to quantum statistics. Third, transport of energy is
also mediated by waves in many astrophysical and
geophysical situations: Alfven waves in the solar wind,
Rossby waves in the Earth atmosphere, or internal
waves in the ocean, etc. A better understanding of
these processes is necessary to develop more accurate
climate models or marine renewable energy such as
ocean wave energy for instance. In addition, satellite
measurements of the Earth and other planets provide
more and more data that need to be analyzed and the
concepts and tools of wave turbulence that are widely
used, need to be developed further.
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Hydrodynamic sorting
of non-colloidal particles under microgravity
Tri hydrodynamique
de particules non-colloidales en micropesanteur

re-injected and the particle position in the thickness
visualized. Fig. 1 shows the time evolution of the mean
vertical position of particles in the channel and some
examples of observed holograms. The first hologram
shows that at t=0s all the particles are settled down
as a monolayer; the second one shows particles
resuspending at different positions in the channel
thickness and the third one their final transversal
position. We observe that resuspension occurs during
a period of t~2s and that particles reach steady state

at the mean distance around 125µm. This experiment
also shows in situ the existence of shear diffusion
in dilute suspensions. Let’s note that lift-forces also
play a role on the transversal migration, particularly
at the beginning. Nevertheless, we may say that the
coupling lift-forces-shear-induced diffusion governs
the cross stream migration. Quantitative analysis will
be presented in a future publication.

(Fig.1) Mean particle position in the Step-Splitt
channel vs time, under µG. Hologrames show the
particle configurations at different moments during
the resuspension process.

M. Hoyos 1, P. Kurowski 1, N. Callens 2, C. Ratier 1, M. Antkowiak 2.
1, Laboratoire de Physique et Mécanique des Milieux Hétérogènes, UMR 7636 CNRS ESPCI, 10 rue Vauquelin, 75005 Paris-France
2, Microgravity Research Center, Université Libre de Bruxelles, 50 Av. F. D. Roosevelt, B-1050, Brussels-Belgium.

ABSTRACT
Continuous sorting of micron-sized species are
generally conducted using filters and gravitational
field force, while Splitt fractionation does not
need membranes. Nevertheless, lift-forces and
shear-induced diffusion may highly influence Splitt
separation. Microgravity conditions allow uncoupling
the hydrodynamic effects and gravity. In parallel a
new technique using an acoustic programming field
is developed for working in microgravity.

C

ontinuous
sorting
of
micron-sized
particulate materials, rigid particles,
vesicles, blood cells, is ubiquitous in biomedicine
and bioengineering. Membranes, gels or filters
composing stationary phases of centrifuge, elutriation
or electrophoretic devices are currently used. Dealing
with micron-sized species, degradation, clogging and
losses into separation devices become a problem. A
hydrodynamic membranless technique, Split-flow Thin
fractionation Splitt, may be employed [1] in order to
improve, complement or substitute current particle
sorting techniques. In Splitt, species flowing through
a ribbon-like channel may be sorted out when a
selective concentration profile in the thinner dimension
evolves along the channel. The profile is generated
by an external transverse field force, gravitational for
instance. The concentration profile at the channel end
splits into a number of fractions depending on the
number of outlets. The geometry of such a sorting
device have been proposed [1], [2] and the way of
generating selectivity by using different transversal
fields of force has been studied. Transversal distances
in Splitt fractionation, one to fifty particle diameters,
imply that any particle sedimentation becomes
92

Le tri en continu d’espèces microniques se fait
en utilisant des filtres et la pesanteur, tandis que la
méthode de Splitt n’utilise pas de membrane. Or, les
forces de portance et la diffusion induite par cisaillement
jouent un grand rôle dans le processus de séparation.
La microgravité nous a permis de découpler les effets
hydrodynamiques des effets gravitaires. En parallèle,
nous développons une technique avec champ
acoustique en vue d’expériences en microgravité.

important in the separation process. When any filter is
used, other hydrodynamic effects are combined with
sedimentation: inertial lift-forces and shear-induced
diffusion. The former push particles individually away
from channel walls, the latter is a collective effect
of cross stream migration generated by particle
collision when they are under shear. In Splitt, gravity
veils or modifies those phenomena. Experiments
in parabolic flights have permitted to uncouple
those hydrodynamic effects from sedimentation.
The experiment under microgravity (ESA
PF41) studied the viscous resuspension phenomenon
generated by a flow of 5µm silica particle suspension
in a Step-Splitt channel of 0.234 x 2 x 60mm 3 provided
with two inlets and two outlets separated by steps.
Particles were visualized by a Digital Holographic
Microscope [3] capable of giving in situ 3D positions
of particles in 300 x 300 µm window. Particles were
injected into the channel placed horizontally, during
1G period. Once the channel was filled up, the flow
was stopped and particles allowed to settle during the
1.8G period, conforming a monolayer at the bottom.
At the beginning of the µG phase, a clear fluid was

Based on these studies, we are developing a separation
technique where particle continuous sorting can
be succeed by applying a transversal programming
ultrasonic field. The acoustic force and separation
need to be determined in µG conditions. In Fig. 2 a
Step-Splitt channel is schematized and computed
particles trajectories are plotted. A first acoustic
field force generated by a standing wave, cancels
hydrodynamic effects by focusing particles toward
the nodes as a function of their size and acoustic
properties. A second acoustic field splits the two
species and both are evacuated at different outlets.
Experiments under µG have already been performed
showing so far their feasibility.
In conclusion, µG conditions allow to isolate
hydrodynamic effects playing fundamental role in
sorting of micron-sized particles and allow to optimize
acoustic programming sorting.

(Fig.2) Separation of silica particles using acoustics without gravity. Particles are
selectively pre-focused toward the standing wave node of the first transducer.
The second ultrasonic field splits particles into two different nodes.
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Granular-gas Dynamics:
effect of grain-grain collisions
Dynamique des gaz granulaires :
effet des collisions entre grains
P. Evesque, Laboratoire MSSMat, UMR 8579 CNRS, Ecole Centrale Paris, 92295 Châtenay-Malabry (France)

(Fig.1) 2 photos of a Maxwell Demon experiment with 3 connected cells performed in Airbus. They show existence of 2 distinct classes of (rapid/immobile)
balls: the rapid balls are fuzzy (see arrows). One sees some g-jitter effect in the left cell of each photo.

ABSTRACT
The dynamics of a collection of identical spheres
has been studied in micro-gravity condition in a
cell performing harmonic vibration [b cos(wt)] in the
regime when grain-grain collisions are important.
The dynamics is non extensive (it depends on grain
number, via the mean free path l c) and depend on gjitter at small excitation. The dynamics look ergodic.
The typical speed is smaller than the wall speed if the
number of grains is large enough and tends to 0 at
large ball number. But no shock wave is observed.

La dynamique d’un ensemble de grains identiques a
été étudiée en impesanteur dans une cellule vibrée
sinusoïdalement dans le régime où les collisions entre grains
deviennent importantes (libre parcours moyen lc inférieur à
la taille de la cellule L). La dynamique est non extensive, i.e.
elle dépend du nombre de grains à travers le nombre n de
couches ; elle dépend aussi de la forme de la cellule et du gjitter. Dès que les collisions entre grains sont nombreuses, les
particules ont une vitesse moins grande que celle de la paroi
excitatrice (excitation supersonique), mais on ne détecte pas
d’onde de choc.

This last model seems to be strengthened by
some fast video observation (500 fps) performed during a
Maxwell Demon experiment reported in Fig. 1 .
They show the existence of two kinds of particles in the
same cell : some balls are very fast, which bounce to the
walls, and others are slow and remain in the cell centre,
mainly uncoupled to the boundaries. Fast balls are fuzzy
and their mark length lv indicate speed as fast as than 500
lv= 2.5m/s.
ii) case when lc is L/10 about, where L is the cell
size [4, 5].
This corresponds to n=3 about. In this case the gas
is inhomogeneous (Fig. 2) : particles are faster near the
moving walls and slower in the middle of the cell so
that there is a distribution of temperature in cell and

of density. One observes also that particles have a
speed smaller than the wall; this is true for balls near
the moving wall and in the centre of the cell since these
ones are slower than the others. As typical ball speed
is the speed at which grains transfer information by
collision, it corresponds also to the speed of sound
in the granular gas. So the fact that grains speed in
the wings of the gas is smaller than the wall speed
means that the excitation is supersonic. But we have
not observed shock waves.
iii) Case when lc is L/15 or L/20 about, where L is
the cell size L.
The gas remains quiet [4,5]. No shock wave is observed
when the cloud touch the moving walls.

(Fig.2) Granular gas in a 3d cell with a mean
free path l c=L/15. The gas exhibits a inhomogeneous distribution of density and temperature (Maxus7 exp, May 2, 2006). When l c<L/5,
particles are faster than wall speed bϖ in left
cell while there are much slower in right cell,
but no shock waves are observed.

A

question of current interest is what the
basic properties of granular matter under
vibration and microgravity are. The idea is simple: take
a container containing few grains and submit it to
sinusoidal vibrations (frequency f, amplitude b). Grains
are then excited and move «randomly», but they also
dissipate energy due to collisions. The question is what
will be the behaviour of this system.
Recent flights (Minitexus 5, Maxus 5 and
Maxus 7 and Chinese satellite SJ-8) have given some
answer. A good measure of the amount of grains that
controls the physics is the number n of layers covering
the bottom wall of the cell on earth; this measure is
related to the mean free path lc of the particle in length
scale of the cell size L since l c ≈ L/( π n); n (or l c) is then
used now on. Here we focus on what has been learnt
in the regime L/20<l c <L/5, which correspond to recent
Airbus campaigns and Maxus 7 and SJ8 campaigns.
94

i) When lc is smaller than the cell size
L and larger than L/5.
The experiments reported in [1-3] tell that experimental
impacts p(v) follow an exponential distribution, in the
range n<1.5, i.e. p(v) ∞ exp{-[v/(kbw)]}; with k some
parameter which depends on the number N of balls
in the cell. This predicts a quite anomalous speed
distribution f(v)= (1/v) exp{-[v/(kbw)]} diverging at v=0
[2,3]. This law was not predicted by simulations or
theoretically prior its experimental finding. We have
proposed two possible explanations, one of which
considers the gas as biphasic with a part in Knudsen
regime and the other part remaining at little excitation
in the cell centrel.
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Eutectic solidification:
experiments and numerical simulations
Solidification eutectique :
expériences et simulations numériques

(Fig.1) Top-view micrographs of DS eutectic growth fronts in nearly eutectic CBr4-C2Cl6 alloys. Bars: 100 µm. (a) lamellar array, (b) zigzag pattern, (c) labyrinth
pattern.

S. Akamatsu, S. Bottin-Rousseau, M. Perrut, G. Faivre,
Institut des Nanosciences de Paris, CNRS UMR 7588,
Université Pierre-et-Marie Curie, Campus Boucicaut, 140 rue de Lourmel, 75015 Paris, France

A. Parisi, M. Plapp,
Physique de la Matière Condensée, Ecole Polytechnique, CNRS, 91128 Palaiseau, France

ABSTRACT
We have developed new experimental and numerical
methods to study the dynamics of solidification
fronts in eutectic alloys. We have found that a
lamellar front becomes morphologically unstable
for lamellar spacings larger than a critical value.
The instability results in stable zigzag patterns or
labyrinth structures. We obtain excellent agreement
between experiments and simulations.

E

utectic composite structures are micro–
structural patterns commonly found
in metallic alloys. They form because a eutectic
alloy exhibits two distinct solid phases of different
compositions on melt growth. The patterns that
are found most frequently are lamellae (alternating
platelets of the two solid phases) and rods of one
phase embedded in a matrix of the other one.
Despite decades of research, the detailed
mechanisms by which such patterns are formed are
still not well understood. Similar questions arise in
numerous other situations in which complex patterns
are formed outside of equilibrium [1], so that the
conceptual framework of nonlinear physics can be
applied. For instance, it is to be expected that spatially
periodic steady states exist, and that these states are
stable over a certain range of wavelengths (spacings).
This range is limited by the occurrence of dynamic
instabilities. The question which then arises is: Which
96

Nous avons mis en place de nouvelles méthodes
expérimentales et numériques pour étudier la dynamique
de fronts de solidification dans les alliages eutectiques.
Nous avons trouvé qu’un front lamellaire devient
morphologiquement instable au-dessus d’une distance
interlamellaire critique et développe des structures
stables en zigzag ou en labyrinthe. Nous obtenons un
excellent accord entre expériences et simulations.

The simulations use a phase-field model
specifically developed for high-performance simulations
of eutectic alloys [3]. Its distinctive feature is that
the simulation results are largely independent of the
thickness of the diffuse interfaces used in phase-field
models, as has been demonstrated with extensive
benchmark simulations in two dimensions. Here, we
present the results of three-dimensional simulations, in
which we start from a regular array of parallel lamellae,
which is slightly perturbed.

The zigzag instability is one of the standard
symmetry breakings expected for patterns that exhibit
“stripes” (lamellae) in steady state; however, it was not
previously observed in eutectic solidification. Other
symmetry breakings are possible, but systematic
simulations carried out for two different alloys and
various compositions have shown that the zigzag
instability is always the first to occur [5]; therefore, it
is the relevant instability that limits the range of stable
lamellar spacings.

In both experiments and simulations, we
observe that lamellar arrays (Figs. 1a and 2a) become
unstable above a certain critical wavelength and form
zigzag patterns (Figs. 1b and 2b) : the lamellae become
wavy and develop a chevron pattern with a welldefined wavelength along the direction of the original
lamellae. In order to observe this zigzag pattern, it
was mandatory to start from a fairly regular lamellar
pattern; in the experiments, this pattern is destabilized
by a sudden variation of the control parameters [4].
For different initial conditions, labyrinth patterns are
formed (Figs. 1c and 2c) .

In conclusion, our experimental and numerical
work has allowed us to establish that a zigzag
instability occurs in lamellar eutectic growth fronts,
and that it is most likely the only instability that should
be observable in experiments. Our techniques can be
applied to address other questions regarding eutectic
solidification in the future, in particular, the competition
between of lamellar and rod-like patterns. Microgravity
will be mandatory to suppress the strong perturbations
resulting from thermosolutal convection in the liquid.

are, in eutectics, the relevant instabilities and what are
the critical spacings for their onset? To address these
issues, we have developed new experimental and
numerical methods that allow for a direct time-resolved
observation and analysis of eutectic growth fronts.
The experimental method is based on earlier
work on directional solidification (DS) of transparent
organic alloys in thin samples, where the growth front
can be directly observed with an optical microscope.
In our new experiments, we use bulk samples and a
new observation technique involving a long-distance
microscope in an oblique angle of observation. A
judicious choice of observation and lighting angles
makes it possible to record images of the growth front
with a lateral resolution of about 3 µm in real time [2].
The resulting pictures can be rescaled to obtain “top
views” (views looking down the growth direction) of the
growth front.

(Fig.2) Snapshot pictures of three-dimensional phase-field simulations, top view. (a) stable lamellar array, (b) steady-state zigzag pattern, and (c) labyrinth.
All the simulations started from an array of straight lamellae with a spacing increasing from (a) to (b) to (c).
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Cyclopes : global LAI
and fAPAR medium resolution land products
Cyclopes : produits LAI
et fAPAR globaux à moyenne résolution
F. Baret, Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique (INRA) UMR1114 EMMAH (Environnement Méditerranéen et Modélisation
des Agro-Hydrosystèmes), Avignon, France - Domaine Saint-Paul - Site Agroparc - 84914 Avignon Cedex 09
M. Leroy, Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) / Pôle Observation des Surfaces par TELédétection (POSTEL), Toulouse, France
BP 2102 - 18, av. Edouard Belin - 31401 Toulouse Cedex 09
(Fig.1) Global map of Cyclopes LAI product for 5th of February 2002.

Detailed validation of the resulting products
shows generally consistent seasonality with that of
Modis products. While a good agreement in magnitude
is observed for fAPAR products, LAI products show

differences particularly over forested areas. Comparison
with ground measurements acquired within the CEOS/
LPV framework shows that Cyclopes achieves good
performances as compared to Modis products (Fig. 2) .

ABSTRACT
Cyclopes project aims at producing global fields of
surface variables (LAI, fAPAR) from Vegetation sensors
observations onboard Spot satellites. An innovative
approach based on dedicated pre-processing and
the inversion of radiative transfer models achieved
with neural networks has demonstrated its interest:
validation shows good performances. This approach
should be applied to generate global products over
long time series from virtual constellations.

M

any applications require an exhaustive
monitoring of surface characteristics
including biogeochemical cycle, climate modelling
and resource evaluation. Among the surface variables
accessible from remote sensing, LAI (leaf area index)
and fAPAR (fraction of photo-synthetically active
radiation absorbed by the canopy) are key variables
used in surface process models. Vegetation sensors
aboard Spot 4 and 5 platforms provide daily 1/112°
resolution (about 1km at the equator) observations in
the blue, red, near infrared and short-wave infrared
bands since 1998. The Cyclopes project, funded by
the European Community under GMES framework
(Global Monitoring of the Environment and Security)
aims at the development of biophysical products such
as LAI and fAPAR that could be more directly plugged
into users applications.

98

Le projet Cyclopes vise à produire des champs globaux de
variables de surface (LAI et fAPAR) à partir des capteurs
Vegetation embarqués sur Spot. Une approche originale
basée sur des prétraitements adaptés et l’inversion de
modèles de transfert radiatifs par réseaux de neurones
a démontré son intérêt : la validation montre de bonnes
performances. Cette approche doit être appliquée à la
génération de longues séries temporelles de produits
globaux à partir de constellations virtuelles.

Careful pre-processing steps are first implemented, including radiometric calibration atmospheric
correction and cloud screening. All the data available
within a 30 days temporal window are then used to
adjust a model describing the directionality of reflectance measurements for each band. Radiative transfer
models were then used to simulate a large data base
where reflectance values as measured by Vegetation
sensors match the corresponding LAI and fAPAR variables. Neural networks are trained over this simulated
data base to estimate LAI and fAPAR from nadir reflectance values in Vegetation bands and Sun zenith angle
at the time of satellite observations. Corresponding
products are finally generated over the globe (Fig. 1) at a
10 days temporal sampling interval. Years 1998-2003
are currently available at Postel production centre soon
being completed by years 2004-2007 (http://postel.
mediasfrance.org/en/PROJECTS/R&D/CYCLOPES).

Neural networks appear thus to be a very efficient
technique for operational production of global fields
of biophysical variables. It has been demonstrated
recently that current Modis LAI products could be
derived from Modis reflectances based on neural
network, with slightly better accuracy than the original
Modis products, particularly when considering the
expected temporal smoothness of products. However,
resulting uncertainties are highly dependant on the
quality of the training data base. This will be improved
within the future Geoland2 European project aiming at
the development of products and services from satellite
observations for land applications. The principles
designed within Cyclopes will be applied and expended
with emphasis on the use of observations coming from
several sensors (Vegetation, Modis, AVHRR) to provide
consistent biophysical products, hence contributing
to the development of medium resolution virtual
constellations.

(Fig.2) Comparison between ground measurements of fAPAR (DIRECT)
and Modis (left: BU_Modis_v41) or Cyclopes (right: CYCL_VGT_V31) fAPAR corresponding products.
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Response of forest phenology
to elevation from Spot/Vegetation
Réponse phénologique des forêts
à l’altitude avec Spot/Vegetation
D. Guyon 1, M. Guillot 1, O. Hagolle 2, H. Cardot 3, Y. Vitasse 4, S. Delzon 4, J.-P. Wigneron 1
1, INRA, UR1263 EPHYSE, F-33140, Villenave d’Ornon, France - 71, av. Edouard Bourleaux - 33883 Villenave d’Ornon
2, CNES, France - 18, av. Edouard Belin - 31401 Toulouse Cedex 9
3, Université de Bourgogne, UMR CNRS 5584, France - 9, av. Alain Savary - BP47870 - 21078 Dijon
4, Université Bordeaux 1, UMR BIOGECO, France - Avenue des Facultés - 33405 Talence

ABSTRACT
This study demonstrated the potential of Spot/
Vegetation for monitoring the impact of climate
change on the altitudinal dynamics of phenology
of deciduous forests. It is based on the statistical
analysis of the seasonal variations of vegetation index
PVI during five years (2002 to 2006) in the French
Pyrenees. The shortening of the growing period with
the elevation was clearly observable. The date of the
leaf unfolding was mapped. The expected error (~
4 days) is satisfactory compared with the range of
variation (34 days for a gradient of 1,000m).

T

he consequences of the climate present
change are already obvious on the spatial
distribution of species and the carbon balance of
terrestrial ecosystems. Species can either adapt via their
phenotype plasticity or/and their genetic diversity or
migrate to milder latitudes and altitudes. The response
of phenology to the temperature increase is the most
conspicuous. Earlier spring phenophases and longer
growing seasons appear among the most significant
changes of seasonal cycle of the vegetation. Satellite
observations revealed these shifts of phenology
at global scale (Cleland et al. 2007). Mountain
ecosystems, where temperature varies strongly with
elevation along a short distance, are assumed to be
the most sensitive to the climate warming. Thus they
are well suitable for understanding and modelling the
adaptation processes.
The purpose of this study was to investigate
the potential of remote sensing for the long-term
monitoring of altitudinal dynamics of phenology
of deciduous forest species in combination with
ground-based observations inevitably limited in
space. The studied area covers almost 10,000km²
100

Cette étude montre le potentiel de Spot/Vegetation
pour suivre l’impact du changement climatique sur
la variabilité altitudinale de la phénologie des forêts
feuillues. Elle est fondée sur l’analyse statistique des
variations saisonnières de l’indice de végétation PVI
de 2002 à 2006 dans les Pyrénées françaises. Le
raccourcissement du cycle de végétation avec l’altitude
est clairement retrouvé. La date de débourrement a
été cartographiée. La précision attendue (~ 4 jours)
est satisfaisante en comparaison de l’étendue des
variations (34 jours pour un dénivelé de 1000 m).

The spatial structure of the seasonal responses
estimated for deciduous is consistent with elevation
(Fig.1) . The shortening of growing season length along
the altitude gradient is clearly observable. The increase
of PVI in spring is later as elevation is higher. It is the
contrary for the decrease of PVI in fall.
The timing of PVI increase in spring was used
for dating the budburst. The dating was statistically
calibrated from ground-based observations of leaf
unfolding performed in 2005, 2006 and 2007 on oak
trees (Quercus petraea), whose the altitude ranges
from 100m to 1,600m. A linear relationships (R²=0.92,
RMSE=4.2days) between the ground-based date of
budburst and the earliness of the increase of PVI in
spring was found (Fig.2) . It was used for predicting the
budburst date from PVI. The derived map captures
well the spatial variability due to the relief (Fig.2) . The
expected error -about 4 days- was very satisfactory
compared with the range of variation which was equal
to 34 days for a gradient of 1,000m.
Although obtained from satellite data averaged
on 5 years, the produced maps completed well the
ground-based observations -limited to few local sites –
by informing about the phenological diversity over the
large altitudinal gradient at the regional scale. Applying
retrospectively this method over the past decades
should be valuable for understanding the phenological
adaptation of forest species to changing climate.

(Long.: 1.21°E – 0.24°W, Lat.: 42.6°N – 43.3°N) in the
French Pyrenean region. Oak (Quercus sp) and beech
(Fagus sylvatica) are the main deciduous species. Their
maximal elevation reaches 1,800m.
The seasonal dynamics of leaf area of
these species was characterized from analysing the
variations of the vegetation index PVI (Perpendicular
Vegetation Index) between successive 10-day periods
from 2002 to 2006. The 10-day time series of PVI was
produced from the daily reflectance data acquired with
Vegetation/Spot sensors by using algorithms of Hagolle
and al. (2004), which filter the cloudy and snowy pixels
and normalise directional effects. The 5-year dataset
was reduced to an average year. In fact the high
contamination of altitude pixels with clouds and snow
in spring induced a lot of missing PVI data during the
period of leaf unfolding, which did not allow monitoring
the onset of the green-up year by year. The seasonal
response of PVI peculiar to deciduous trees included
in each 1-km² pixel was retrieved using the nonparametric statistical method of spatial disaggregating
of Cardot et al. (2004).

(Fig.1) K-means classification of seasonal response of PVI for deciduous
forest into 7 classes: (a) map of the 7 classes. Grey: no deciduous forest
or cloudy/snowy data. White: Spain (b) PVI response of the class centres
(Fig.2) Satellite-based budburst dating of deciduous forest for the mean
year (2002-2006) (a) Linear regression between the index of earliness of
PVI (IE) and the ground-based budburst date, both averaged per altitude
classes (b) Map of predicted date (day of year
Fig.2
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Surface reflectance directional signatures:
measurement and modelling
Caractérisation des signatures directionnelles
des réflectances de surface
F.-M. Bréon, E. Fedele, F. Maignan,

The result of this selection and processing
is a database of high quality surface reflectances
for many Earth targets, classified as a function of
biome and month. Each file corresponds to a target
and a month. It provides, for a large number of days/
viewing geometries, the view angles and the surface
reflectances for the 6 Parasol channels, from 490 to
1020 nm. The database is available from the CNES/
POSTEL website.
To ease the analysis of the database, an
interactive tool is provided with the database (Fig. 2) . It
allows an easy selection of the target, various plots for
the visualization of the measurements and a comparison
of the measurement with modelling results.

Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et de l’Environnement, France - Orme des Merisiers - Bât 701 Saclay - 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex

Several applications
achieved using this database.

have

already

been

A first application was to evaluate and rank the
capability of various analytical models to reproduce the
observed directional signatures [Maignan et al., 2004].
It was shown that the so-called Ross-Li model, with
a modification to account for the Hot-Spot, allows an
excellent fit of the data, down to the noise level (roughly
5 10 -3 in the visible and less than 10 -2 in the near IR).
ABSTRACT
The Parasol instrument, which flies onboard he
microsat Myriade since early 2005, provides Earth
reflectance measurements with multi-directional
capabilities (up to 16 acquisitions for a given target
in the swath). Its measurements have been selected
and processed to generate a database of typical
directional signatures for different Earth biomes.
This database is used to evaluate radiative transfer
models and also to correct reflectance time series
provided by other spaceborne instruments.

T

he reflectance directional signature is
quantified by the so-called Bidirectional
Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF). The BRDF
is controlled by the optical properties of the surface
elements, as well as their arrangement. A proper
knowledge of the BRDF is needed to interpret satellite
measurements time-series. Indeed, the monitoring of
land surfaces from satellites involves multiple viewing
geometries so that the measured reflectance may
vary even when the surface does not. Besides, the
BRDF of land targets contains information about the
surface structure, in particular its roughness. Radiative
transfer models are used to estimate and interpret the
reflectance directional signatures measured either on
the ground or from satellite observation.
The Parasol instrument provides an original
view of the Earth. Thanks to the bi-dimensional CCD
matrix detector, a surface target within the instrument
swath is observed from up to 16 different directions
as the satellite flies over. In addition, the satellite has
a large swath so that any Earth target is monitored at
least every two days, weather permitting, with different
102

L’instrument Parasol embarqué sur le microsatellite
Myriade fourni depuis début 2005 des mesures
de la réflectance de la Terre. Une des originalités
de l’instrument est de permettre une visée
multidirectionnelle des cibles survolées. Ses mesures
ont été sélectionnées et traitées pour générer une base
des signatures directionnelles typiques, classée par
biome, des cibles naturelles. Elles permettent d’évaluer
les modèles de transfert radiatif mais aussi de corriger
les séries temporelles acquises par d’autres satellites.

(Fig.2) Typical reflectance directional signature. The left column shows
the surface reflectance. The Ross-Li-Maignan model has been inverted
against these measurements. The center column shows the measurementmodel difference while the right column is a scatter plot.

Another application is to generate a typical
reflectance directional signature for each of the major
Earth biomes. This was achieved through a statistical
analysis of the database. It was found that the typical
shapes were more anisotropic in the visible than in
the near infrared. The typical shapes are rather similar
among the various vegetated biomes [Bacour et al.,
2005]. Desert surface are more isotropic although their
typical shape resemble that of vegetated targets.

observing geometries. The temporal composite of
Parasol measurement provides a near-complete
sampling of the BRDF (see Fig 1) . Parasol measurements
have been processed and sampled to provide a
representative selection of Earth surface BRDFs.
The selection is based on both the IGBP
and GLC2000 land surface classifications as various
applications may favour one or the other. Both provide
a complete classification of the Earth land surfaces at
1 km resolution with about 20 different classes. A first
step was to select Parasol pixel that are homogeneous
according to this classification. For each biome type
and 4 latitude ranges, the “best quality” targets were
extracted. The quality was quantified from the number of
available measurements during the month, the apparent
noise in the data, and the directional sampling, in
particular the availability of measurements close to the
Hot-Spot. There is also a criteria to avoid the selection
of many similar targets within a small area.

(Fig.1) Command window of the BRDF analysis tool provided with the BRDF database. One may select the biome type, the month and the NDVI range. The
map shows the location of the available targets. A click on the targets shows several figure, including the one shown in Fig. 2. There are various display
options.
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New observations
from Calipso and Parasol in the A-Train
Les premiers résultats issus
des missions Calipso et Parasol de l’A-Train
J. Pelon, UPMC, SA/IPSL/CNRS, B102, 4, Place Jussieu 75252 Paris cedex 05, France
D. Tanré, Laboratoire d’Optique Atmosphérique, U.S.T. de Lille, Bat. P559655 - Villeneuve d’Ascq - France

ABSTRACT
The Afternoon Constellation (also known as the
A-Train), on a sun-synchronous orbit at 1.30 pm,
comprises the Aqua, CloudSat, Calipso 1, Parasol 2,
Aura, and (Oco) missions. By matching the orbital
parameters and by aligning the orbital positions of
these satellites, the fields of view of the instruments
can overlap, which allows to observe phenomena
at the same location within a few seconds or a few
minutes of one another.
1
2

Calipso is based on a partnership between NASA and CNES,
Parasol is the second microsatellite in the Myriade series developed by CNES.

T

he Polder (Polarization and Directionality of
the Earth Reflectance) instrument has been
launched in December 2004. It has unique directional
and polarization capabilities well suitable to retrieve
both aerosols and clouds properties. For aerosols,
in addition to the derivation of aerosol load and size
parameters, it leads over ocean to powerful constraints
to discriminate between spherical from non-spherical
particles (Herman et al., 2005). For clouds, these
original measurement capabilities have been used to
retrieve the cloud amount, pressure, optical thickness,
thermodynamic phase and albedo. More than 3 years
of Polder3/Parasol data coincident with Modis/Aqua
(MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer)
have been acquired and comparisons between Modis/
Aqua, Calipso and CloudSat products are under
investigation. For instance, aerosol results from Modis
and Polder inversions generally agree except when
Polder detects nonspherical particles within the coarse
mode (Gérard et al. 2005). The lessons learned from
104

L’A-train est une constellation de six satellites
d’observation de la Terre comprenant Aqua, Cloudsat,
Calipso, Parasol, Aura et Oco. Ces satellites sont sur
une orbite héliosynchrone passant à 13h30LT. Ils se
suivent à quelques secondes ou minutes d’intervalle,
ce qui a conduit à nommer cette constellation « ATrain ». Les champs de vue sont « superposés » ce
qui permet d’observer le même point géographique
simultanément par plusieurs capteurs.

these exercises allow also to show the benefit from the
synergy between sensors, which means combination
of different approaches for inferring a given parameter
into a single algorithm. For instance, a new algorithm for
deriving the cloud phase (Riédi et al., 2007) has so been
applied to Modis and Polder3 data. It is shown that this
synergistic algorithm can be used routinely to derive an
index that helps to discriminate ambiguous phase from
confident phase cases. The resulting product provides
a semi-continuous confidence index ranging from
confident liquid to confident ice instead of the usual
discrete classification of liquid phase, ice phase, mixed
phase (potential combination of ice and liquid particles).
The Parasol/Polder Products are available from the
French site in University of Lille.
(http://www.icare.univ-lille1.fr).

(Fig.1) Map of the contents in desert aerosols established from the
Parasol data during summer 2006. This map shows the importance of the
transport of these dust particles over the globe.

The Calipso (Cloud and Aerosol Lidar and
Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations) satellite
(Winker et al., 2004) has joined the A-Train end of
May 2006. It is embarking a backscattering lidar, a
three band imager operating in the thermal infrared
and a visible camera. Calipso has now been able to
continuously perform observations on the atmosphere
since almost two years. One of the main advantage
of Calipso resides in its ability to derive cloud and
aerosol parameters on the vertical, for a better
knowledge of their impact on radiation and climate
forcing. Complementarity between instruments on the
platform is exploited to derive cloud and dust radiative
parameters, and new automated algorithms have been
developed (Chomette et al., 2003). Calipso has been
launched together with CloudSat embarking a cloud
radar (NASA-DoE-CSA mission). This offers a second
level of complementarity to be exploited at the A-Train
level, for which vertical information is essential to the
analysis.

(Fig.2) In situ measurements (made on vertical lines) and spatial
observations made during the campaign ASTAR 2007 in Arctic showing
the presence of liquid water on the vertical inducing icy precipitations (J.F.
Gayet and al ., LAMP)

Calipso data include cloud and aerosol
structural parameters (aerosol and cloud identification,
altitude of the layers, aerosol type, cloud phase,etc)
as level 2a, and more elaborated products such as
extinction profiles for aerosols and clouds, as well
as their optical depths and emissivities (level 2b).
Products from all instruments have been released to
the public and are now available both from US (http://
eosweb.larc.nasa.gov) at NASA/LaRC and French site
in University of Lille (http://www.icare.univ-lille1.fr).
First cloud/aerosol climatologies taking into
account their vertical distribution have being obtained
from Calipso data, and monthly charts of spatial
distributions are being established over the globe.

(Fig.3) Comparison of the observations of the lidar backscattering by
desert dust particles between 0 and 6 km altitude in Sahelian zone from
Calipso and numeral simulation results obtained with the model Mésoéchelle Communautaire CNRM-LA MESO-NH (D. Bou Karam, HIS /
IPSL)
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the 0.35-2 µm size range. Improvements have been
done in order to detect now 14 sizes and to tentatively
distinguish between liquid and solid particles (soot,
interplanetary material).

Stratospheric balloon-borne
instruments Salomon, Spirale and Stac
Instruments sous ballons
stratosphériques Salomon, Spirale et Stac
J.-B. Renard, V. Catoire, G. Berthet,
LPCE-CNRS, 3A avenue de la recherche scientifique, F-45071 Orléans cedex 2, France
jbrenard@cnrs-orleans.fr

ABSTRACT
The balloon-borne instruments Salomon (UV-visible
spectrometer), Spirale (IR spectrometer) and Stac
(aerosol counter) were strongly involved in the Envisat
validation campaigns. Their measurements have allowed
us to better estimate the accuracy of Gomos and Mipas
and to study ozone chemistry. Improvements on these
three balloon-borne instruments are in progress for
future projects like measurements of stratospheric
compounds in the frame of the Taranis satellite project.

Les instruments sous ballon stratosphérique Salomon
(spectromètre UV-visible), Spirale (spectromètre IR) et
Stac (compteur d’aérosols) ont participé activement aux
campagnes de validation d’Envisat. Leurs mesures ont
permis de mieux estimer la précision des résultats de
Gomos et de Mipas, et de mener des études sur la chimie
de l’ozone. Des améliorations sur ces trois instruments sont
en cours de réalisation pour des futurs projets en chimie de
la stratosphère dans le cadre du satellite Taranis.

Main results
Although the flights have been dedicated to the
validation of Gomos-Envisat and Mipas-Envisat, some
scientific studies have been performed. Mainly based
on the Salomon and Spirale data, it has been possible
to derive the real accuracy of Gomos measurements;
also, it has been possible to propose an improved
algorithm to better retrieve the wavelength dependence
of aerosol extinction from Gomos measurements
(Renard et al., 2008). Spirale has also participated
to a better estimation of the accuracy of the Mipasresults by validating O 3, CH 4, N 2O, HNO 3, NO 2 and the
temperature (Cortesi et al., Ridolfi et al., Wang et al.,
Wetzel et al., 2007).

(Fig.1) The SALOMON gondola during pre-flight tests

The flights of Salomon and Spirale, performed
4 days apart in January 2006 from Kiruna (Northern
Sweden) in similar geophysical conditions and in
good coincidence with Gomos, have allowed us to
analyse the meaning of remote sensing measurements
when compared to in situ measurements. It can be
concluded that, when the stratosphere is dynamically
highly perturbed, remote sensing measurements can
be inaccurate, producing artificial enhancements and
depletion in the species vertical profiles (Berthet et al.,
2007).
Finally, a combined analysis of balloon
instruments that measure some optical properties of
aerosols has been performed. It is now possible to
better represent the vertical distribution of the various
families of aerosols in the stratosphere.
(Fig.2) Launch of the SPIRALE gondola

D

uring the last years, flights have been
performed with instruments dedicated
to the measurements of species involved in the
stratospheric ozone chemistry. These instruments
are onboard open stratospheric balloons and have
performed flights during the Envisat validation project
funded par CNES, ESA and DLR since 2002. We
present a short description of the instruments, their
improvements and the main results we have obtained.
Balloon instruments
Salomon is an UV-visible spectrometer (340700nm) that performed measurements by remote
sensing techniques using Moon (Berthet et al., 2007), to
detect ozone, NO 2, NO 3, OClO and the aerosol extinction
coefficient. A new version of the instrument, SalomonN2, has performed successfully its technical flight on
June 2007. Its spectral domain has been extended to
350-950nm to retrieve the aerosol extinction coefficient
in the near-IR for a better determination of the different
natures of aerosols. In a near future, the CH 4 tracer
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will be measured by Salomon-N2 by adding a near-IR
spectrometer. This will allow us to better characterize
the origin of the air masses encountered during the
flight.
Spirale is an in situ spectrometer, using
an onboard open cell and IR tunable laser diodes
(Moreau et al., 2005; Huret et al., 2006). Observations
are conducted in six different channels, allowing the
retrieval of more than 6 species chosen in advance,
with a vertical resolution of a few meters. A lighter
version of Spirale, called Spirit, more accurate and
easier to operate, is under development. It consists of
a new type of multiple-reflection optical cell (Robert,
2007) in which tunable Quantum Cascade Lasers
beams operate at room temperature.

Conclusion :
Future projects and campaigns are already planned. StraPolEte will be dedicated to the study of the polar
stratosphere during summer. The validation of Envisat will continue, mainly to follow the evolution of the Gomos and
Mipas accuracies. Finally, improved version of Salomon-N2 and Spirit will be dedicated to chemistry measurements
onboard long duration stratospheric open balloons in the frame of the Taranis satellite project on atmospheric high
energy phenomena.
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Stac is an in situ aerosol counter that can
be implanted in various stratospheric gondolas, and
permanently in the Salomon-N2 and Spirale gondolas.
In the past, 7 size classes allowed us to retrieve the
size distribution of the liquid aerosols with diameter in
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Monitoring sea level rise using satellites
Suivi de l’élévation
du niveau de la mer grâce aux satellites
A. Cazenave, LEGOS-CNES - France - 18, av. Edouard Belin - 31401 Toulouse Cedex 09

little to present-day sea level rise (by ~0.2mm/yr).
Preliminary results based on space gravimetry data
from Grace indicate that the contribution of terrestrial
waters to sea level rise is ~0.2mm/yr for the recent
years (Ramillien et al., 2008). Thus the sum of climaterelated contributions agree well (within the error bars)
with the altimetry-based rate of sea level rise, at least for
the decade 1993-2003. Since 2003, thermal expansion
of the oceans (based on the newly deployed ARGO
network for measuring ocean temperature and salinity)
is reaching a plateau while satellite altimetry reports
continuing sea level rise. Investigations are underway
to understand these new observations. Nevertheless it
seems that accelerated glaciers melting and ice mass
loss from the ice sheets alone (e.g., Meier et al., 2007)
can account for the continuing sea level rise reported
in the last few years.
Jason-2/OSTM, to be launched soon (mid2008), will confirm whether sea level continue to rise.
Continuity in measurements is indeed fundamental.
Such data are not only important for monitoring mean
sea level but also for studying ocean dynamics, El Niño
and La Niña phenomena, marine currents and ocean
circulation, as well as ocean tides, winds and waves.

(Fig.1) Evolution of the mean sea level between 1993 and 2008 based
on Topex/Poseidon and Jason-1 satellites. The linear rate of rise is
estimated to 3.3mm/yr over the 15 years of observations. The curve has
been constructed using data processed at CLS (Collecte Localisation
Satellite)

ABSTRACT
Sea level is a very sensitive index of climate change.
Systematic monitoring of sea level change at global and
regional scales, using high-precision satellite altimetry,
is of primary importance to better understand combined
effects of ocean warming, land ice melt and terrestrial
water storage change in response to global warming,
and improve climate models used to future sea level
variations. Here we report on most recent results on
present-day sea level change.

M

easuring
sea
level
change
and
understanding its causes has improved
considerably in the recent years, essentially because
new in situ and remote sensing data sets have become
available. Since early 1993, sea level variations are
accurately measured by Topex/Poseidon satellite
altimetry, complemented for the recent years by Jason1 altimetry. This ~15 year-long data set indicates that
in terms of global mean, sea level is presently rising at
a rate of ~ 3.3 +/- 0.4mm/yr, a value significantly higher
than the mean rate recorded by tide gauges during
the past 50 years (on the order of 1.8 +/- 0.3mm/yr,
Bindoff et al., 2007). This suggests that sea level rise is
currently accelerating due to enhanced land ice melting
and/or increased ocean warming. Owing to its global
coverage, satellite altimetry also reveals high regional
variability in the rates of sea level change, with some
regions exhibiting rates of 2-3 times faster than the
global mean. Recent availability of quasi-global ocean
temperature data sets allows quantitative estimate of
one of the two major contributions to present-day sea
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Le niveau de la mer est un indicateur très sensible des
variations du climat car il répond aux effets combinés
des différentes composantes du système. La surveillance
systématique par altimétrie spatiale de l’évolution actuelle
du niveau de la mer est un objectif important, non seulement
pour mieux comprendre l’influence des différents facteurs
climatiques, mais aussi pour améliorer les modèles
d’évolution future. Dans cette note, nous faisons le point
des développements récents sur ce sujet.

level rise: thermal expansion. Results indicate that for
the past 50 years, thermal expansion accounts for
~0.4mm/yr sea level rise, i.e., 25% of the observed rise
(e.g., Bindoff et al., 2007). For the recent years (19932003), enhanced thermal expansion accounts for 50%
of the observed sea level rise (1.5mm/yr of 3 mm/yr;
Lombard et al., 2006). For both periods (last 50 years
and last decade), there is ~1.5mm/yr global mean
residual not explained by thermal expansion, and thus
attributed to water mass exchange with the continents
and land ice. Mountain glaciers mass balance studies
report a ~1mm/yr contribution to sea level rise over
the 1990s (e.g., Meier et al., 2007). Mass balance of
Greenland and Antarctica ice sheets have been the
object of intensive studies in the recent years (e.g.,
Cazenave, 2006 and references herein). Results based
on different remote sensing data indicate a net mass loss
for Greenland corresponding to ~0.3mm/yr sea level
rise since 1992. In Antarctica, the eastern part is almost
in balance while mass loss is observed in the western
part of the continent. Antarctica currently contributes

(Fig.2) Sea level trends from satellite altimetry (1993-2007)
Regional variations map of the rates of sea level rise between 1993 and 2007 based on Topex/Poseidon, Jason-1 and Envisat satellites.
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A superposed epoch method (all earthquake
times are at zero) is then used to display these values
of the cumulative distribution function considering
the time (before and after the earthquakes) and the
distance between the projection of the satellite orbit
and the epicentres. It is shown that, during the night,
there is a statistically significant decrease by 4–6dB of
the measured wave intensity shortly before earthquakes
(4 hours) with depth less than or equal to 40km.
Aftershocks have been removed from the data base in
order to not mix pre- and post-seismic effects.

The Demeter mission
La mission Demeter
M. Parrot, Laboratoire de Physique et Chimie de l’Environnement, CNRS UMR6115, Université d’Orléans, France 3A, av. de la Recherche Scientifique - 45071 Orléans

(Fig.1) Results of the statistical analysis with the superposed epoch method
represented as function of the time (from 3 days before earthquakes until
1 day after) and of the distance between the track of the satellite orbit and
the epicentres. Night time data are used. The panel is related to 1623 land
earthquakes with M > 4.8.

Operations and data processing

ABSTRACT
The mean scientific objective of Demeter is the study
of ionospheric anomalies in relation with the seismic
activity. Its scientific payload consists of waves and
plasma experiments. Flying over a huge number
of future earthquakes during several years allows
special data processing which will be developed
in this paper. The statistical analysis with many
events shows that perturbations are observed in
the ionosphere at the altitude of the satellite several
hours before earthquakes.

D

emeter is a micro-satellite (130 kg) with
a low-altitude (710km) and a nearly polar
orbit. The launch by CNES (French National Space
Agency) was in June 2004, and at the time of preparation
of this paper (March 2008) it is still in operation. The
orbit is nearly sun-synchronous (10.30 – 22.30 LT).
The main scientific objectives of the Demeter
experiment are to study the disturbances of the
ionosphere due to the seismo electromagnetic effects,
and due to anthropogenic activities (Power Line
Harmonic Radiation, VLF transmitters, HF broadcasting
stations).
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L’objectif principal de Demeter est la recherche
des perturbations ionosphériques qui peuvent être
associées à l’activité séismique. Sa charge utile
comporte des expériences ondes et plasma. Le survol
des épicentres de nombreux séismes pendant plusieurs
années permet de faire une analyse spéciale des
données qui va être développée dans ce papier. Cette
analyse statistique montre que des perturbations sont
observées dans l’ionosphère à l’altitude du satellite
plusieurs heures avant des séismes.

Scientific payload
The payload of the Demeter micro-satellite allows
measuring waves in different frequency ranges and also
some important plasma parameters (ion composition,
electron density and temperature, energetic particles).
The scientific payload is composed of several
sensors:
• Three Electric and three magnetic sensors (6
components of the electromagnetic field to investigate
from DC up to 3.5MHz),
• A Langmuir probe,
• An ion spectrometer,
• An energetic particle analyzer. There are two modes
of operation: (i) a survey mode to record low bit rate
data, and (ii) a burst mode to record high bit rate data
above seismic regions.

The data are stored in the large onboard memory which
is downloaded when the satellite is above Toulouse (in
average two times per day). Then, the data is sent to the
Demeter mission center in Orléans where various data
processing are done. For example, for each half-orbit,
a quick-look plot summarizes the data recorded by the
experiments. Correlation with seismic activity using
data from the Geoscope network is performed. Data
and plots are available through a web server (http://
demeter.cnrs-orleans.fr) dedicated to the project.

A similar data processing has been applied
to other parameters recorded by Demeter and the
Fig.1 shows the results obtained with the electron
temperature measured by the Langmuir probe. It
can be seen that there is an increase of the electron
temperature until 60 hours before earthquakes. The
effect is limited to a distance of ~ 100km from the
epicentres. These perturbations are real but they are
weak and only statistically revealed. Up to now nothing
can be said about the possibility to predict earthquakes
with the analysis of the electric field and of the electron
temperature.

Results
Quite unusual features in waves, plasma or
energetic particle fluxes were recorded when the satellite
was flying over epicenters of future earthquakes, but the
main objective with the Demeter data is to perform statistical
analysis in order to subtract the potential ionospheric
variations which are not related to the seismic activity. This
has been done by Němec et al. (2008) who studied the
variations of the VLF electric field up to 10 kHz. More than
2.5 years of satellite data have been analyzed and about
9000 earthquakes with magnitudes larger than or equal to
4.8 have been taken into account. Two steps are considered.
In a first time, geographic maps of the electric field intensity
are obtained as function of different parameters (local time,
magnetic activity, frequency, and season). During the period
of analysis a histogram of electric field values is built for
each cell of these maps. A cumulative distribution function
of which the range is between 0 and 1 is then obtained for
each cell. In a second time, data related to earthquakes
(orbits of the satellite close to the epicentres in space and
in time) are considered. The values of the recorded data
along the orbits are compared with the histograms in the
corresponding geographic cells to determine at which values
of the cumulative distribution function it corresponds.
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